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OF WALDO CO. VETERANS.

! Maine.

OblilJAKY.
Miss Mary E. Faunce, a life-long resident
of Belfast, died Saturday, May 9t.h, about
three o'clock in the afternoon, after a week’s
illness with pneumonia. Miss Faunce was in
her 55th year, and from an early age had
taken one of the most prominent places
in Belfast’s musical and social functions.
Hers was a singularly useful and happy
life. Born to one of our families of means
and culture, and having the exceptional
advantages of development which this could
bestow, her nobility of character was constantly apparent in the freedom and
willingness with which she shared her high
musical talent with friends and strangers.
As an interpreter of the best music, and as
an accompanist upon the organ and piano,
she has had perhaps no superior among our
citizens. For 31 years she presided at the
organ of the First Parish (Unitarian)
Church, contributing inestimable service to
the dignity and spirituality of its worship.
It was fortunate for us, that Miss Faunce’s

love of her native city, and family, was so
,ihlo County Veteran Associatiop strong as to withstand the lure of larger
cities and their greater renumeration. She
( omet Grange, Swanville, May
the
lay was pleasant but cold and the was one of the foremost in organizing
Parlor Musical Society here, years ago, and
vas rough, but there was a good
The meeting was called to or- when the work languished this last winter,
I as these things often do from a multitude
urt president, A. Stinson, and the
Massachuhe last meeting, which was held in ! of causes, it was her return from
Secresetts, whither she had gone for her health,
t w as read and accepted.
that gave renewed strength and courage to
•s also reported the death of two
-Robert Waterman of Belfast and those who were loyally upholding our mu-

\

of Searsport. Comrades
Nickerson and Cook were appointed
on the time and place of the
ng. Invitations had been received
11 for the June meeting and from
Kmerson

Corner for the July meeting.
reported as follows: Time,
place, Honesty Grange hall, MorInvitaii iny, the next fair day.
•'
Knights of l'ythias of Tilingrner to be considered at the 3une
ii's

11

it tee

sicai

can

interests.

we

uiu&c

mentioning her inlluence in organizing the
Belfast branch of the Maine Musical Festi-

val, ami her giving heartily, without any
pecuniary consideration as usual with her,
of her time and talent as accompanist.
Then as a private teacher of music she has
done much to raise the standard of life and
She
accomplishment in the community.
was a daughter of the late Asa and Sarah
Ilaraden Fauuce, and is survived by a sister, Mrs. William B. Swan of Belfast, and a
brother, W. A. Faunee of Toledo, Ohio.
The funeral service Wednesday afternoon
was conducted by Rev. Adolph Rossbach

ml' remarks by T. C. Smart of
association adjourned for dinner,
ok of a bounteous repast nicely
and deftly served by the ladies of ! of the First Parish (Unitarian) church, at
her late residence, No. 19 High street. The
At 1 p. m. the association was
1 to order and prayer was ottered
choir, composed of Mrs. ElbridgeS. Pitcher,
i,plain, Rev. J. W. Vaughan. The Miss Blanche L. Sullivan, Mr. ElbridgeS.
E. White, with whom
n
Pitcher and Mr.
sang the popular war song,
Through Georgia.” Hon. A. T. she had long and happy fellowship, sang
W. Nickerson welcomed Rev. John White Chadwick’s beautiful
•i and J
.iiers to Swauville, and Comrade hymn:
ook of Monroe responded in beIt singeth low in every heart,
We hear it, each and all,—
association. President Stinson
A song of those who answer not,
with characteristic remarks, and
However we may call;
then sang “Tenting on the Old
They throng the silence of the breast,
\\ e see them as of yore,—
fund.”
The kind, the brave, the true, the sweet,
;.<>n it was voted that the Waldo
Who walk with us no more!
nteran Association hold memorial
’Tis hard to take the burden up,
mid that the secretary be a cornWhen these have laid it down ;
make the necessary arrangements,
They brightened all the joy of life,
A.
R.
G.
all
invites
iptitry hereby
They softened every frown;
But oh, ’tis good to think of them,
hurches and fraternal organizations
When we are troubled sore!
the
in fellowship with
organizaThanks be to God that such have been,
'nd an invitation to him or report
Though they are here no more!
njittee at the next meeting, inviting
More homelike seems the vast unknown,
mat ion to hoid memorial services
Since they have entered there;
:su that lie can report at the next
To follow them were not so hard,
Wherever they may fare;
meeting June 4th, when such inviThey cannot be where God is not,
will be acted upon.
fin anv sou or shore:
e uia isoys.
tlie cnoir,
Whate’er betides, thy love abides,
Our God, forevermore!
Laugill of Belfast, an honorary
The
“Committal” from the church burial
soldiers.
to
tile
paid a high tribute
service was pronounced at the grave, after
not old enough to go to the war

j

and Mrs. Laugill in thanking the
for making her a member said
is a soldier’s daughter.
W. Patterson of Belfast, J. VV.
.J. VV. and
.ii of Swanviile, Rev.
iiam Vaughan of Belfast spoke of
n the rank and tile, the former
.nauy instances of bravery on the
privates who got no credit for it,
itKing particularly of the bravery of
.m

Guptill.

.■;*

then

mi

sang “The Star Spangled

Trask of Newburg paid a glowing
to the
mothers, sweethearts and
•It at home when the men went to
Mr.
and Mrs. Trask were
and
:it,
umbers of the association.
Kneeland then sang a war song,
closed the exercises,
ug vote of thanks was extended to
! range and the people of Swanville

hospitality.

r

urned.
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THE GRANGES.

ty Edward Evans will visit Seaside
A
on the evening of May Kith.
.endance is desired.

Grange, Thorndike, held
resting meeting Saturday afternoon,
e to make some needed repairs on
•st

II

Moon

soon.

Grange, Freedom, gave the third
nth degrees to six new members,
•day, May 9th, after which they had a
feast and in the afternoon they had
program.

Harvest Grange, Center Montville,
regular meeting, May 9th, had
rogram, with ice cream and cake on
ie.
Georges River Grange, Liberty,
-.it Union Harvest on the evening of
;J, and will produce one of their
programs. A good supper will be
ded by the host grange.
n

last

.J_

_

Ufnnt

which the benediction.
It is a beautiful work and of large import
to have struck great chords of music that
soothe humanity’s sorrows, voice our aspirations and yearnings, that bring faith
to our doubting souls, that level the discords of business and home life up to those

planes of harmony sending

Sarah Barton Mosher of Weeks Mills
died May 6th at the residence of her son, E.
H. Mosher, in Augusta. She was the
daughter of the late Luther and Lydia
(Chadwick) Pierce, the youngest of their
ten children, all of whom survived, and was
born in Windsor,Aug. 22, 1827. In early life
she began her active career as a countryschool teacher, but desiring a more remunerative occupation she went to Lowell,
Mass., and obtained employment in the
cotton factories and soon became an exWhen the Edwards mills
pert weaver.
were
ready for operation she came to
Augusta and started the first looms. Iu
1848 she married Elisha Mosher of China
and thus became allied with one of the oldest families of Kennebec county. The home
of Elisha Mosher stood for old-time hospitality and many were the lriends and relatives who gathered around the board, or of
an evening sat about the hearth and listened to the sparkling wit and merry tales of
their genial host while the great logs blazed
within the huge fireplace and lighted up
the cheerful room. His wife, although a
mother and a careful housekeeper, always
found time to greet her guests with a cordial
welcome, and was never happier than when
dispensing her hospitality. A large circle of
nieces and nephews hold her in loving remembrance for the happiness which her
many

!
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way

us on our

with God’s infinite purpose.
“It may be that death’s bright angel
Will speak in that chord again ;
It may be that only in Heaven
1 shall hear that grand amen.”

in tune

sunny

ueeus

uiuugm.

mwj

men

regular meeting Tuesday evening, lives, anil her children bless her as the best
Mh, Worthy Master White presiding, of mothers. After the death of her husband
me was balloted on and accepted and
in the winter of 1883, as a widow,she turned
plications for membership were re- her attention to the care of the sick, and
Arrangements were made to hold until enfeebled by age she went about doing
and evening celebration July 4th. A
good. Many are the sorrows that have been
hut pleasing program was presented,
lightened by her tender ministrations and
eek will be devoted to a drill meetwords of sympathy. Of her it may truly
u her the
of
Past
direction
State
special
be said, “She hath done what she could.”
0. Gardner of Rockland. A supper
served in the banquet hall, but no
will be invited, as the time will be
m flrilling.
Receipts of the evening

''

FIFTEEN

years

of

agony

You Continue to Suffer From Catarrh
the Face of This Testimony?
“I .-uttered for fifteen years with catarrhal
‘■'mines so bad that I bad to leave the sea.
I not He down at night to sleep, on ac‘"ii"I ef the constant catarrhal dropping. I
Wa to two different hospitals for treatV|it, but without any lasting benefit. I
'»» constantly raising yellow and green
"am, and tne trouble was so unbearable
u I
nauseating that I was ashamed to go
ui
company. I have used only two bot1 llyomei, and have been cured by the
fif'ly. It has made full and complete re•ivery.”—Capt. Willnef.
"inei is a dry, healing, autiseptic air,
u tHl
from the Eucalyptus groves of
patralia. It is a pleasure to use llyomei,
“"Muse you do uot take it into the stomach;
"imply breathe in this germ-killing air,
11111 ielief is immediate, and complete re®,sry comes in a few days, llyomei outfit,
.Wilding an inhaler that will last a lifeW", costs $1.00. If it does not cure your
li>iu li, asthma, bronchitis, coughs or colds,
,
? A. Howes & Co. will give you your
2w20
wtey back.
in

Mrs. Mosher

was

the mother of five chil-

Her
dren, three of whom survive her.
youngest son died in infancy. Her eldest
daughter Hattie, who married Loretto Hayford,of Belfast, died in 1897. To those of her
family who now remain, Mr. and Mrs.
Alvah !’. Mosher of Week’s Mills, Mr. and
Mrs. Edward II. Mosher of Augusta, Mr.
and Mrs. Seth Kieliardson of Vassalboro,
Mr. Loretto Hayfoid of Belfast, and their
families, is tendered the sympathy of her
friends and neighbors, who mourn with
them that a good woman has passed from
earth. Her remains were brought to her
old home on Saturday and laid to rest beside her husband and children.
Mr. Jo hn Cunningham, Belfast’s oldest
citizen, died at his home on upper Miller
street, Tuesday, .May 12th, aged nearly 98
He was born in the County of
years.
Donegal in the North of Ireland, June 26,
1810, and was one of four sons. His brother
Daniel lives in Meddybemps, Maine; James
is a resident of Montreal, a batchelor and a
large property owner, and William remainThe deceased came to
ed in Ireland.
America when 19 years of age; was in St.
John, N. B., for a time and then came to

He lived for

a

short time in Massa-

THE
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CHURCHES.

where he married Nancy HamI chusetts,
! mell, and was a resident of Bangor during
Rev. A. A. Smith will finish his series o
the epidemic of cholera and lost all his chillast words of Chris
dren born then except William, who was sermons on the seven
will preach on “It ii ,
drowned a year ago. From Bangor he moved next Sunday, when hb
at noon.
school
finished."'
Sunday
to
Belfast
about 40
to Searsport and came
The Christian Scientists hold services in
years ago and bought his present homestead of the late ex-Gov. Crosby, where his their hall, 127 Main street, every Sunday
wife died in 1873; leaving a family of six morning at 11 o’clock and Wednesday evenchildren, five of whom survtre: James H., ing at 7.30 o’clock, to which all are cordially
welcome.
Cornelius C. and Eliza Jane of this city,
Mrs. .Mary E. Bennett of South Berwick and
There will be an afternoon service of th<
Annie 0. of Vermont. He was tenderly Protestant Episcopal church at the Nortt
his
cared for in his declining years by
church vestry on Sunday next, May 17th, al
daughter Eliza. He had been a lumberman, 3:30 p. m. Mr. Orlando Titherington is laj
a farmer and a soldier, serving in the Florireader. All are welcome.

PERSONAL
Mrs. John G. Brooks has returned from
visit in Boston.

a

Mr. and Mrs. C. 0. Poor are spending the
week at their cottage at Little River.
E. 0. Thorndike has leased the Starbird
cottage at Temple Heights for the season.

Mr. and Mrs. V. A. Simmons went to Bos
ton last week to attend the commencemeni
exercises of the Emerson College of Oratory
from which institution their daughter, Mis:
Mrs. Simmoni
Alice Simmons, graduated.
and her daughter returned Saturday, Mr
Simmons’ business interests detained hin
until Monday.

The candidacy of Frank H. Mayo of this
city for the Democratic nomination for repMiss Clara R. Steward of Northport is resentative to the legislature, has been announced. Mr. Mayo is a member of the
the guest of Mrs. Amos F. Carleton over
bottling firm of Mayo, White & Carter, and
Sunday.
is well known in the city and all over the
It is expected that there will be
J. Donald Clement was at home from county.
no opposition to Mr. Mayo’s candidacy for
Bowdoin Medical School, Brunswick, over that position in his own
party.—Belfast
Cor. Bangor Commercial.
Sunday.
William A. Mace of Brunswick was the
guest over Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose
J. Morrison.

The many Maine friends of James E.
Services next Sunday in the chapel at
Dunning, formerly city editor of the BanEast Northportat 10:45 a. m., with sermon
gor Commercial, later editor of the Portby Rev. H. Ii. Haskell, Presiding Elder. Mr,
Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Knowlton arrived last land Advertiser, and for some years past
Haskell will conduct the Quarterly Confer- week from Sea
Breeze, Florida, where they United States consul at Milan, will be
ence at the close of the sermon.
greatly pleased to learn that the faithful,
passed the winter.
energetic and intelligent work of Mr. DunFirst Parish (Unitarian.) Service next
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Quimby are at their
Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; sermon by the pastor; summer home, The Alhambra, Pitcher’s ning has been recognized by the Department of State and as a result of his efforts
subject, “Spoiled Through Philosophy.” Pond, for the week.
ficiating.
the consulate has been raised from the
Colossians 2:8.; Sunday school at 12 noon;
Mrs.
Ella
D.
and
Critchett
arrived
Friday
eighth to the fifth class and Mr. Dunning’s
Henry Allen Raeklitte, who died at his subject of study, “Review of the Season’s
is at her home on High Street. Her son,
salary from $2,500 to $4,000.
home in Benton Harbor, Mich., April 2nd, Lessons.
Ralph G. will come next month.
Much to the disappointment of the Westaged 64 years, was born in Lincolnville,
There will be a service at Trinity ReformMrs. Clarence E. McIntyre, who spent the ern Union
\\ akin county. Sept. 3, 1844. His father was ed church next
employes in Belfast their Supt.,
Sunday at 2.30 p. m., with
of
winter
in
is
the
Medford, Mass.,
guest
a prominent resident of Maine, serving in
Mr. C. F. Ames,was unable to visit the office
sermon by the pastor, Rev. Win. Vaughan.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
Gilchrest.
George
the legislature with James G. Blaine. Mr. Sunday school immediately after the serwhen in the city last week.
Mr. Ames
Rack litre's early life was spent in Maine, mon. Prayer meeting this, Thursday, evenHugh D. McLellan.Esq., appeared for the came from Burnham to Belfast to look over
lie was educated at Oak Grove Seminary, ing at 7.30 o’clock.
The seats are free and Boston Elevated K. R. Co., in a recent suit the telegraph line, and arriving late hail
for damages against the company.
finishing at the Maine State Seminary at a welcome is extended to all.
less than ter. minutes in Belfast, lie exAfter graduating he taught
Lewiston.
Mr. and Mrs. h. D. Hurd of West Med- piesstju inik ii legita umi iiift uuie was su
The last meeting of the mission study
then
school for a while,
journeyed west,and ciaas oi me ixorm
Medford, Mass., arrived last Thursday and limited, and will return later in the season.
congregational cnurcn,
in I860 was ill Chicago, where he remained
Supt. Ames is a genial,courteous gentleman,
which has been studying the text book on are spending a few days in town.
nari.enton
to
for a time. In 180b he went
Mrs. Alice I. Thumbs returned home last whose visits are looked forward to by the
“The Uplift of China,” was held at the
bor, which had since been his home. He home of Miss
in his division as
Margaret N. Hazeltine last Monday from Portland, where she had been managers and operators
was engaged in the grocery business there
distinctly p easant events.
the attendance was not the guest of her son, J. C. W. Perry.
evening.
Although
for many years, and also flu farming, and at as
Some time ago it was decided to elect an
regular as had been hoped for, on acWm. A. Faunce of Toledo, Ohio, arrived
tiie time of his death owned two large farms
count of many conflicting engagements, the in Belfast
called here by the death Alumni Advisory Council from the alumni
Monday,
was
elected
Kackliffe
Mr.
In
3900
ill Texas.
of the University of Maine, and the nomicourse has been most interesting and in- of his sister, Miss Mary E. Faunce.
Register of Deeds for Herrier county and structive.
nating committee sent out a list of names to
from
down
Mrs.
Frank
J.
came
Starrett
friends
served two terms, making many
The appointments for the week at the Bangor on last Thursday’s boat for a short the alumni to be voted upon. Each college
.during his terms of office. He was a staunch
is to have a member, and there are to be
First Baptist church are as follows: Divine visit, returning to Bangor Saturday.
Republican and always took an active interThe result
seven representatives at large.
He stood high in Masonic worship at 10.45 Sunday morning, led by
Arnold Harris and his son Louis arrived
est in politics.
of the votes was as follows:
circles; was past master of Lake .Shore the pastor, Rev. D. H. MacQuarrie; Sunday yesterday from New Turk and are at their
College of Agriculture, Dr. \V. 11. Jordan,
Lodge, past high priest of Caluin Britain school at noon ; the Brotherhood at 3.30 Sun- home, 6 Park street, for the summer.
’75.
Christian Endeavor at 6.30
day
wras
death
afternoon;
his
of
tiie
time
at
and
College of Arts and Sciences, \V. R. Howchapter,
Miss Winnifred Sanborn has returned
’82.
Eminent Commander of Malta Command- Sunday evening, followed by the regular from
where she substituted ard,
Skowhegau,
College of Law, Freeland Jones, Law,
service in the church at 7.30.
ery, K. T. lie was also a member of the preaching
for her sister in the Western Union office. 1900.
at 7.30 Thursday evening.
Knights of Pythias and an Odd Fellow, Prayer meeting
College of Pharmacy, (no choice, tie).
L. I). Jones, lawyer and civil engineer of
The seats are free, and a hearty welcome is
College of Technology, N. C. Grover, ’90.
holding the office of past Noble Grand in
on
the
At large, L. C. Southard, ’7.1, .1. M. Oak,
passed
Monday
extended
to
through
city
all.
Liberty,
tiie latter order. He died on the 37th anG. H. Hamlin, ’73; E. H. Kelley, ’90; G.
’73;
he
is
his
to
where
doing
Northport,
way
The dark clouds that have hovered over
niversary of his marriage to Miss Lyda
E. Thompson, ’91; Walter Flynt, ’82; C. S.
Sorter of Benton, who with three children the Foss street Methodist church in Bidde- surveying.
Bickford, ’82; A. 11. Brown, ’81; and I’. D.
Mrs. W. S. Aldus has returned to her Sargent, ’96.
survives him. The children are Flora B., ford for 10 days rolled away May 8th, when
Belfast has the unique distinction of havwife of Prof. T. A. Harmon, superintend- a letter was received from Bishop John W. home with her daughter, Mrs. Annie Hale,
dent of the Hart, Michigan schools; Dora Hamilton of Baltimore announcing that in Worcester, Mass., after a short visit in ing three representatives in the council:
William R. Howard, now principal of the
Lf., wife of Justice of the Peace Harris S. Rev. R. N. Joscelyn would be allowed to Belfast.
N. 11., High school; Charles S
A. E. Astle of Uoulton was a delegate to Farmington,
Whitney of Beuton Harbor, and Allen S., remain there another year. Many members
of the Swan & Sibley
foreman of construction of tile Independent hail said that they would have attended the V. M. C. A. Convention in Kockland Bickford, secretary
church elsewhere if Rev. Norman La Marsh and visited his sister,Mrs. Lewis F. Gannon, Co., and Edward 11. Kelley, now of Brewer,
Telephone Co. of Kankakee, III.
managing editor of the Bangor Commercial.
was sent there, not that they had anything
on his way home.
Janies Henry Young, a prominent citizen
against the Orono pastor, but they wanted
has
Eva
to Spokaue,
Miss
gone
Sprague
home
in
that
died
at
his
BASE BALL.
of Linculnville,
Mr. Joscelyn or nobody.
Washington, for a visit of indefinite length
town May 5th, aged 77 years. He died withThe annual meeting of the Women’s with her aunt, Mrs. Louise McAndless,
The Y. M. A. have booked the following
in 200 yards of the place of his birth and
of the North Congregational formerly of this city.
games and manager Frost is in corresponhad never been away from home except on Auxiliary
church will be held Tuesday, May 19th, and
Miss Myra White and Miss Edna Hop- dence with other teams:
the one occasion of a visit to Boston. He
the members will be privileged to listen to
May 23. U. of M. Law School at Belkins of the N. E. Telephone office are
was the sou of Moses and Henrietta (Morse)
an address by Miss Alice M.
Kyle of Bos- spending a ten days’ vacation in Waterville fast. 30. Rockland
Young, who were among the first settlers
mgn at Rockland.
May
Field Secretary of the "'Oman’s Board and will return next
June 6. Freedom Academy at Freedom.
Thursday night.
in that section, and had served his town in ton,
of Foreign Missions, who is also to speak at
June
10.
for
home
Open
game.
almost every official capacity. For many
Airs, aiary c,. rrennett ana jonu cunningJune 13. Dover and Foxcioft at Dover.
tuc W1IVCUUIMI U1 LI1C CieLALCl II Mill IIaUXllham of South Berwick were called to BelThe game scheduled for last Saturday on
in Searsport on Wednesday.
Mrs.
also served as second and third. The later iarys
fast last week on account of the illness of the Congress street
grounds with Rockland
Charles M. Craig and Miss Mabel R. Mawhich
his
life
he
was
of
Mr.
Johu
tax-collector,
and
their
lather
grandfather,
years
High was canceled, the latter team not putthews, the president and vice president of
his
death,
lie
time
of
the
held
at
he
office
the Belfast auxiliary, are that society’s Cunningham.
ting in ail appearance.
was thrice married, and is survived by his
Miss Lovisa Hart returned last week
delegates to Searsport, and it is hoped to
and
five
by
last wife, Mrs. Mary Fitzgerald,
Belfast High had a rough trip to Vinalfrom Round Bond,where she spent the winarrange for a buckboard party also to at
children: Mrs. Charles E. Brackett of LinSiie was haven last Saturday, were minus two of
ter w ith her sister, Mrs. Morton.
tend the sessions.
colnville, Mrs. U. G. Fernald of Belfast,
the illness ot Mrs. Robert their best players, and the grounds on
The services at the First Methodist church called home by
Mrs. P. 11.Thomas of Camden, Clinton Young
which they met the Vinal havens was better
who is now improving.
Hart,
for the week are as follows: Sunday at
of Camden, and Henry Young of Lineolusuited for navigation than base ball. But
from
sailed
of
Hallotvell
Nichols
ll.L.
Rev.
ville. He also leaves a sister, Mrs. Tobias 10.45 a. ill., preaching by the pastor, Rev. A.
under the circumstances it was a pretty !
Gov.
the
schooner
in
9th
Wadsworth, and a half sister, Miss Lottie E. Luce; at 12 o’clock, Bible school, Frank Searsport May
in a victory for the
He wiil attend good game, resulting
Brooks for Norfolk, Yra.
at
P.
3.30
Junior
Blodgett,
Supt.;
p.
m.,
two
and
brothers,
Young, both of Appleton,
home team by the billowing score:
conference of the Methodist
the
general
Miss
Lillian
League,
Epworth
Spinney,
;
Dr. B. F. Young of Liucolnville and Randall
VINAL HAVEN.
church in Baltimore.
Young of 1 lorchester. Funeral services were Supt.; at 7.30 p. in. it is expected that Rev. Episcopal
ab. r. lb. po. a. e.
arof
Camden
Mrs.
Leo
Ii.
B.
will
Mr. and
Strong
Haskell, presiding elder,
0
o
speak.
3
0
0
1
from the homestead in Liucolnville ThursLittlefield, ss
and C. Russell, rf. 4 0 0 0 0 0
day afternoon, May 7th, Rev. S. E. Frohock He will be present at 7.30 Saturday evening rived Saturday to be the guests of Mr,
3
0
0
0
0
0
If.
Brown,
Mr.
for the First Quarterly Conference.
It is Mrs. Leslie C. Eollett for a few days.
of Camden officiating.
0
1
9 1 1
Snowman, lb. 3
hoped that a large number will be present Strong returned Tuesday, and Mrs. Strong Shields, c. 3 1 1 16 1 0
Hamlin Murphy, a former resident of this at this service. Tuesday, May 10th, Ep- well remain until the last of the week.
11110
J. Russell,3b.3
0
2
1
W Russell, 2b. 3
0
1
city, died March 15th in San Francisco, and worth League. Thursday, May 14th, church
the House of RepresentaLast
Saturday
0
0
0
0
0
cf.
3
Treat,
his remains were cremated and have been prayer meeting. A most cordial invitation
0
0
o
0
a juiut resolution appointing
3
3
tives
Small,
p.
adopted
Mr.
forwarded by express to Belfast.
is extended to all. Seats free and every- General
Joseph S. Smith of Bangor a mem28
2
3 27
9
2
Murphy was born in South Belfast and body welcome.
ber of the board of managers of the Nationlived there many years, later going to
BELFAST HIGH.
The weekly services at the North Con- al Homes for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers.
California. He was for six years a policeab. r. lb. po. a. e.
gregational church will be as follows:
0
Friends in this city and Searsport will be Richards, p. 4
0
0
2
1
man in the city of San Francisco, and for
Junior C. E. meeting this, Thursday, after- interested to hear that Ralph \Y hittier has E. Collins, If. 4
0
0
0
1
0
been
a
detechad
few
the last
years
private
4
0
0
0
0
0
ss.
noon at 3.30; prayer meeting this evening at
been promoted to the position of assistant j Murphy,
tive of the Wells-Fargo Express Company
1
0
3b. 3 0 0 0
;
7.30; topic, Christ’s Prayer for His Disci- treasurer of the Penobscot Savings Bank, Fahy, c.3 0
l 10
3
2
Noyes,
The body of Captain Charles II. Dodge of ples, John 17:6-26; Castle North, Knights
1
0
Bangor. Mr. Whittier is a University of Lothrop, 2b. 3 1 2 3
0
0
0
Crocker, cf. 3 0 0
the Barge Hammond, now at Belfast, who of King Arthur, Friday evening at 7.00. Maine man.
Dickey, lb. 3 0 0 3 0 0
died at Fort Point May 5th was taken to Morning worship Sunday at 10.45, with ser0
0
0
C
0
At the Republican caucus held in Bucks- Olson, rf. 3
Rockland on the Boston steamer May 7th, mon by the pastor, Rev. D. L. Wilson; Sunlast Saturday town delegates were
port
12
of
1
school
at
the
to
Bass
where
fun30
3
27
7
3
Christhere
m.; meeting
Harbor,
and from
day
elected favorable to the nomination of
1 2 3 4567 89
eral services were held Monday. Fred H. tian Endeavor Society at 6.30, topic, Being
innings.
By
to
the
James H. Jones for Representative
Vinal Haven. 020 0 0000 0-2
Boston, a Christian at Home and in School, 1st
and David B. Dodge, both of
legislature from this class. The class con- Belfast II. S. 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0—1
brothers of the deceased, accompanied the Chron. 13:12-14; Isa. 54:13. This will be a
First on balls, by Small, 3; by Richards, 3.
vention will be held in Bucksport May 23d.
remains to Bass Harbor. Capt. Dodge was union meeting with thfe Juniors. Evening
Struck out, by Small, 16; by Richards, 13.
Capt. and Mrs. E. 0. Patterson will ob- Time, 1.55. Umpires, Drew and Morrison.
worship at 7.30. All are cordially invited to
a member of Richmond Lodge, 1.0.0.F., of
serve today at Port Eads, La., the 25th anattend the services.
Philadelphia
At Pittsfield last Saturday Freedom Acadeof their marriage. The Belfast
The closing session of the Congregational niversary
received invitatious, but were my was defeated for the first time this seawho
Major Sidney Herbert Laucey died April
frieuds
State conference was held in Central church
fast and very exciting
26th at his home in Maitland, Florida, aged
unable to be present, extend hearty con- son by M. C. I. in a
Bangor, May 7th. A resolution was passed
the score of 1 to 0. The game lasted
wishes.
75 years. He was born in Bangor, Me., did
game,by
beat
and
against resubmission and another recom- gratulations
only seven innings, as the M. C. 1. team bad
gallant service in the Civil war, and was
The seniors at Oak Grove Seminary premending a broader and more active policy
to catch the train. The summary:
widely known as a journalist and historian.
A committee was appoint- sented a modernized version of “The Merthe
church.
for
m. c. i.
An obituary will be published next week.
ed to act with a committee from the Maine chant of Venice” in the chapel last Friday
au. r. iu. po. a. t.
of
this
and
city
Hugh
Uayford
to
consider
combining evening,
missionary society
0
0
9
2 0
Sturtevant, c. 4
SCH. PENOBSCOT WRECKED.
Harold
His
Gratiano.
brother,
0
1
0
1
0
Blaisdell C., p. 3
the society with the conference as one or- played
0
2
0
0
if.
3
0
Bickford,
itvvumj
»u»n ihihiki huu
IIa.J LULU)
juai
^alllliuHwU.
She Went Asnore on
1
1
1
1
1
2b. 3
Butler,
be helc. in Norway. Rev. Charles A. Moore
will be a Total Loss.
Miss Mabel R.Mathews,Mrs.Chas. A.Pils- Eaton, 3b. 2
0
0
0
1
0
0
0 1 4 0
Rocklanp, Me., May 11. The three- of Central church was elected moderator bury aud liev. D. L. Wilson returned un Blaisdell L., lb. 2
2
0
2
0
0
0
masted schooner Penobscot of Islesboro for 1903-09. Rev. C. D. Crane was re-elect
Thursday’s boat from Bangor where they at- Smith, cf.
1
0
0
rf. 3 0 0
went ashore on Two Bush Island today and ed
corresponding secretary. An institute tended the State Congregational conference. Larabee,
0
1110
ss. 3
became a total loss. ('apt. Pendleton and
Gilley,
education and a young peo- Miss Margaret N. Uazeltiue, who went up
the five men composing the crew abandoned on missionary
5
2
25
1
4 21
the craft in a yawl and were later picked ple’s rally in charge of Rev. Asa M. Parker Thursday, was the guest of friends until
W. Wilson and
up by the tug Frederick
FREEDOM ACADEMY.
of Bangor Seminary followed the confer- Saturday.
While
Rockland.
getting away
brought to
ab. r. lb. po. a. e.
from the schooner Capt. Pendleton was ence.
Mrs. E. S. Pitcher has returned from Bar
Johnson, ss. 2 0 0 4 1 0
wave drove the
At the regular meeting of Castle North,
jammed severely when aside
in
the
take
went
to
part
Harbor, where she
Small, rf. 3 0 1 1 0 0
and received
small boat against her
1
1
No. 853, K. 0. K. A., last Friday evening, opera‘ Pinafore,” given under the auspices Banton, c. 3 0 0 6
injuries which may prove serious. It is
2
1
0
0
2
0
of
the
District
hurt
is
arConclave,
interesting reports
internally. Upon
of the Festival Chorus of that town. She Harmon, 2b.
feared that he
Doty, If. 3 0 0 2 0 1
rival here he was removed to his home up held recently at Bangor, were given by Dana
0
1
7
sang the part of Little Buttercup and the Marden, lb. 2 0 0
the bay.
Southworth and Stephen Clement. During papers speak very highly of her work. Her Sampson, 3b. 2 0 0
0
1
1
The Penobscot was owned by Pendleton
Wing, cf. 3 0 0 0 0 0
Brothers of Islesboro and was valued at the evening there was presented to Mr. H. stay in Bar Harbor was very pleasant.
0
0
0
3
2
0
Sukeforth,
p.
was
The M. Prentiss, Seneschal of Castle North, a
uninsured.
about *12,000. She
Mr. F. C. Fletcher of Melrose Highlands,
schooner left Rockland for Long Cove, St. beautiful medal with the seal of the K. O.
7
5
1 21
22
0
George, where she was to load paving K. A. upon it and pendant from a bar Mass., spent a few days here, the guest of
When near Two
stones for New York.
his parents, Deacon aud Mrs. Loren FletchBy innings.1 2 3 4 5 6 7
M. C. I......0 1 0 0 0 0 O-l
Hush island she misstayed twice. Captain above a jewel denoting his office in the
ec, who spent the winter with him. Deacon
Freedom Academy.0 0 0 0 0 0 0—0
Pendleton tried to save her, but the wheel Castle. The medal was a gift from the
a short time ago,and
down
came
Fletcher
schooner
on
the
blown
was
and
rope broke
Stolen bases, Sturtevant, L. Blaisdell,
Castle in appreciation of Mr. Prentiss serMrs. Fletcher was accompanied home by Johnson, Doty. Base on balls, off Blaisthe rocks.
The lifesaving crew at White Head went vices during the year, and the presentation her son, who returned by Monday’s boat.
dell 4. Hit by pitched ball, Sukeforth 1.
was made by the Marquis of the Province
out to the vessel and the tug Frederick W.
Struck out, by Blaisdell 9, by Sukeforth 4.
The Thomas E. Shea Company has closed Double
Wilson, after putting the rescued men of Maine in a brief speech. Mr. Prentiss
play, Johnson to Marden. Umpire,
to
the
to
wreck, intending
season and Mr. and Mrs. Shea
ashore, returned
successful
a
Farwell.
Time, 1.20.
and
the reassist in stripping it, but arrived just in responded in a happy manner,
are guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
time to see the schooner roll over and dis- mainder of the evening was given over to a
Tbe following schedule i^ announced by
in Somerville, Mass.
appear under the breakers.
social arranged by the chancellors, Ray George W. Burkett,
The Penobscot was built in Belfast in
The Sheas will come to Belfast soon to open the Belfast High school baseball team:
H.
Heath.
At
the
and
L.
Jones
Lindgren,
1882. She had a gross tonnage of 358 and
May 16—Camden at Belfast.
their cottage on the North Shore, Northmeasured 135 feet keel, 32 feet beam and 11 regular meeting tomorrow, Friday, evening
May 20—Freedom Academy at Freedom.
port, for the season, and will be welcomed
feet hold.
the first degree is to be exemplified.
May'23—Open.
by their many friends.
May 30—Thomaston High at Thomaston.
June 3—Freedom Academy at Belfast.
stated communication of Phoenix
A
In the new Colby College catalogue the
Saturday, May 23rd, is the day set for the
June 6—Camden at Camden.
marriage of Marian Lewis of the Vincent Lodge was held last Monday evening, with following students are among those regisJune 13—Open.
It work in the Master Mason degree, followed
Club and Malcolm Stone, Harvard ’03.
June 20—Obeu.
Frank
Bramhall
tered: Seniors:
Condon,
will no doubt be an al fresco affair at the
There were short congratu- Belfast; Howard Arthur Tribou, Rock port;
a banquet.
27—Vinalhaven High at Belfast.
June
by
Lewis home at Chestnut Hill. The young
several brethren on the Sophomores, David Tilton Whitten, ThornThe manager, Herbert Dickey, would be
couple will spend a part of their honeymoon latory remarks by
Leona
Grand
Achorn,
Belfast;
Master dike;
Josephine
school team in
at Islesboro and Dark Harbor, the summer recent election of Deputy
he was presented Freshmen, Renwofth Robinson Rogers, Bel- glad to bear from any High
home of so many of Boston’s fashionables. Ashley A. Smith, and
Maine desiring a game.
fast ; Marie Emerald Bradman, Belfast.
with a handsome bouquet of pinks.
—Boston Journal.
da and Aroostook wars; was honest and
industrious, a devout Catholic, and was
known to old and young as “Uncle” John.
He was the father of 16 children and had 10
grand-children and 15 great-grand-children.
The funeral will take place at the St.
Francis church, tomorrow, Friday, at 11 a.
m., Rev. Father Herman H. Hamakers of-
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BELFAST.

The Universalist Social Aid will meet
with Mrs. A. E. Hutchins, Miller street,
this, Thursday, afternoon.
The Ladies’ Aid of Trinity Reformed
church, East Belfast, will meet with Mrs.
William Vaughan this, Thursday, afternoon at 2

o’clock.

Tuesday afternoon we had a thunder
storm and a small sprinkle of rain, hut up
country the rain,fall was heavy. The sky
was very black and it looked at
if a cyclone was coming.

one

time

as

The assessors’ official records show the
total ;appropriations for last year to have
been $46,080, not $48,080 as reported last

week, and there is a reduction of $780 in the
appropriations for this year.
J. Freeman Sheldon of Poor’s Mills, who
a candidate two years ago for the nomination for county commissioner and bad
strong support, wishes to announce that he
will be a candidate before the county convention this year.
was

We have been somewhat tardy in making
acknowledgment, but are indebted to M.
Ct. DeWolfe, Esq., of Kentville, N. S„ for a
copy of the Canadian Press and Printer,
and to a friend in the Philippines for a file
of Manila papers containing reports of the
carnival in that city.
very interesting letter from St. Augustine*
written by a well known Belfast lady
who spent the past winter in Florida.
Though somewhat delayed, the reception
accorded former letters from the same pen
assures us that it will be welcomed by our
readers.

Willie

a
pupil in the Fourth
taken ill in school on Monday
afternoon with what the doctors pronounced to be scarlet fever. The pupils in
the Fourth and Seventh Grades, which occupy adjoining rooms in the lower story of
the High school building, were dismissed
early Tuesday morning and the rooms were
thoroughly fumigated. School was resumed Wednesday morning iu both the grades.

Grade,

Norris,

was

There was an exceptionally pleasant
gathering of J. Ks. at the home of Miss
Amy E. Stoddard last Tuesday evening. A
large proportion of the ciub members were
present, and Mrs. Leo Strong of Camden,
whose previous visit to Belfast was pleasantly remembered by the club, was a welcome guest.
Not the least enjoyable feature
of the evening was the musical treat given
by the hostess, who played some selections
from Schubert and Schumann, much to the
Miss Edith F. Dunton
pleasure of all.
will be the hostess for the next gathering
18th.
May
Hon.

John

P.

Swasey

Nominated.

Lewiston, Me., May 12. John P. Swasey of Canton was nominated on the first
ballot today at the 2d Congressional district
Republican convention to succeed Congressman Littiefield, whose resignation takes effect next September. The names of Cyrus
N. Blanchard of Wilton and James Libby
of Mechanic Falls were withdrawn before
the balloting. The result of the ballot was
as follows:
Whole number cast, 352; necessary for choice 177. Swasey had 212, Sewall
Uo ami \v

mg

i(.

liie

nomination

was made

unanimous. Two delegates and two alternates to the Republican national convention
were elected and were not instructed. They
were Seth M. Carter, Auburn, and William
C. Thompson, Bristol, delegates; Joseph W.
Perkins, Wilton, and Frank C. Whitehou.se,
Brunswick, alternates.
Waldo

County Items.

There will be a grand celebration July
4th at West Winterport under the auspices
of the 0. Garner Grange Association, a tine
program will be carried out and the:** will
be dancing in the afternoon and -veiling,
for which line music will be fiirni-1.. <1 The
celepublic may feel assured of a first
bration in every way.
The hearing which was to have been held
at Monroe May 7th by the Commissioners
of Inland Fisheries and Game on tin* petition of ('. M. Conant and others of Monroe,
asking that Marsh stream, located m the
towns of Monroe, Winteiport and Frankfort, be closed to trout fishing, wa- postponed on account of the inability «»t Commissioner Brackett to be present.
FISH AND FISHING.

a

John McGregor of South Lincoln captured
23-pound salmon in the Bangor Pool May

7th.

The Squirrel Island correspondent of the
Boothbay Register says: “Lobsters are a
luxury, though they swim around the island

—and do you know when he turned red?
When he saw the salad dressing.”

largest laud-locked salmon ever
Lake Cobbosseecontee was hooked May 7th by Herbert Gay, the lS-yeir-old
I lie fish
son of Edwin II. Gay of Augusta.
tipped the scales a little over 15 pounds.
The

caught

in

It is estimated that 600 pounds of trout
caught May 4th from Wells Branch
brook, which has been under protection for
One man caught 120 fish, another
10 years.
55; the average was about 35 fish to a man.
were
There
probably 100 men on this brook
at one time. Salmon fishing at Kennebunk
pond has not come up to expectations.
were

APPLETON.
Rev. S. 0. Whitten of Union will deliver
the Sunday memorial sermon for David
Esancy G. A. R. Post. The Memorial Day
orator will be J. C. Cary of Montville. Services on both occasions will be in Union
church-Appleton Lodge, 1. O. 0 F conferred the 2ud and 3d degrees on two candidates at their Friday night meeting.
Golden Rod Rebekah Lodge held a success-

proceeds will be added to the fund that is
being raised for the establishment of an
Odd Fellow's orphans home.
After the
sale the degree staff held a rehearsal_
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel I’inckney of
New

York have arrived and will occupy their
home recently bought at Oushee's Corner.
...Robie Robbins is in Portland learning to
run an automobile—Palmer
Maitin has
gone to Vinalhaven, taking his six horses,
whicn he will work on a road machine_
F'rank Barker of Salem, Mass, and his
mother, Mrs. .loan Tolman, have arrived.
Mrs. Tolman will spend the summer here.
SWANVII.LE.

Swanville Union Sunday school was organized May 10th with the following officers
for 1008: Supt, Miss Margaret Billings;
Vice Supt, Miss Alice KauejTreas., Mr.
II. M. Chase; Sec’y., Mrs. Mary F. Nickerson;
Librarian, Miss Lillian Phillips;
Ass’t Librarian, Mr. McKinley Damn);
organist, Mrs. Phillips; teacher; Bible
Cl^ss, Miss Kane; Young Ladies, Mr. .1. VV.
Nickerson; Young Men’s, Mrs. II. M.
Chase; primary. Miss A. E. Nickerson. It
was voted to meet at 1 o’clock, standard.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Goldsmith of Salem,

Mass., have arrived at their summer home
for the season.Miss F’lora Seeley has
gone to Bath, where she will be the guest of
her brother, Mr. Ralph Seeley, second mate
on the schooner Pendleton Sisters.
The Bethel News has been succeeded by
the Oxford County Citizen, which is really
a continuation of the former paper,
greatly
enlarged and improved, and a consolidation
with the Rumford Citizen. The publisher
is E. C. Bowler, who has a large printing
plant at Bethel, lie is a Waldo county
man and The Journal wishes him
abundant
success in his venture.
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The search for the body of Guy Ames,
who disappeared from his boarding place
far
nearly three months ago, has thus
the least clue
proved unsuccessful. Not
has been found, though parties have spent
in searching. It *s reported that an-

Shorter Hours forWomen I

days

:-'

other professional diver has been employed
and will go to work soon.. .The High school
of
closed April 24th, after a successful term
Russell of
ten weeks. The teacher, J. H.
advanceSomerville, Mass., worked for the
ment of the pupils,and succeeded. A goodly
number of the pupils were not absent even
The following evening an
one-half day.
entertainment and supper was given in Odd
the
Fellows' hall under the management of
of the
teacher. A large number of friends
school gathered to listen to the closing exercises. An excellent and finely rendered proand perseveigram showed the painstaking
anceof the instructor. The proceeds were
for the
nearly $24, and will be expended
benefit of the school. It is hoped that the
will be
same faithful and efficient teacher
retained for the fall term. Mr. Russell and
have rented a cottage at the park

I

A Modern

Glenwoof
Cooking E/asy

flakes

|

MITCHELL & TRUSSELL, BELFAST

family

and will spend the summer there....Miss
a
Minnie Latnbert from Portland made
M.
brief visit in town recently.... Mrs. Sue
Webb returned to her home in Bangor a
Miss Ethel Webb of droy is
few

days ago.
visiting her at 71 Third street....Rev.
...

tl.
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mestic work of the^home, these are the
schools which must and will he estal)

Washington Revisited.

whether this hill is passed or
not.
erj-ssag
But why should we hesitate to pass
this bill? Snell a measure is the logical
Such a
outcome of the Morrill act.
measure became inevitable the moment
that the Morrill experiment became an

lished,

GALSOME NOTES FROM THE PRESS
LERY OF THE HOUSE.
on
The Democratic fillibusteriug was
were
largesessions
the
and
in the House
the old
ly taken up with roll calls. Dr

assured

success.

In addition to the amount appropri-

a una-

days there used to be practically
ated bv this hill for the high schools,
nimity of sentiment in the press gallery there is a further appropriation of $2,
newsas to men and measures, although
500, to he duplicated by the respective
States, to he used to supply branch
of
all
shades
opinion
of
political
papers
agricultural experiment stations for
be
it
today
How
may
were represented.
each agricultural high school.
I
1 cannot say, but the few expressions
heard were in support of the Democratic
termposition and adverse to what was
With this position I
ed the gag law.

did

not

find

myself

in

accord.

These stations are a necessary part
of the successful agricultural high
school. Theory and practice ought alAn experiways to go hand in hand
mental farm is as necessary in connection with instructions in agriculture or

My

annum on every car it operanil pays dividends on a capitalization of $GG0,000 per mile. The former
has 149 miles of single track and earns

$1,:>00 per

ates

were

with the

cinating

“What

for June.

Woman’s

lief from monotony.

the world of fruits and dowers.
A matter

oi

1 me rest

rru.rv
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down to the sea in ships came up in the
House the same day, (April 17th), a concurrent resolution for a survey of a con-

greatest

of our beloved country.
aam.
Ami Mr. jjaizeu 01 reuns.vi
1 want to call the attention of the
House to the fact that the rules that
have heretofore been introduced, and
the rule that is now introduced, are intended to enable the House to do business in the normal way, not to introduce anything that is deleterious to the
minority, not anything that will do injustice to the minority, hut to enable
the House to act just as it would if it
were not for the prevailing filibuster.

tinuous waterway from Boston, Mass.,
through Cape Cod, to Beaufort, N. C.
This resolution was prepared after a

conference by a committee with members of Congress from the south Atlantic coast and New England. The
Desurvey is to be made by the AYar
are to be
the
estimates
and
partment
for a minimum depth of 10 feet along
the entire route and of such depth in

There were some interesting features
in the debate on the diplomatic and
consular hill in committee of the whole,
in which prominent members on both
sides of the House took part. Mr. Per-

for commernaval, or military purposes. It is
to appropriate $100,000 for

excess as

may be

required

cial,
proposed

this survey.

Mr.

Thomas

of

North

k;*-

it,-ill

»nt»b-0

me
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avenue

spoke

--

of commerce and transportaChina, Japan and Korea,
in avoiding the dangers of Cape
inadequate compensa- tion,
Hatteras and other dangerous points
representatives abroad.
on the Atlantic coast, and of great

consulates in
and

Iflito,

in

SesiiltD Feared

You may well fear serious results from a
cough or cold, as pneumonia and consumption start with a cold.
Foley’s Honey and
Tar cures the most obstinate coughs or colds
and prevents serious results. Refuse substitutes. R. II. Moody.

of the

tion of our

benefit to ttie country in time of war
for naval and military purposes.
The whole drift of the times is in the
direction of improving the waterways
cultural and industrial instruction in of the country. Such improvement has
Resecondary schools, for normal instruc- become a commercial necessity.
the question of cheaper
tion in agricultural and industrial sub- gardless of
of
the
railroads
freight rates by water,
jects in normal schools, and for branch the country are unable to haul the large
agricultural experiment stations,” a amount of freight now being transported and can not cheaply or successfully
measure not only of peculiar interest
the class of freight which can be
to the agricultural sections, but of vast carry
transported bv water. The extension
importance to the people of the entire of the Norfolk and Beaufort waterway
country. In advocating the passage of northward to Boston, Mass., will benefit New England as well as the South,
this bill Mr. Saunders said:
and New England and Southern men
Increase the efficiency of the farmer’s
are united in asking this waterway at
boys and girls; increase tbeir ability, the hands < f Congress. The importance
each in his own role, to operate the
of developing our waterways and the
modem devices which contribute to the
popularity of this movement have been
within
their
comforts of the home; put
shown and manifested by the
reach trie opportunity to acquire the distinctly
and report of the Inland
investigation
to
their
particuknowledge appropriate
of which Hon.
lar function in trie home and farm life, Waterways Commission,
E. Burton, chairman of the
and you increase to such an extent trie Theodore
and Harbors Committee, is
attractions of life on the farm that the Rivers
chairman, transmitted to Congress hy
present eager desire of our young men the
President in a late message, and
and women to get away from the counalso by the large and enthusiastic meetwill
be
to
the
cities
counteracted.
!
try
ings of the National Rivers and Har[Applause.]
held in WashThe establishment of high schools in bors Congress recently
ranks the Atthe country districts for agricultural ington. The President
next to the Mississippi.
and mechanical instruction will mean lantic waterway
The F street cars ran directly by the
that, for the first time, thousands of
country boys will learn that farm dig is entrance to the old B. & O. station; but
something more than mere digging the the new Union station is some distance
soil, after the fashion of our fathers in the rear of the former station and
and grandfathers; that there is a scivisitors to the National Capital have to
ence of agriculture, just as there is a
science of law or medicine.
walk two squares to get a street car.
He will acquire in these schools that
Legislation is pending to afford the
knowledge which will enable him to
and
make his home better and happier. To much needed street car facilities,
that end he will learn to lay under con- the matter was debated in the House
tribution the discoveries of science. We
A.pril 20th, and finally went to a conhave gone too far in the direction of
ference, as the House insisted on unito
with
stop
public school education
versal transfers and the Senate refused
and common schools.
the
Of greater local interest were the remarks of Mr. Saunders of Virginia on
the bill for “An appropriation for agri-

colleges

They

enough in their way and will
be continually improved, but the agricultural high school, the mechanical
arts high school, the high school which
educates women in relation to the doare

companies operiting in Washington, the Washington
Electric Railway Co., and The Capital
;hem.

well

;

There are two

fraction Co.

The latter is said to
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bears but you rattier enjoyed the creepy
sensation. Then out through the deep
wet meadow grass to the river, where
the sun was now beginning to burn
away the wisps of mist, and the redwinged blackbirds were making a tremendous fuss over their housekeeping.
You readied the riverbank at the pouthole, or the big rock, or the old willow
(of course, you know the exact place),
and then you started fishing.—May Atlantic.
BOOM
Canning

FOR

Plant

to

Mrs. Roy Gurney from Waterville visited
her mother, Mrs. Helen Mears, last week...
Mrs. Eula Woods and her children, who
spent last winter in Massachusetts, have returned.. ..Miss Mildred Daggett of Belfast
is visiting relatives in town this week.
Florence and Phoebe Cross are teaching in
Belmont and Miss Joanna Simmons is teaching in Searsmont—N. R. Cross i3 building
C. W. Achorn is
an addition to his barn.
making extensive repairs to the interior of

KYANIZE FLOOR FINISH
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BANGGR DIVISION.

SIX

TRIP

SERVICE

Commencing .Monday May 4n
City of Kocklandor City of Hangoi
at 4.30 p. in. week days for Canid'
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1

1

and Boston.
For Searsport, Bncksport, White-;
den (on signal) and Bangor at 7.4'
arrival of steamer from Bostou,

njjjfl

Bosio^!^^
^61j

Clear and Seven Beautiful Colors.

COBB and

CALVIN AUSTIN, Recovers.

'rSjjSjgjkjj

§

<

^

in

HON. WM. T

Jffiggk^
P

is made with this fact in mind. It’s made
to stand hard usage and it does it.

I

Monday.

\

RETURNING
Steamers leave Boston week da
Leave Bocklaml, via Camden, 1!
arrival of steamer from Boston,

Floors.

on

I

J

VASON & HALL Belfast.

!

j

Searsport.

1

j!

--

—

/f

|

G. 0. SAWYER & GO,,

A FINE DISPLAY OF WOOS

Monday.

Leave Bangor week days at 2 p.
mediate landings.
First-class fare, Belfast to Bo-.-,
way; SO'H) round trip.
All freight, except live stock, is in
lire and marine risk.
FKKI) W. BOTE Agent. B

I
I

Located

planning to provide appartus
necessary
tight tire. The officers of the
Aid are Mrs. Annie Simmons, President;
Gracie Bowen, Vice President; Miss Bertha
Hatch, Secretary ; Mrs. Sarah Storer, Treasurer.
The Aid will give a minstrel show
Saturday, May 16th.
they

are

packing.

Business at the new fertilizer plant has
been excellent all the spring. About 35
men are at work there now, though the
rush is over.' At one time, 15 car loads
of fertilizer were being shipped from
the plant, an average of 15 cars of fertilizer a day.
A great deal of work is being done at
the Mack’s Point coal pockets and several coal schooners are now waiting
there to be discharged. It is stated
quite positively here that the coal
which the Canadian Pacific railway
used on its Maine division and which
has heretofore been discharged at Bangor, will be unloaded at Mack’s Point

FROM

Lamson & Hubbard

..

That’s what
Coal

The Thomaston Caucus.

Thomaston, Me., May 8. In the largest
Republican caucus held here for many years
unpledged delegation to the 2d district
congressional convention was elected toA lively contest was precipitated
night.

the method of selection, Judge Linscott strenuously opposing nomination by a
committee. The caucus finally balloted upThe condidates favoring
on separate lists.
over

non.

narum

iu.

ocnau

wcic

iv.

**«•*>■»

0. Strout, A. F. P. Ilyler and Frank L.
S. Morse. The candidates who wished to
be sent uninstructed were C. A. Leignton,
Dr. J. E. Walker, II. K. Linnell and WardThe latter ticket was
B. O. Norton.
en
elected by a vote of 45 to 26. The contest to
some extent involved the contest for the
postmastership, waged by Postmaster EdMr.
ward Brown and A. F. P. ilyler.
Brown led the winning forces. At Hurricane
tonight Thomas W. Sullivan was
elected district delegate and goes unpledged.
75

Days in Jail.

E. B.
oubu

I COUGHS. Colds, Inflnensa,
J Langs* Pleuro-Pneumonla.

Spring Styles

7« F.? COLIC. Bellyache. Wlnd-Blowa,
> Diarrhea, Dysentery,
G.G Prevents MISCARRIAGE.
0CBB8

KIDNEY A BLADDER DISORDERS.
I. 1. I SKIN DISEASES, Manse. Eraptioaa.
ecus S Ulcers, Grease, Farey.
J. K.
CUBES

00c. each; Stable Case, Ten Specifics,
Book, fto, ft
At druggists, or sent prepaid on receipt of
prion.
Humphreys* Medicine Co., Cor, William and
Street!, New York.

17“ BOOK MAILED FREE.

Bangor..11

a

STIFF HATS.

All

thetlatest things in

11 |

Neckwear, Hosiery,Gloves, Shirts,
In fact, anything yon wish for
weather can be fouud at

Try

warm

you will

certainly get

MAINE.

Frankfort," Marine, Accident & Plate Glass
Insurance Company.
ASSETS DECEMBER

31, 1907.

Stocks and bonds.
$1,274,780 59
Cash in office and bank and hands of
trustees.
62,026 54
204 507 06
Agents’balances.
Interest due and accrued.
12,076 63

Horses stood in,
10 cents
“
Pairs stood in,
15
Horse sto jd in and fed
mith hay and grain, 25 “

Open day and night.
Telephone connection.

assets.$1,569,802 66
31, 1907.
Reserve for losses.$ 1649,911 59
Unearned premiums.
325,271 91
All other liabilities.
59,640 26
250,000 oo
Statutary deposit :.
90
over
all
liabilities.
174,978
Surplus
Admitted

li
1

Proprietors.

am)

Nasturtiums
IN

ELMER E. BROWN, M. D..

BULK.

ST., BANGOR.

and fish dinners

popular lobster

served at all hours.

Special at-

tention

given to auto parties.
Telephone 72, ring 4.

MRS. LILLIAN C. ROSS.

con

A M

A desirable tenement of six rooms in the

Frye block, with city water and modern conveniences.
Apply to 13 Court street or 23
Miller street.

15tf

7 15

Benton. t7 22
Clinton. t" 33
8 85
Burnham, depart.
Unity. 8 53
Thorndike. 9 02
Knox. 19 10
9 25
Brooks.
Waldo. 19 35
45
Point.
19
City
I Belfast, arrive
9 50
tFlag station.
I
Limited tickets for Boston are
I $5.00 from Belfast and all StationThrough tickets to all points Wt
west, via all routes, for sale by Lew
I Agent, Belfast.
MORRIS Mcl"
Vice President aud Gem 1.1
E.
Boothbv.
Pass, aud TickF.
Gen’l
|
1

i

;-

—

I

I Call for the New Views
a~FOR SALE ONLY BY
CITY DRUG STORE,
F. G. MIXER,

sell

postal card and you will receive

drop

me

a

prompt cad.
WALTER H. COOMBS.
Corner Cross and Federal Streets, Belfast,
a

F. A. JOHNSON,
SAMUEL ADAMS.

REMEMBER THEY ARL Tin
4\\’16

Farm for Sals
NOKTHrOKT, MAINE,
Containing 180 acres of land, 40
ing land, 50 acres of pasture, lug!
for sheep raising and other stock,
from springs, lemainder in wood
trees in good condition. One st<
wood house, and barn 7(<x42, in go<»:
of good water. Five miles from lh
from the Camp Ground. This fann
IN

>

way suitable for

a

Inquire of

TO RENT
On Church street, some pleasant furnished rooms
with convenience for light housekeeping if .needed. Enquire at
19tf
THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

TO LET
Store with tenement above.

Apply

3wl9

h

1

$25.00 REWARD

The above reward will be paid
who will bring information that will
arrest and conviction of any person
jemoving any of the stone wails
H. J. CHAIN.k>
Belfast, November 26,1907.—6iu48

1

>&

;

to

Waldo Trust Co., Belfast, Me.

MONEYMAKING
FARMS
FOR SALE IN
New
MAINE,
Hampshire, and Massachusetts;
catalogue. EDWARDS
AGENCY, Portland
3mlG»

Help Wanlii
•

women to represent Tie
Magazine, edited by F. 1*. Dunne
ley”), Ida M. Tarbell, Lincoln St
Straight proposition. Good pay. <

.Men

send tor
FARM
Maine.

stock farm. I
DAVID I.. Hi IH
lilt' 1 o

9tf__On

F. R. WIGGIN,

FOR RENT.

I

Bangor. 7 0«'

d- h and

goods of every description. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything to

I8tf

Proprietor.

S
4:

M. P. WOODCOCK 8 SON

One of the best hay farms in the county, containing about too acres of the best land; no
rocks, plenty <>f wood, also some timber, good
pasture, well watered. Abundance of fruit trees.
Good house, ell, shed and carriage house, also
large barn. Cuts 40 tons hay, which will be soid
Also all farming tools.
with farm if wanted.
Located U miles from postottlce. Inquire of
THOMAS GANNON.
Lower Congress St., Belfast, Me.
35tf

NORTHPORT CAMP GROUND,
The

I

a

M

7 00

F. A. FOLLETT 8 SON,

PAUL.

Waquoit,

| E. D.
w D

j

Waterville.

SALE

Se

SWIFT &

1

Portland.-.10 35

Practice limited to Rye, Ear, Nose and Throat,
including the fitting of Glasses.
J£fr*In Belfast, odd fellows’ Block, Boom 2
tf9
every Monday.

FOR

Peas

I ll

j

3wl8
Total liabilities and surplus.
$1,459,802 66
J I?. Waterman, Agent, Belfast, Maine.

183 HAMMOND

COLCORD & CHAPMAN,

j

Gross assets.$1,553,390 82
Deduct items not admitted...
93,588 16

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

BOARDING and TRANSIENT.

‘1

THE SWAN k SIBLEY CO. j

MASONIC TEMPLE.

Windsor House stable

j

42

TO BELFAST.

burning

Coal that will please you both in
quality and price.

BELFAST,

DWIGHT P. PALMER’S,

20 112
32
12
44 M2
50
58
20
40
50
40

P M

a

PI

rrjf

'll*:

AM

Boston,

with your next

us

10

Waterville... 8 55

full ton.

should it not be

PM

05

Portland.11 35

it is possible

and every ton

sd

A M

As free

Carefully screened,

order, and

BLACK, BROWN, SOFT and

OPEN FOB BUSINESS.
1■flirt)!

as

good

to get Coal.

success?

Lewiston, May 9.

l^} WORMS. Bote, Grabs.

-as

mined.

as was ever

Why

A.

to

Coal is

Boston,

V

an

our

from slate and dirt

to

It is a pity to see a person neglect indications of kidney or bladder trouble that may
result in Bright’s disease when Foley’s Kidand
ney Remedy will correct irregularities
strengthen these organs. Take Foley’s KidR.
ney Remedy at the first sign of danger.
U. Moody.

BELFAST.
AM

7
Belfast depart
City Point.'7
Waldo.17
Brooks. 7
Knox
17
Thorndike. 7
Unity. 7
Burnham, arrive. 8
Clinton. 8
8
Bentou

WEAR.

now

Sentenced
There.

Burnham aud Waterville with tl
for and from Bangor, Waterville, 1
Boston, will run as follows

at

Spring-Summei

large attendance of old and y oung. Among
the latter wre were glad to meet Silas Storer,
who has been confined to his house all winter.
The Aid has done well financially the
past year having raised something like
$150, placed a fine new' organ in the
church, and afforded means, at their regular
and special meetings, for much pleasurable
We learn that
and profitable intercourse.

SEARSPORT.
lie

-FOR-

his house.H. B. Thomas is paintinglthe
buildings of Mrs. Helen Mears.The Ladies’ Aid met last Thursday evening with
A very tine picnic supMrs. Helen Mears.
per was served, and the evening was spent
There was a
in sociability aud games.

HUMPHREYS’

this year.

NUTRITION.

GROCER,

YOUR

of the average man strikes a 90 pound
blow at every step. This is the kind of
hammering floor varnish has to stand.

*

Fred Tucker of RumA sardine ford Falls was sentenced to 75 days at hard
Searsport, Me., May (5.
labor
in
the
county jail by Justice Savage
canning plant is a business enterprise
which Searsport expects to get. Boston in the Supreme Court today for violating an
restraining him from allowing a
parties have been here within the month injunction
building which he owns to be used as a relooking over the situation with a view sort
where intoxicating liquors are disto putting in such an establishment.
pensed illegally. I he case is unique in that
It is proposed to locate the plant near it is the first time the courts in Maine have
the big Kidder’s Point dock of the B. sentenced a person for violating an injunc& A. railroad. This would give the ad- tion of this kind.
vantage of a splendid harbor and excellent shipping facilities, both by rail and
water transportation. Although the
plant is referred to as a sardine packing business, it is understood the firm Veterinary Specifics cure diseases
which talks of coming here to do busio£ Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs and
ness contemplates packing other sea
foods and canning certain farm prod- Poultry by acting directly on the sice pabts
without loss of time.
ucts, notably corn and string beans.
For all of these interests the location
is said to be ideal.
Good herring fishing is within easy access to the harbor
of Stockton, while the farming country
around here is well suited to raising
C. C.fSORE THROAT, Uuie.v, ITiilinplls
cures j Dl.temper.
corn, beans and other vegetables for
A

FLAVOR.

^THE SHOE HEEL

Q

salad with lettuce or cress; the few
tomatoes may be sliced and used in the
same way, and good potato salad is a
dish no epicure despises.
Gelatin is most useful for summer,
especially for meats in aspic, for light
desserts, for fruit ices slightly frozen,
or for relishes like salads and mint and
vegetable jellies. Indeed, the variety
is endless; lish in aspic, chopped meat3,
as chicken and veal loaf, as well as the
pretty and easily prepared desserts.
For instance, a cupful of hot soup,
chicken loaf sliced cold, with a salad,
strawberries or other fruit with cream
and wafers or cake, make a far more
satisfactory dinner than a heavy roast,
potatoes, etc.
Serious

COLOR.

GREATEST

I

■.

| arrived at this station last week and were
i deposited in the waters of Sandy stream.

FSHEST

ASK

fectiveness. The church was well tilled.
One of the pleasant features of the evening
was the smoothness in which everything
During the time occupied in
went off.
marching, reciting and siuging there was
not a ripple.
Every child, a goodly number
of tiny tots among them, knew when their
The
part came and responded promptly.
end showed a
program from beginning to
much
great deal of work and drill. Too
Mrs. E.
can not be said in behalf of Dr. and
M. Soule, who had the affair in charge.
his
Guy, Norton of Troy thinks of moviug
family to Windermere Park for the summer.
Mr. Norton was in Lewiston last week on
business....Nearly 30,000 medium-sized trout

HIGHEST

—

nroy

Carolina said in support of this resokins of California regretted
lution:
provision was made for the purchase
Mr. Chairman, I am very heartily in
our
for
represenof embassies
foreign
PERCH FISHING.
favor of the passage of this resolution,
tatives, and said that “almost every either independently or by incorporaharbor
And the other fishing days when you
in a river and
great nation except our own has a per- tion hereafter
This waterway is of great impor- got up before dawn and stole downbill.
its
for
residence
manent
representatance to my State, and the terminus of stairs to the dim kitchen. A drink of
tives in tiie great capitals, and the lack the
proposed waterway is in my district milk, a doughnut, and a triangle of pie.
of that presents our own country in a at Beaufort.
By the river and harbor then you stole out quietly to the barn
Then the
bill passed last Congress the sum of and got the spading-fork.
way that sometimes is not merely squa$550,000 was appropriated for the pur- search, armed with fork and tomato
lid, but is almost ludicrous.” When
from
the
leaves
of
the rhubroad
can, under
pose of dredging the waterway
asked if any of the foreign nations pro- Norfolk, Va., to Beaufort, N. C., and barb bed, back of the henhouse and
sur- down by the cow bam, until you bad
posed to build or own residences in this work is now in progress. The
and the titles to the euough worms for the day’s sport.
Washington for their representatives vey has been made,
rights of way are being investigated Then, of course, you left the fork stickMr. Perkins replied: “Yes. The British
and will be acquired by the govern- ing in the ground—you never would
own
residence, ment. This waterway from Norfolk, learn to put things away—and started
government owns its
the off. Through the garden and orchard,
and France lias bought land on which Va., to Beaufort, N. C., is one of
in the proposed waterway from stopping long enough for a handful
it expects to build. The Chinese have links
Boston to Beaufort, for which a survey of currants and a pocketful of sopsyerected an embassy, and Germany, un- is asked
by the resolution. The con-! vines—over the pasture bars, eating a
less I am wrong, owns its own embassy. tinuation of the waterway between the i handful of huckleberries or low-bush
Xot only do many of the great powers ports of Norfolk, Va., and Beaufort, N. | blackberries here and there. Into the
northward to Boston, Mass., through i wood road—very dark and still in the
do this, hut the powers of smaller im- C„
Cape Cod, will be of incalculable value | dawn—where you stepped along very
portance.” Mr. Perkins also advocated to the whole country, in cheapening | quietly so as not to disturb the bears.
that no

Makes Bread, that Combines

—

■

both
for all that is not done. For, sir,
what is done and what is not done is
actuated solely by our desire to do tiiat
which will best serve the interests of
number of all the people
the

Town
,un FLOUR

flf

in
Belfast, occupied the pulpit here May 3d,
been
exchange with Elder Braden, having
secured by members of the fraternal ordei
was
of I. O. 0. F. Although the weather
a good
unfavorable he was listened to by
audience. His sermon, which was on Odd
of
Fellowship, touched upon four degrees
Friendship, Love, Truth and
the

order, viz.,
was much appreciated by
dividends and pays interest on a capi- Immortality, and
whose good fortune it was to be piesthose
is
evident
It
talization of $33,000,000.
ent_Mrs. Nina Ross and Mr. Frank Fair
that the stocks of both companies have
M iss
banks are on the sick list this week
These combeen liberally watered.
Lelia Burgess from Corinna is boarding
panies were given the use of the streets with Mrs. W. A. Giles and attending school
free, and tlu sentiment of the House here.On account of the absence of the
ocwas that they should be compelled to pastor April 19th the Easter exercises
2Gth. An
render efficient service and that the curred at the Union church April
was carrights of the people should be con- interesting and pleasing program
ried out by the children of the Sunday
u. a. p.
served.
school. The church was tastefully and apFOOD FOR SUMMER IS A PROBLEM. propriately' decorated with potted plants
and cutflowers, while the- cross standing
on
In summer the housewife faces a dif- back of the altar and a motto hanging
New Idea the wall at the right added much to the efficult problem, says the

Magazine
Speaker and horticulture or dairying as a hospital shall I buy to provide for the table senin connection with a course
and
clinics
C.
Asher
sible food, and at the same time tempt
the man behind the Speaker,
in medicine and surgery. A.s well en- the
capricious appetites when the temHinds. The Republican position was deavor to teach anatomy without dissoars to eighty degrees in the
perature
without
of
New
section as to teach agriculture
well stated by Mr. Sherman
shade?” First of all come fruits, secfarm.
a
ond
vegetables in abundance; and
York, when he said:
The average hoy or girl considers ag- there are
many vegetables that your
1 tried to make clear the other day,
its cognate pursuits of
and
riculture,
would enjoy heartily if cooked
Mr Speaker, and 1 repeat now, tiiat horticulture and ilorieulture, as a dull family
in appetizing and varied ways. Light,
the' Republican majority is anxious
round of digging and pruand fish, chicken, lamb,
we and prosy
thin soups
that the country should know tiiat
and
sprayof watering
lean beef and eggs, occasionally veal
what is and ning, perchance
in
nre responsible for both
will
like,
like
produce
it ing, in which
^for variety not for health), should
what is not done. 1 tried to make
monotonous succession, for all ages to take the
place of heavy roasts, chops,
clear the other day tiiat the Republican come.
an awakening will come
What
the Resteaks, etc. Potatoes seem ever indisa
>,[utv in this House, as well as
a hoy or such a girl, what
to
such
in distinct
pensable, but should be served much
publican partv in the nation,
vista rtf delightful possibilities will he
in winter, for there are so
contrast to our Democratic friends on unfolded before his wondering eyes less than
many vegetables to take their place.
these
cost occasions, is not seeking to avoid
on
and
schools
when, in these
Salads are a necessity, and are a neverresponsibility, hut accepts full responwill he introduced to the fasas farms, he
failing source of pleasure, bringing re
sibility for all tiiat is done, as well
studies of Luther Burbank in
sympathies

talk

A. A.

TTninn.oalict
~--

ui

or

terest from year

to

...

.po*11

yea,- in business

Experience and capital not neccssar>.
port unity. Write J. N. TRAINEE,
street, New York City
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County Correspondence.
lLLE.

It of

Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Cush-

day night.Henry Wyman
[, Xiiunton, Mass., have moved
Gowen farm which they
\- a M
time ago.Charles A. Phil-

i:i

a...

NEW PERFECTION

sheriff Silas Bowler of Palermc

o'
>i'‘

Wick Blue Flams Oil Cook-Stove

,.

called on friends here Iasi
Bean’s horse died May 1st.
,,,/k for some time, and receiv,t of care and veterinary treat1,

,.

el

;[[

Because it's clean.
Because it’s economical.
Because it saves
time.
Because it gives best
cooking results.
Because its flame
can be regulated

avail-

.,,

n"

P

concert given for Cyrus Perry
Riverside hall April 29th
Over eighty
attended.
F. H. Pratt of
,, reraised.Rev.
'w. heeii the guest recently of Mr.
1 Davidson.Mrs. Harry
\
recovering from a critical
.\ddie Davis is with her this
it vi lage schools have commeueA ulia Bills aud Mrs. Annie
\|
Miss Agnes Taylor is
; a liers.
Nye school in Union, Miss
worth has the Morang school
trade Sherman the Sukeforth
Geo. A. Pease of Union refriends here—Robie Robot’ the Auto School in PortM. Gushee is making prepan!-l on the site of his store,
Mr. Carey of
,i! ned last fall
lie tlie Memorial Day orator
The Sunday sercaiicy Post.
Rev. Mr. Whitten of Union.

t’liiitiy >'*
atiely

....

t

j

j

instantly.
Because it will not overheat your kitchen.
Because it is better than the coal or wood stove.
Because it is the perfected oil stove.
For other reasons see stove at your dealer’s,
or write our nearest agency.
Made in three sizes and fully warranted.

place to Ed.

lias sold his
bought David Piper’s farm,
ving.Otis 1>. Danforth
Haverhill, Mass., are visiting
Kii.
They are soon to move
me, bought of Reuben Webb,
and
family of Haverhill,
-try
Saturday fur a visit with
Mrs. Martha Roundy returned

t

!

The

is

1

!
1

i
I

i
i
!

I
|

I

|
|

n

cannot be equaled
for ila bright and

Af\yil JUGTTipsimple construction

STANDARD

|

OIL COMPANY OP NEW YORK
^Incorporated1

Pavid Miles, Mrs. Bessie
Kate K. Gilbert and Mrs. Maude
Harriman of Providence, R L; Mr. and
Mis. Rufus Harriman, < apt. and Mrs. \V.
11. Harriman and Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Harriman, of this place, nieces and nephews of
Mrs. M.; Miss Elizebeth E. Pierce of Peabody, Mass.; Mrs. M. B. Grant and Mrs. J.
A. Pierce of Sandypoint, grandchildren of
Mrs. M.; her daughter, Mrs. L. J. Pierce of
Peabody, Mass.; Mrs. A. .J. Woodard of
Melrose, Mass., and Mrs. W. D. Harriman
of this place.
Nathan

Lord,

Miles,

Mrs.

THORNDIKE.

i

|

again at work for Frank Bentlmon in the lake are biting,
L. 0.
being caught as yet.
a tine ten pound salmon last
•■mg the first one caught this
Xorah Wadsworth of Masthe guest of her sister, Mrs.
id.
>( KTON.

tie
Partridge and Beatrice
muling school at the village.
\ titer Calderwood also attend
mol.V brush fire started a
>mar the N. W. Staples house
n:
the neighbors were called
d musk work was required to
Malison Littlefield and Mr. C.
prostrated by the exciteind the other workers were
the time the fire was under
M
.Jessie Berry is quite seri!iei father's, Capt. Frank MarKdwin Killman, who has been
'iinonia at Bucksport, where he
ndmg school, is gaining and
home last week... The Knights
ball Friday
gave an opening
1st, at their new hall in Prosv: nekton band came to Prospect
■

•-

|

1

:»n

and gave a very
for dancing was

enjoyable

c

■

j
1

WINTER POllT.

Kimball died at her late home
April 24th at 3 a. in. after a
Kent illness of more than four
mg most of that time she was
out and do some light work
u
use, but about three months
mi to fail more rapidly until the
math came to her relief. The
in Henton, Maine, 49
as born
-id at her death was 49 years and
Her father was a soldier in
ar and
her mother, Amanda
img Hasler, was a resident of
At the close of the war her
in their residence in Washing.i«r father was killed by an acnfter the close of the war, but
'till remained in Washington,
last five years of her stay there
••l ament employ in the Post OfIn 1892 she returned to
fluent.
and soon after was united in
Wm. Kimball, who survives her.
-I was a kind, indulgent wife,

1

i

!
;

i

j
i

HUllIl/

XI1C

Tyler M.
Me., May
Coombs announced his withdrawal today
6.

candidate for the Democratic nomination of clerk of courts. He has been elected
for a term of three years as district superintendent of the schools of Vinalliaven, Hurricane and Isle au Haut. Mr. Coombs said
that Vinalhaven would undoubtly present a
candidate for one of the county offices.
as

a

—

knowledge, experience, and understanding, you learn to paraphrase Mr.
Kipling’s celebrated piece of advice to
the raw recruit of the rifle corps—
Wlien 'arf of your bullets fly wide iu the ditch.
Don’t call your Martini a cross-eyed old bitch;1
she’s human as you are—you treat her as sich,
a nd she’d fight lor the young British soldier.
Among all the creatures of steam and
iron and brass,ever devised by the mind
of man, there is non« more human—I
had almost said none more feminine—
than the gasoline engine. Surely there
is noue more responsive.
You treat
her as sich, and she'll work for the
Yankee
yachtsman.^-W. D. Hulyoung
oert, in the May Atlantic.
of

eJj3k.E»‘rc»;«.X.A..
_/} Ths Kind You Have Always Boughl
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palpitation of the heart Divests what yon eat

IGUSTORIA
9 For Infants and Children.

■The Kind You Have
similating the Food and Regulating the Stomachs and Bowels of

J\mtpbn SetJ-~
*

I

\i
j

The officers were inney, Portland.
stalled by Past Grand Master Albert
M. Penley of Auburn.
The Council of High Priesthood for
Maine met at 7.;i0 p. m., May 0th, Alfred S. Kimball of Norway, president,
Twenty five high priests
presiding.
from all over the State were received
into the order. The following officers
were elected: President, Alfreds. Kimball. Norway; seuior vice president, Albert M. Penley, Auburn; junior vice
president, Henry H. Taylor, Machias;
treasurer, Millard F. Hicks, Portland;

Laxative

out of the

The address of Grand Com
mander Fogg and the reports of other
grand officers showed a prosperous
year. The report on returns showed 23
eommanderies,' 5099 members, 363
Knighted and 98 deaths. The following
grand officers were elected; Grand Commander, Arno W. King, Ellsworth;

i'

Albion, Portland; Grand Treasurer,
Leander W. Forbes, Portland; Graud
Recorder, Stephen Berry, Portland.
The Grand Commander being absent, i

0.

Riverton eastino.
A banquet was enand the following officers elected
for the ensuing year:
Commander,
Acting Master, John O. Johnson, Liberty; Senior Vice Commander, Captain
and Assistant Surgeon, Alfred Mitchell,

joyed

Brunswick; Registrar, Major Charles
H. Boyd, Portland; Treasurer, Captain
Thomas J. Little, Portland; Chancellor,

at tHe

I

LAXATIVE

_Beds from $3

00 to

Every bed guaranteed sanitary.

JS16.00.

Springs of all kinds from $1.25 up.
MATTRESSES, liana Silk, Allfelt, Fibre, Soft Tops, $2,75
FOLDING GO-CARTS from $4.50

I

to

$9.00.

up.

Others from $ 1.98 up.

ALSO YOU WILL FIND

DINING

TABLES, DINING CHAIRS, SIDEBOARDS, BUFFETS,
CHIFFONIERS, GUNN BOOK CASES, HALL TREES,
CENTRE

TABLES,

CHAMBER

SLITS,

REFRIGERATORS, ETC., ETC.

H. E.

McDONALD,
GOODS

Main Street.

DELIVERED.

Y

Out Sale

Closing

| Men’s-Boys’ Clothing
CONSISTING OF

Men’s Suits,

Boys’ Suits,
Men’s, Youths and Boys’

Pants

Shall sell them regardless of cost.

Nearly all

new

goods

Sale will start

and

up-to-date patterns.

Thursday, April 30,

and continue

thirty days.

HENRY STAPLES, 12 Main St.
j6©“Will
at

Trundy’s Liniment
Will afford instant relief for headache, earache,
toothache, backache, ernes rl< n at'sn neuia
gia, lumbago, corns, burns, bruises, sore throat
pains around the liver, swelling of joints and
pains of all kinds. Allays Inflammation and prevents poisoning. For external use only. Price
25 cents at It. H. Moody’s. Made by S. 1). Tiundy

Steam, Furnaces, Stoves and Stove

COUGH SYRUP

Don’t make any mistake in buying before
I have all kinds of

a

bargain

sell the entire stock at

private

sale

on easy terms.

SOLD BY R, H. MOODY.

When the baby is cross and has you worried and worn out you will find that a little
Cascasweet, the well known remedy for
babies and children, will quiet the little one
in a short time. The ingredients are printContains no
ed plainly on the bottle.
opiates. Sold by R. 11. Moody.

KENNEDY’S

Iron

Pleasant to take
Children like it

Spiings, Maine.

lvr26

SEARSPORT

Beating Company
HEATING AND PLUMBING.

ness.”

IT

in the line of furniture can be found in my
low a figure as can be found in this or any

other city.

Laboratory of

Stockton

ciliTL»RTEW (Tuts

as

copious

a

First Lieut. Chas. W. Roberts. Portland; Chaplain, John S. Sewall, Bangor;
Council, Lieut. Henry N. Fairbanks,
Bangor; George S. Rowell, James E.
Hewey and Lieut. Casper E. Marshall,
Portland; Lieut. Danville B. Steveus,
Lewiston. The paper of the evening
was read by Geu. Selden Connor of
Augusta on the “Battle of the Wilder-

THE

YOU* «ITV.

you look around.

For Croup, Whooping Cough, La
Grippe, Influenza, Bronchitis, and
all Cough., Colds, Lung and Bronchial affections no remedy it equal
to Kennedy’s Laxative Cough Syrup.
Children like it.
Past zip lit 23o, 50o and $1.00 bottleo
O

i-ioeny

The annual

store at

B.C. DeWITT«LCO.,Chlcafo,U.S.A.

the remaining officers were not appointed.
Those present were installed by
Past Grand Commander AlbroE. Chase
of Portland.
II_

meeting of the Maine Commandery
Loyal Legion was held this evening at

Everything

Conforms to National
Pure Food and Drug Law

Junior Warden, Charles W. Jones, Augusta; Grand Prelate, Rev. James F.

Legion.

N EW

Furniture Furniture

Cough Syrup

Deputy Grand Commander, Harry B.
Virgin, Portland; Grand Generalissimo,
Warren
C.
Philbrook, Waterville;
Grand Captain General; Albert H. Burroughs, Westbrook; Grand Senior Warden, Elroy H. Mitchell, Saco; Grand

Portland, Me., May

NEW YORK.

THC CENTAUR COMPANY

The Original
Laxative

members.

Loyal

system through

strengthening the mucous membranes of the throat, chest, lungs and
bronchial tubes.

May 7th. The
committee on credentials reported 21
of the 23 eommanderies represented,
with a large number of permanent

Maine

I
I

of

i

|
and healthy action of the bowels.
Relieves Coughs by cleansing and

for Maine met

of the

Signature

Relieves Colds by working them

mas-

Wilber A. Patten, Portland. At 9.30
the council was closed.
The Grand Commandery of Knights

Elected Cuinmauder

Tac Simile

Igasiiria

Cough Syrup

ered, Oakland; chaplain, William J.
Burnham, Lewiston; steward, Benjamin L. Hadiey, Bar Harbor; warden,

oi

f

in
Use
For Oyer
Thirty Years
5

Kennedy’s

ter of ceremonies, James E. Parsons,
Ellsworth; conductor, James H. With-

jonnson

I

Aperfect Remedy fcrConstipation. Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions .Fcveri shness and Loss OF Sleep.

!

Everyone who values good health
should at the first sign of sickness take
a
dose of ”L. F.” Atwood's Bitters.
They quickly adjust the trouble .and set
They restore vigor to the
you right.
tired and overworked organs and build
up general health. At the store, 35c.

Stephen Berry, Portland; graud masof ceremonies, Daniel B. Balcher,
Farmington; grand captain of guards,
Frank J. Cole, Bangor; grand conductor, Harry E. Larrabee, Gardiner; grand
steward, DeForest II. Perkins, Skowhegan; grand sentinel, Willard 0. G. Carer,

ter

u.

II

Clonfud Sugar
Flavor.

i

“I think there is no
‘L. F.’ Atwood’s Bitters. I keep
them in the house all the time, and
they save me a great many headaches.
I would not be without them.”
Yours truly,
Mrs. Lizzie S. Dyer.

Leach, Portland; deputy grand
master, Murray B. Watson, Auburn;
P.
C. of Work, James H. Withgrand
ered, Oakland; grand treasurer, Leander W. Fobes, Portland; grand record-

jonn

01C**M*SU*‘
ffirmSteJ

I

II

|

I

♦

to

verse

Templar

]

Mx. Senna

JRotJUlUSJti
AnttSfd

Georgiaxa:
I don't like your cook book—it doesn't
Imogen's.
recommend Gold Medal Flour.

si, 1906.
medicine equal

I Signature

anpaafOidlk-SAMUELPrrUHER

Littlefield lias formed

Brunswick, Me., Aug.

B

Opmm.Morphine nor Mineral.

Ail old Georgia negro was sent to the hospital in Atlanta. One nf the nurses put a
thermometer in his mouth to take his temperature. Presently, when the doctnrinade
his rounds, he said, •‘Well George, how do
you leel ?”
“i feel right tol-b-e, boss.”
“Have you had any nourishment?”
“Yassir.”
“What did you have?”
“A lady done gimme a piece of glass ter
suck, boss.”

The Grand Council of Koyal and Select Masters met at 2 p. m., May 6th.
Alfred S. Kimball of Norway, grand
master, presided. His address showed
a prosperous year and a diligent discharge of duties by the grand officers.
The committee on returns reported 10
councils, 4201 members, 416 candidates.
The following grand officers were elected and appointed: Grand master, Con-

Bears the

Mot Narcotic.

Law.

Save Much
Sickness

I

Promotes Digestion,Cheerfulness and Bcst.Contains neither

a law partnership with his son, Charles \Y. Littlefield, it was announced here today.
The firm name is Littlefield & Little
field and it is located in Pme street,
Xew York.
This is the solution of
what many chose to regard as a myswhen
tery
Representative Littlefield
announced tiis intention to vacate his
seat in Congress Sept. 30. The junior
member of tiie firm is a graduate of
Yale college and Harvard law school.
While in the former college lie played
first base on the varsity base bail team.
man

—-

recorder, Stephen Berry, Portland;

Enters

I Always Bought

AVege table Preparationfor As-

Rockland, Me., May 5., Congress-

o

A

X

Coombs Withdraws Candidacy.

Rockland,

bn,**

■

IUU

Miss Marion Fhilbrook
Mrs. Dalsimer, whose bobby is reform,
Mrs. C. K. Lougee
Elizabeth Ann Cripps, saved from the
Mrs.
11. J. Webber
slums,
Following the drama was a social dance,
music by Love’s orchestra.

"

interport. Me., visited Mrs. C’s
V* '■ Mi. and Mrs. G. A. Avery, several
week....Capt. W. II. Harriman
fel "*"
the river in his vessel, seh.
/1
Haskell, last Saturday and salutfriends living by the river on his
"
Mr. Eugene Barnes was in Port'Vaterville last week. He was a
;.y
V I,,'"the KeDublican conventions. .Mr.
esoott of Northtteld, Vt., and son
V,
:v.' drived here May 1st and will get
'''"'e
ready for Mrs. Weseott, who
l" some
time the coming week,
Ti,.
Awiiy
friends will be glad to welcome
in.,'
111 their old home.Morris Ginn
>
ii
brother Otis in Brewer last week,
r
people from this place who attendtu .,
li,* "iky ball in the new K. P. hall at
,! f'- Harsh had a delightful time and
le will he
many more during the
iin,,,
summer_Mrs. Orrilla McMann,
huen a shut-in for the past three
tteir’,*;* presented with a nice wheel
Cam ,8t week. The donors were the late
ill "a,
Crocker, a brother of Mrs. M.;
"hi Mrs.
C. K. Hill of Winterport;

V

Littlefield

■

'1.

■

HOMtS-

SUMMER

!

F. Hicks, Portland. Warren C. King,
Portland, Herbert W. Robinson, Portland, committee of finance. The grand
MAINE INDUSTRIAL ITEMS.
otiicers of the Grand Royal Arch Chapter were installed
by Grand High
The Turner Center Creamery Co., who
Priest William X. Howe of Portland,
recently bought the farm of Ed. Wood in
Troy, will make quite extensive repairs be- May 6th. The following appointments
District deputy grand
were
made:
fore taking possession.
Wiimer J. Dorman, BelThe sheepskin tannery at Clinton, F. L. high priests,
W. Goss, Lewiston, PliinHesse manager, resumed operations the fast, George
DeForest
middle of February with one-half crew. eas B. Guptill. Cherrytield,
Twelve hundred sheepskins per day at the ! H. Perkins, Skowhegan; grand captain
present time are turned out, of which of the host, Frank J. Cole, Bangor:
Messrs". Hesse, Osborn and Odell of Boston grand principal sojourner, Albert W.
take the entire product.
Meserve, Kennebunk; grand royal arch
The Mt. Waldo Granite Works at Frank- captaiu, Jarvis L. Tayler, Farmington;
fort have contracts to furnish the granite grand master first vail, John M. Burfor the New York docks, the approaches to leigh, South Berwick; grand master
the Blackwell Island bridge and the big1 second vail, William C. Libby, Belfast;
cathedral of St. John the Divine. A busy j
grand master third vail, Levi Seavey,
season is anticipated and about 300 men
stewards, Hugh R.
will be employed in the quarries and cut- Thomaston; grand
Bangor, Silas B. Adams, Portting sheds.
j Chaplin,
land, Warren Skilled, Houlton; grand
The Frankfort Supply Company have a 1 lecturer, Frank E. Sleeper, Sabattus;
new saw mill in operation, located near the ;
sentinel, Warren 0. Carney,
bridge in Frankfort, where dimension lum- grand
Rev. Leroy
ber is sawed, also staves and box shocks. Portland; grand chaplains,
The mill is equipped with up-to-date run- I W. Coons, Brunswick, Joseph B. Shepniug gear and is under the direct manage- herd, Portland, Ashley A. Smith, Belfast and William J. Taylor, Lewiston.
ment of A. T. Snow, who is also manager of
the Frankfort Supply Company.
Committees for the ensuing year were
appointed and the Grand Chapter was
A Great-Grandmother at 50.
closed.

Maria, widow of the late Capt. John
Maine News Items.
Sprowl, passed away suddenly April 28th
after a few hours illness, at the advanced
The valuation of Rumford Falls is $3,191,She is survived by two
age of 80 years.
over last year.
sons, Capt. Theophilus Sprow l, our post- 615, an increase of $123,000
rate of taxes will be $19 per $1000,
The
of
Mobile,
master, and CapL. Henry Sprowl
Ala.; by one sister, Mrs. Mary Tufts of which is 24 mills less than the rate assessed
»
Pasadena, Cal., a niece, Mrs. T. L. Keppler last year.
of Boston, and one granddaughter, Miss
voted to
board
has
The
Dexter
school
The funeral was held SatLena Sprowl.
allow no more dancing at high school
urday at the family residence, Rev. I. II. functions. The edict came as the result, so
W. VVharff officiating.Mrs. George Jorthe committeemen say, of much fault-finddan and infant son of Waltham, Mass., are
from the parents of students over late
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson ing
hours kept by pupi.s.
Weed.Rev. Arthur J. Lockhart and
The Bates college inter-class track and
family arrived by steamer Thursday from
East Boothbay and have moved into the field meet, which was to be held atGarceion
Methodist parsonage ....Mr. and Mrs. Jos- field, Lewiston, May 1st, had to be postponeph Labbe of.Nt-wburgh were in town last ed on account of the condition of the track.
week calling on friends_Miss Olive New- No date has been fixed for the meet, but it
comb has been quite ill. Ur. A. R. bellows probably will not be until after the Maine
lias been in attendance and Mrs. Jose- inter collegiate on the 16th.
phine Wilson is caring for her.. .Rev. and
The James G. Blaine mausion in Augusta
Mrs. F. L. Provan left town Wednesday for
West Tremont.Miss Elizabeth Fernald has been opened for the season. Mr. Blaine’s
returned to Medford,Mass., April 27th, after daughter, Mrs. Walter Damrosch of New
and pleasant neighbor, taking
has arrived with her three younger
spending the Easter vacation with her par- Fork,
‘-.-■•'t inthe welfare of those around
and her nephew, Walter Blaine
Capt. and Mrs. A. E. Fernald.Mrs. daughters
’- I w,
Beale
and
always ready to lend a help- ents,
others of the family will come
Sarah Goodnow returned homefrom Bangor
those in need. She took great
soon.
are
and Mrs. James Foley
Saturday_Mr.
house
was
and
her
:
work
fancy
receiving congratulations on the birth of a
The tax rate in Skowhegan this year will
“d adorned with her handiwork in
daughter, Barbara Avery.Miss Maria be 19 mills. Last year it was 20. This is
a as
very proficient. She was a
Tuesarrived
home
from
Portland
Atwood
$3 lower on $1,000 than the average rate in
r'!i’■• : s-basticook Grange, No. 90, and
John Clifford of Camden has this State. The value of real estate is $2,Miterested in the welfare of the day_Capt.
in town recently, called hereby the 674,775, personal
1
'he leaves to mourn their loss a been
estate, $987,995, the net gain
illness of his brother, Capt. Odin C. Clifford. in the town’s valuation being $15,195. There
;' f. stepson and two step-daughters, _Rev. Arthur
new pasthe
J.
Lockhart,
are
1408
a
loss
of 125 in one year, due
a
polls,
aunts and cousins. The funeral
"V
E. church, delivered a to the local manufacturing
tor of the M.
sere held irom her late residence
plants running
and
sermon Sunday
able
very
interesting
slack since last fall.
A
beautiful pillow of roses
from the text, “If we sufmorning,
3rd,
May
the
huscasket presented by
fer we shall also reign with him ; if we deny
-|
bed “wife,” while aprofusion of
THE GASOLINE ENGINE.
him, he also will deny us.” The topic of
-i ngs were
presented by relatives the
discourse, To bear the cross of ChristanWords of comfort, were spoken
is our duty.The W7interport Uraity
j Let us, for a moment, consider the
M-ilindist clergyman iff Pittsfield
LUUIVJ
piCOCIJKCU
not merely as a piece
Tinent was at Mount Cemetery.
l’ride” to a large audience at Uuiou Hall I gasoline engine,
of machinery, hut in its relation to the
to
Friday
evening,
May
1st,
complimentary
j
“J'l'M'l HEKKI.
The development of its owner’s character.
the graduating class of the W. 11. S.
1
Merry, who has been visiting cast was as follows:
The lirst season that you live with
setts the past six weeks, returnF'rank Eastwick,
Oscar Cole that engine you never cease to wonder
Mne here last Friday, accompanVivian Kirk,
C. R. Lougee why in Sam Hill you were fool enough
mu Alvah and Mrs. C. O. Carley
to throw away your good money on
Robert Chalmers, a bank president,
of West Newton, Mass., who
5"‘;
Neal I y such a diabolical invention. Yon realize
Edward
M
k,
Merry one week.Mrs.
that the language you sometimes use
l-'ike. who has been in Massachu- Tom Gresham, devoted to Sallie,
Joshua Treat in
i"i't winter, returned home April
addressing the thing is not at all
George Gruby of Boston was Tim Travers, not so bad after all, H. Celebes what it should be, and you cannot help
\V.
"■ al
after
week
last
looking
days
11. H. Kneeland but feel that the whole connection is
llaker, a detective,
j.| "im-r home, llis many friends will Emily
having a distinctly bad effect on your
Eastwick, F'rank’s wife,
see Suunyside opened again.
y/ ,!
Mrs. C. C. Moody morals. And, of course, it is the en-I. Ileagan was in Bangor Saturday
Sallie
her
sister,
Clegg,
—Mr. and Sirs. Edward Clifgine’s fault. But later, with the growth
lil'h.N IIA

rv

_i

UICJ'HCH JJCllJ,

—

furnished
or orchestra, with Batchelor
orMrs.
Gertie
Clifford
ins,
Homer C lark as prompter,
.tin came with parties from
ekton springs and Sandypoint
number came by team from
icecream and
A other towns,
ved in the store on the first
iiiiiding. The Knights cleared
llianks are due the Stockton
kindly volunteered their serceasion, and many others who
nee.
The hall will be dedicated
ropriate exercises.
>

II. Bodge, Augusta, D. G. H. P.;
Charles B. Davis, AV aterville, G. K.;
Ralph K. Burbank, Saco, G. S.; Leauder AV. Forbes, Portland, G. T.;

!

—

;

AUTHORS’

as

j

The nice rains of the past week washed
the face of old nature and the fields look as
though the hay crop will not bo a failure, as
many had predicted.... Mrs. Nora Palmer
Wight and little child arrived Saturday
from their home in Texas for a visit with
her father, M. P. Palmer, who has been
confined to his home ail winter. His friends
hope to hear of an improvement in his condition soon.... Mrs. \V. J. Hunt, who was
called here by the illness of her mother, Mrs.
Joseph lliggins, returned to her home in
Andover, Mass., last week. Her mother is
convalescent, which is pleasing news to her
many friends—Miss Inez Fogg of Brooks
and Harry Bickford and lady friend of
Waterville are guests of Mr. and Mrs* Fred
Hamm_Mr. and Mrs. i-urton Gross are
rejoicing over the birth of a little daughter,
But 50 years old, yet 34 years married and
born April 29th. Mrs. Alonzo lliggins is
Granville now a great-grandmother, probably the
with Mrs. Gloss for a while
Small has sold his farm to George Blethen. youngest great-grandmother in the country,
Peter Harmon passed April 30th in Belfast. is an honor bestowed upon Mrs. Eliza Al....Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wyman of Taun- len of Augusta by the recent birth of a
ton, Mass., passed last Friday night with daughter, Inez, to her granddaughter. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Benj. Gowen, and Saturday Alien came to Maine from North Easton,
Mass., when an infant, and when 15 years
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Harmon.
Mr. Wyman has bought the farm of the old married Eugene Allen of Augusta.
late Asa Gowen of Montville and will re- Their daughter Jennie married James M.
side there_Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Cunning- White of Hallowell, and the Whites’ daughham passed May 2nd in Belfast.Mrs. ter Laura, when 16, married John Currier
Charlie Patterson spent a part of last week of Augusta. All four generations live withMr. in a radius of six miles of one another and
with Mrs. Will Ward in Fairfield
and Mrs. Robert Leach have both been are hale and hearty. Mrs. Allen has since
quite sick for several weeks. Friends are the death of her husband 25 years ago taken
glad to learn that they are improving in care of the farm.“ I expect to see two more
health now.Ulysses and Addie Ward generations, at least, born before 1 die,”
have been visiting relatives in town for two she said today, “and if they marry as
weeks. They returned to Pittsfield Satur- young in the future a% they have to date
day_Mr. Welton, F. S. Hogan, S. F. Files, seven generations may be alive, a record
Richard Higgins, George Cilley, Fred Hig- hard to beat.”
gins and many others are painting their
buildings this spring—The youngest child
A great many people imagine they have
of Mr. and Mrs. John Clark lias been very
heart trouble when the fact is that the
ill with pneumonia ...Hall Clements visit- whole trouble lies in the stomach.
The
ed friends in Kuox last week-Some of
pains in the side around the region of the
our farmers are shearing their sheep this
heart trouble.
are not
heart
necessarily
week and some are plowing up large fields
We suggest that you start With the stomach
Mr.
in readiness for planting potatoes.
and whenever yfh feel a depression after
Welton will go into the potato business exor whenever
eating
your food seems to
tensively_Our local dressmakers, Miss nauseate take Kodol. It will not be very
Mildred Fletcher and Mrs. Flora Patterson,
“heart
until
all
these
long
pains” will disnow-a days.
are very busy
Everyone is !
Take Kodol now and until you
having new gowns.. .A lot has been bought appear.
know you are right again. There isn’t any
upon which to build the new church, and
doubt about what it will do and you will
work will begin soon.
find the truth of this statement verified after you have used Kodol for a few weeks.
It is sold here by R. II. Moody.

e
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your dealer’s.

Saturday.Sammy liagley
K. M. L Hospital in Bangor
Irving Moody has hired
uminer with C. P. Hutchins,
Harry Paul has returned to

[

~

safety. Equipped
with latest improved burner. Made of brass throughout
and beautifully nickeled. An ornament to any room,
whether library, dining-room, parlor or bedroom. Every
lamp warranted. Write to our nearest agency if not at

Davey has returned from
Mass., where she spent the
vey Lowell of Wayne, Me.,
iiir'his brother,VV. H. Lowell.
school closed last Wednesday
1.1
vacation. Miss Gertrude
High school teacher, will
■i school in the town of Ather Dow is spending a few
is mother in Olney-G. H.
Portland this week attending
>mou of the Grand Lodge of
A. Millett of Searsmont was

j

\

T

and absolute

Massachusetts, where she
er with her son aud daughsevere rain prevented Troy
pending the funeral services
esteemed friend Charles
occurred at liis late home in
.J. L. Bagiev and W. L.
bought a tine pair of horses
.if Detroit_Katherine PliilPratt were graduated from
-I'd last week. ThegraduutCorner
at Troy
were held
lay evening, April 30th. II.
will
supply
popular teacher,
at E istbrook which he ocast summer’s vacation.

j

A.

j

steady light,

in

!
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BODIES
JSRAND
Meetings

A. recent article in t|ie New York
in Portland.
Hold Their Annual
Saturday Evening Post comments upor
the
Masouic
of
The annual meetings
tbe notable, tact that the Maine coasi
grand bodies of Maine began May 5th appears to have a peculiar attractive
with the Grand Lodge. Grand Master ness for authors. It cites numerous
Charles F. Johnson of W aterville pre- instances and describes the homes ol
sided and the regular grand officers William Dean Howells and George S.
were in their places, except the grand
Wasson at Kittery Point; that ol
senior deacon. The grand master in Thomas Nelson Page at York Harbor,
a
memberhis annual address reported
and speaks of his every summer guest,
death
John Fox. Then it passes on to not«
ship of 27,356, a gain of S26.butThe
no past
rate was 19 1-2 to 1,000,
the residences of Mrs. Margaret Deland
grand officer died during the* year. and Meredith Nicholson at Kenuebiink
There are 201 lodges, the two in Ells- port, and the various authors living
worth having been consolidated the upon the islands of Portland Harbor,
past year, and the average lodge mem- among whom the best known are Mrs.
bership now is 136. The committee on Clara Louise Burnham and Command,
credentials reported 183 of the 201 er Peary.
But the Saturday Evening Post has
lodges represented. The officers elected
were E. B. Hallett of Freeport, grand
omitted many writers of prominence
of Belfast,
Smith
A.
who have summer homes in this immaster; Ashley
deputy grand master; John Clair Minot mediate locality. There is, for inof Augusta, senior grand warden; Geo. stance, F. P. Dunne, who
ha0 a house
W. Noles of Norway, junior grand last summer at York Harbor and ex
of
Hicks
Portland,
warden; Millard F.
pects to come again this year. Ten
grand treasurer; Stephen Berry of miles back in South Berwick is the
Albro
E.
recorder;
Portland, grand
home of Sarah Orne Jewett. Just
Chase of Portland, George R. Shaw of across the York line in Ogunquit and
Portland and Hugh R. Chaplin of Ban near famous High Pasture directly on
gor, committee of finance, Charles L. the sea is the beautiful residence of
Collamore of Bangor, Fessenden L. John Kendrick Bangs just built last
Day of Lewiston, trustees charity fund. year. Only a few miles back in Hollis
The Grand Royal arch chapter of is the summer home of Mary Wilkins.
Maine met with Dr. Edwin A. Porter Nathan Haskell Dole also makes his
of Pittsfield, grand high priest, presid- summer home at Ogunquit and has for
ing. The'grand officers were all pres- many years. There are many other
ent excepting the grand royal arch cap- well known writers, of lesser note pertain. The committee on credentials re- haps, who spend their summers in this
ported 53 of the 59 chapters present. locality, although not owners of propThe address of Grand High Priest Por- erty here, and to name them all would
ter showed a prosperous and busy year. present a long list. York particularly
There are 59 chapters and 8964 mem- has been a favorite resort of noted
The following authors for many years, and their numbers, a gain of 359.
grand officers were elected: Franklin bers are constantly increasing.—York
R. Redlon, Portland, G. H. P.; Thom- Transcript.

Use A

[Deferred]
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Repairs,

Plate, and Sheet Iron Work.

PI.ES* BLOCK.

SE4KSPOKT, MAINE

BELFAST SAVINAS BANK.
Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank Book
No. 6995, issued by this Bank, has been lost and
application has been made for a duplicate boo*r
according to laws regulating issuing new books.
WILMEK J. DORMAN, Treasurer.

Belfast, May 7,1908.—3wi9

»

GRANITE and MARBLE!
*

I

large stock of granite and marble, and are
prepared to fill promptly all orders for monumental
and cemeterg work. Call and examine specimens of
We carry

our

a

work and stock.

HUTCHINS BROTHERS

n* street, mm.

FJIre, Life, Accident,
and

!
j

W,S0,,T Insurance and Real Estate

REPRESENTING OVEk FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.

insurance

•

♦

♦♦»♦♦«♦♦«♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»«♦»«»»♦»♦♦♦♦»♦»♦♦«»»«

FRED ATWOOD,

|
J

Plate Glass, Tornado

Insurance,

Steam Boiler

Inspection.

Security Bonds lor Cashiers, Contractors, Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Keal estate bought and sold.

SOME

The Republican Journal
Published

CHARLES A.

Co.

J [;usines!°Mmlligei.

PILSBURY.

Srp— kiption Terms—In ndvance. S-’.oo a
cents for three
year; >1.00 lcr six months; 50
month-.
Advertising Terms—For one square, one
Inch 1* i:^th in column. 50 cents for one week and
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

For

Representative

EDWIN

to

Congress,

BURLEIGH

C.

OF AUGUSTA.

Massachusetts is for Bryan, and G.
Fred Williams is a delegate.
“Hanson for Congress”—but it is
Geoige M. of Calais, nominated by the
4th district
Democratic convention.
And it is safe to predict that Mr. Hanson will be elected to stay at home.

The

good roads movement is growing.
highway commissioner stated

The State

at Rockland last week that 448 cities
and towns had already applied for State

building permanent roads. The
largest previous number was 330, last

aid in
year.

the case with mildness and charity.” A
in the spell of weather we have
endured of late would also he accept-

change
able.

•

The idea advanced by some that with
resubmission, and the vote to retain
the prohibitory laws that no doubt

the

city

re-
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that made a difference.

While ostensibly tills lot

on

Congress

location for the
rock crusher—for which it is wholly
as it is on high ground with

The temperance question, with
some others— taxation for example—
will never be settled, hut will always he

bought

as a

unsuited,
was
no available stone near at hand—it
those interestunderstood
by
generally
ed to be intended for a ball ground, and
the city paid one thousand dollars that

issue.

The Rockland

p

j
j

street was

Opinion in a charactercharges of the local
speaks of the people

tiie mayor might gain the support of
base hail enthusiasts, and the “boys,''
for his continuance in oliice. At the
April meeting of the city government

istic article on the

company,
standing "the monstrous abuse of having to pay s-2.25 per M ior gas—a clear

$
^
jQi
♦
?§*
T

Rickets.
Simply the visible
are not

sign that baby’s tiny bones
forming rapidly enough.

the following order was passed:
Ordered, That' the High school and Y.
>1. A. he granted the privilege of using
such portion of the city land on the
westerly side of Congress street as shall
not he required for city purposes, and
that they lie authorized to make such
improvements as they may require without expense to the city.
On the strength of this the ball play-

to the company of more than 100
percent, as can he shown, aiid possibly
the highest rate paid in any city in the
land—without audible grumbling.” Bel-

profit

fast pays $2.50 per M.
At the recent Democratic fourth district Congressional convention in Ban-

.

subscription paper and
gor Mr. O. Gardner of Rockland, who ers circulated
with which
is to be the Democratic candidate for obtained funds from citizens
declared himself in favor of to build a fence enclosing the greater
governor,

they proresubmission but opposed to “the free part of the grounds,
It will
and unrestricted sale,' of liquor.” In posed to build a grand stand.
the land had
taking this stand he places himself in he noticed that the use of
to the majority of his party.
The Democrats are no longer in favor
of resubmission, as they realize it

been

opposition

granted

them

unconditionally

cept that the improvements

to be
But at

were

“without expense to the city.”
tiie May meeting of the city govern-

would result in reaffirming prohibition
and while there may not be a considerable number in favor of “the free and
unrestricted sale of liquor,” local option
and license is the end they have in

ment, the following order, suggested by
the mayor,

aldermen:

ijas passed

in the board of

Ordered, i hat the committee on city
property be instructed to lease to the
view.
trustees of the Y. M. A. such portion
of the city’s land on the southwest of
Twenty six delegates met in Portland Congress street as may not be required
May 7th and held a Prohibition State for city purposes for a term of 5 years,
convention, nominating a full State [ at an annual rental of $25 per year, rethe right for the High and
ticket, Congressmen, and delegates to Ij serving
Grammar schools to use the ground for
the national convention to he held in athletic
purposes when not in use hy
|
Columbus, Ohio, July 1.7th. The can- I the Y M. A.
Another order was passed by the
didate for Governor is Henry Woodward

!

of Winthrop, and for Congress from the
:>,d district, W. I. sterling of Waterville.

aldermen instructing the mayor‘to
draw his order for $25 for the Y. M. A.,
said sum to he expended in the improvement of the grounds on the west-

adopted favoring naprohibition, recognizing that the
liquor question is in politics and must be erly side of Congress street. The coundealt with ttirough a political party, and cil non-eoncurred as to both ordersrecommending that the voters investi- Thus does the mayor play fast and loose
gate the platform of all the political with the ball players, giving them a
parties before voting and to “vote with privilege one month and demanding
the party ttiat means what it means.” pay for it the next month.
wete

tional

As two years ago the Prohibition vote
was less than one percent of the total
vote the party lost its place on the

The report before our recent city
election that the mayor had promised
official ballot, and a petition with 1,000 the fire department a steam fire engine
signatures must be obtained before the i was indignantly denied, but if not made
party is officially recognized. The in set terms there was no doubt an unRev. S. E! derstanding to that effect, with a view
sDeeches were optimistic.
Emerson of Skowhegan, who presided,
said that “lie believtd that our Heavenly Father regards the Prohibition party

of the firemen
In his address this year
at
the mayor said: “I fully concur with
the chief engineer in recommending
the purchase of a medium weight steam
to

with greater favor than he does the Republican party or any other party,” ana
that “it is up to the Prohibitionists to
fight the money and liquor power which

obtaining
the polls.

the

support

engine,” and he recommended the
purchase of a second-hand one. (And,
high hy the way there has been no explana-

seeks to make Maine a State of
license or no license at all.” Rev. Mr.
Lukins, who represented the national

fire

yet as to now tne city outaineu
steam road roller when it only
committee, said: “The Prohibition 1 bought and paid for a second-hand one.)
party is the only national party today. Having gone thus far toward redeemThe Democratic party is a party of the
ing his before-election promises as to
South and the Republican party of the
a steam fire engine the mayor

I'tion

j

as

a new

buying

North, but the Prohibition party knows sought to throw the responsibility upon
I
lie thought it not only the citizens
no section."
by circulating two peti|
that
two
or !
might
they
carry
possible
tioiif, one for and one against this
three States, but that it is also possible
proposition. If the response was favorto elect a Prohibition President.
able be could go ahead, and silence
number of The

May
criticism, il any, by saying lie was only
Atlantic Monthly on “Prohibition in carrying out tiie expressed wish of the
If adverse, lie could
owners.
the South,” affords little encouragement property
say to the firemen: I tried to redeem
to the cause of national prohibition.
my promise, but the tax payers were
The writer shows conclusively that the opposed. This worked well in the apof the city marshal, but in
sjqad of anti-saloon sentiment all over pointment
the case of the steam fire engine it is
the cdllfeY antl of State prohibition in said there were no
signers to either
the South ddl.I10t Point to a consider- petition, so that it is still up to the
able increase of '(? Prohibition vote in mayor, as it should be. There are indications, however, that this is not a onewriter says:
national politics,
man city government like the one that
the 1ues
In towns and cities
preceded it; andthatmen were elected
tion of License or No-iS.ei?se comes UP on the Democratic ticket who have
under local-option laws, ^?rK® Part of minds of their own, and who hold the
the No-license vote is castV ?len
interests above those of an indiana public
have no extreme
vidual.
are not total abstainers.
ceive that the local saloon
CENTER MONTVIIjEE.
boring property,increases crime,fr™?"
Miss Kitty F. Hannum returned from
Massachusetts May 9th....Mrs. Hortense
workingmen to indulgence,
streets insecure, and menaces
Thompson of Knox is with her sister, Mrs.
Eliza F. liean....D. C. Cain was in Palermo
ing boy. So they vote to get rid
last
week_Allen Goodwin has removed
but they would not vote for State
the mound in his front yard. Last week he
hibition. Still less would they vote
West Jones to drill and blast the
the Prohibition party at a national elet" employed
rocks. One of them was about eight feet
■>
tion.
square and had to be drilled six times. It
the
remove
to
four horses
As to the members of the Southern .required
F. Spear of Knox is visitlegislatures who have enacted prohibi- I fragments_E.
Tasker
atE.
here—E.
his
children
!ig
tion it is said that they are not Prohibi- ubded the Masonie meetings in Portland
Banton
of
Mrs.
H.
S.
efr, week_Mr. and
tionists so far as national politics are lasi)x were at W. D. Tasker’s May 10th....
concerned, but are still, practically all Kn-. E. J. Penney of Freedom is visiting
Mrs sister, Mrs. W. B. Jaquith.
of them, Democrats.
the:
An article in the

ii?^icl1
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received on or before the tenth day of the month draw interest from the first
month.
day of each
EEPOSITS JN THE SAVINGS DEPARTMENT OF THIS BANK ARE LEGALLY
This is not time of deposits i:
DXEMPT FROM TAXATION i,TO THE DEPOSITOR.
Banks.
National
of
the savings departments

-*

I
I
I
I

$770,000.
'

Assets,

$913,000.
May 1, 1908,

of any other bank

I
I

I

I
I
I
I

I

Inveslmenls Wide Open to Ihe Public s Invesligalion. I
UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY.
THE PUBLIC:

Our home is your home and you are welcome.
We are here to serve you and give you safety.

City National Bank of Belfast

|

|

MEETING OF NORTH WALDO POMONA

Working force, of 5 people kept humming from
early until late, exceeding by 2 the number
employed by any other bank in the county.

The

|

Deposits

being way ahead of the gain
in the county.

TO

I

^inPORTANT^

I

I

S

INSTITUTION.

$174,000

I

f

EVERY DOLLAR DEPOSITED in the SAVINGS DEPARTMENT of the WALDO
TRUST COMPANY EARNS 4 % INTEREST, compounded twice a year. This makes a
profitable investment for savings. It involves NO TROUBLE OR WORRY on the part of
the DEPOSITOR and the PRINCIPAL IS ALWAYS AVAILABLE ON DEMAND.
ALDO TRUST COMPANY invites any person or persons
The management of the
having monev lying idle, or invested in a way that is not satisfactory OR EARNING LESS
THAN 4 %. TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE FACILITIES OFFERED BY THIS

RESPONSIBILITY

to

(jjji

§
#
|
a

The Wan ors’ degree was conferred b>
Tarratine tribe of Red Men last Thmsda\
levelling. The Chief’s degree was worked
I Monday evening, and several applications
l were presented. The Red Men recently aised
’
their sick benefits from $2 to S3 per week.

Deposits May 1,1907,

|

|jj
||

was

Its investments consist of first mortgages on improved real estate (at not over 50 % of
valuation) and of loans on regularly listed securities, which can be realized on at any time.
IT DOES NOT DEAL IN STOCKS, DOES NOT SPECULATE, BUT IN ALL TRANSACTIONS KEEPS WELL WITHIN THE MARGIN OF SAFETY.

$140,000
Total Deposits,
Total

%

FOR ANY CAUSE WHATEVER.

and later

ex-

|

Progressive

founded as the Peoples National Bank in 1893
undivided profits are the largest of any bank
and
our
surplus
capital,
15 years ago. Today
Our growth has been gradual but sure, SAFETY being always the first conin this city
sideration This Bank has NEVER BEEN OBLIGED TO REDUCE ITS CAPITAL, IT HAS
NEVER MISSED AN INTEREST PERIOD, IT HAS NEVER FAILED TO MAKE GOOD
EVERY DOLLAR DEPOSITED WITH IT AND HAS NEVER SUSPENDED BUSINESS
THE WALDO TRUST COMPANY

_

a

S

Read About the Bank that Pays 4

i

ALL DRUGGISTS: SOe. AND *1.00

Belfast, Maine.

Safe.

Canton Pallas, Patriarchs Militant, 10
0. F., held a meeting for drill last rhiirsdM>
m
levelling. The Canton will participate
in re; the street parade on Memorial day,
I spouse to a request from the Grand Army.

*

Temple,

#

Strong.

SECRET SOCIETIES.

Lack of nourishment is the cause.
Scott's Emulsion nourishes baby’s
entire system. Stimulates and makes bone.
Exactly what baby needs.

J

Masonic

fl
III

COMPANY,"|

WALDO TRUST

m

...

cious.

Resolutions

|

were

...

would follow, the question would be
settled for all time is. we think, fatla

gas

pamphlet containing

|

The New York Evening News wants
the spelling bee revived. It says: “To
is
say that the modern school product
disgracefully weak in spelling is putting

an

Clara B. Newball, Palermo, to Charles F.
in Palermo.
Downer,do.;land and buildings
J. L. Peabody, Thorndikei to A. G. War_

Every Thursday by the

Republican Journal Publishing

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

MATTERS.

The following transfers in real estate
ren, do.; land in Thorndike.
|
recorded in Waldo county Registry of
David Piper, Troy, to Fred H. Bagley, do.,
port for 1907-8 is interesting both for Deeds for the week ending May 11, 1908:
1
land and buildings in Troy.
what it does and what it does not conWilliam H. Page, Winterport, to Mary E.
William L. Boynton, Liberty, to Everett
I
Snow, do.; land in Winterport.
tain, and in connection with other well S. Hannon, do.; land in Liberty.
Arthur Ritchie, Belfast, to Willis J.
C. E. Bowen, Brooks, to E. A. Carpenter,
known facts it illustrates how the city
in
Liberty.
Kuowlton, Liberty: land
do.; land in Brooks.
Peltiah Shaw, Belfast, to Minnie A. Shaw,
Crosby F. Baker et als., Somerville, Mass.,
patronage and the taxpayers money
land in Winter- do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
to
Oscar
Winterport;
Cole,
of
ends
the
have been used to promote
Martin B. Smiley, Auburn, to Emma S.
and buildings m
! a single individual who has no property port.
Crosby F. Baker etals., Somerville, Mass., Goodwin, Portland; land
i or busiuess interests in Belfast. One to Fred Cole, Winterport; land and build- Northport.
G. S. Small and Abbie A. Small, Thornings in Winterport.
dike, to Philip Blethen et al., do.; land and
thing it does not contain, and that is an
Crosby F. Baker etals., Somerville, Mass
inin
\\
land
buildings in Thorndike.
itemized statement of the monies ex- to Herbert I. Cole, Winterport;
Such a terport.
and
roads
for
bridges.
pended
Perlie E. Coffin, Liberty, to Everett S. SMITHTON (Freedom )
Miss Margie Poland is teaching ill the
statement was furnished by Street Hannon, do.; land in Liberty, (2 deeds).
Ausley J. Colson, Winterport, to Betsey Peuney district....The town recently made
for
Commissioner Wilson last year, but
B. Colson, do.; land in Winterport.
it
Isaiah B. and Simeon Downes, Winter- some repairs on the schoolhouse at this
reasons known only to the mayor
of port, to Ira M. Hurd, do.; laud and build- place. The people in the district bought
was not published with the reports
ings in Winterport.
and curtains and have papered the
Charles F. Downer, Palermo, to Everett paper
the other city officials. The Journal
in Pa- schoolroom and put up pictures, etc, and
and
laud
P.
buildings
in
do.;
Downer,
not
in
onfy
full,
published the report
now if the town will kindly furnish us an
the lermo.
Nancy J. and E. J. Fernald, Winterport, inside door we shall have quite a pleasant
justice to Mr. Wilson, but because
in
land
know how to Stephen A. Colson, Vinalhaven;
taxpayers have a right to
schoolroom.Mrs. Eliza Penney visited
Winterport.
Franklin A. Follett, Belfast, to Leslie C. her sister, Mrs. Jacquith of Montville, a
| their money has been expended.
in
Belfast,
in
Follett, do.; land and buildings
few days last week.Mrs. Ada Bragdon,
Frank E. and Maud F. Follett, Belfast,
In his address last spring the mayor
C. Follett, do.; land and buildings to who has been quite sick, is convalescent....
Leslie
said: “Citizens in suburban districts Belfast.
Ralph Overlook fell while at work at Jones
T. I. Huxford, Brooks, to John W. Hobbs, Sylvester’s mill last week and was badly
have informed me that if a rock crusher
land and buildings in Brooks.
shaken up.Mrs. Orrie Thurston is visitis placed in their district they will sup- do.;
Isaac F. Hustus, Monroe, to John H. Madetc. The
relatives here. She was called home by
ing
crusher
free,”
the
to
rock
in
Monroe.
land
and
docks, do.;
buildings
ply
the
out
illness of her father, James Sylvester.
mile
a
taken
U.
Emma
A.
to
was
Sarah
bought,
Hilton, Belfast,
crusher
.Nora Wiggin is boarding with her aunt,
et al., do.; land and buildings
of town, and it was currently reported Thompson
in Belfast.
Mrs. Alice Bartlett, and attending school in
Annie H. Jackson, Belfast, to John Ward,
that $100 was paid for rock with which
Smithton.
in Belfast.
land
this
was
When
do.;
to begin operations.
Melvina C. Lanpher et al., Boston, to
brought to the attention of the taxpay- James M. Whittier, Searsport; land in HALLDALE.
Very little fanning has been done yet, on
ers the mayor denied it, characterizing Searsport.
Asa C., Everett E. Morton et al., to Irving account of the
and
ground being so wet and cold.
lie
a
as
campaign
the statement
Morton, Jackson ; land in Jackson.
....Mr.
and
Mrs.
11. M. Wyman of Taunton,
for
was
paid
Bridgett Wentworth, Frankfort, to Lawand saying that the $100
Mass., who bought the Asa M. Gowenfarm,
rence Dunlin, do.; laud and buildings in
rental for two years of the ground on Frankfort.
moved there last week.C. V. Stevenson
Yet the
which the crusher stood.
Irving Morton, Jackson, io Everett E. is at work in Waterville.The schools j
land
in
Jackson.
Jackson;
item:
Morton,
this
auditor’s report contains
writh Mrs. Grace j
Joseph G. Maddoeks, Thorndike, to Clara here began May 4th,
In a
E. Kidder, Liucelnville; land and buildings Hutchins teacher.J. M. Palmer is carpen“Jackson, John G., stone, $100.
teriug for Newell White.Hattie Clark |
short time the crusher was moved to a in Lincolnville.
Martha E. Miller, Brooks, to James F.
and Leola Clement, who were quite sick
lot on Congress street, for which the Jewell, do.; land and buildings in Brooks.
be
would
W. fl. McLellau, Belfast, to Sarah L. last week, are improving—Mrs. C. A. Fos-1
What
$1,000.
city paid
j
Hubbard, do.; land and buildings in Bel- ter of Portland, Oregon, is the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. B. F. Foster.C. L. Wright of
thought of an individual or a bus'uess fast.
the
church
at
methods?
Belfast
was
II.
with the people
j
Ashur II. Mayo, Monroe, to William
concern that resorted to such
last Sunday.
Twoinbly, do.; land in Monroe.
But it was the tax payers’ money, and
The
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North Waldo

Pomona met in

tlefield, Abbie Jewett and Annie Clements.
The secretary was appointed to report the
meeting for The Republican Journal, Bangor Commercial and Bangor Daily News.
A. J. Webb, former chairman of committee on paraphernalia, made his report and
was reimbursed for the articles he had procured. Mr. Webb also presented an amendment to the by-laws regarding changing the
day of meeting from the first Wednesday to
the second Wednesday in the month. On
motion of F. II. Brown it was voted that the
above resolution be accepted, and it will be
acted on at the next meeting. After further
ousiness

a

recess

ior uinner

was

Sale

Hillside

Grange hall, East Thorndike, Wednesday,
May (1th, hut owing to the bad travelling
and the busy season of the year there was
but a small attendance to enjoy the hospitality of the host grange. The meeting was
formally opened in ample form in the fifth
degree by the Overseer, .1. li. Nealley, with
but three regular officers in attendance.
The officers protein were as follows: A. -J.
Webb, Overseer; ISro. Hamlin, Lecturer;
C. L. Littlefield, Steward; .1. W. Jewett,
Asst. Steward; Sister Gordon, Chaplain;
Abbie S. Jewett, Lady Assistant Steward,
and Hro. Gordon, Gatekeeper. Five granges
were reported, as follows: Morning Light,
Monroe, J. li. Nealley; Northern Light,
White’s Corner, Abbie Jewett; Hillside,
East Thorndike, A. J. Webb; Star of Progress, Jackson, F. 11. Brown; O. Gardner,
Winterport, Auuie Clements. The following committee on the time and program of
the next meeting was appointed: C. L. Lit-

0,SOAP
THE LOW PRICES FOR

THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SALKfUL
NO MORE THAN $1.00 W0R

TO A CUSTOMER
13 Bars of Swift 's
8
7
8

this jurisdiction.
On reassembling a cordial address of welcome was given by A. .1.
Webb, Master of
Hillside grange, to which a pleasing reponse was given in behalf of Pomona by C.
Nealley. These were very pleasant features
of the day. The literary entainment, which
was much enjoyed, was as follows: song,
recitation.
Cora
Littlefield; humorous
“Sandy," Mrs. Shibles of Sunlight, Knox ;
reading, Mrs. Gordou of Hillside; remarks,
Mr. and Mrs. Higgins of Harvest Moon,
Thorndike; story, Mr. Hamlin, Hillside;
reading, Abbie S. Jewett, Northern Light;
recitation, Mrs. Shibles; song, Mr. Higgins.
The question for the day, Resolved, That
the Government should pass the parcels
post bill as recommended by the National
Grange, was ably opened by A. .J. Webb,
followed by Mr. Brown, Mr. Ward, Mrs.

5

large Soap
Naphtha Soap Tjr

7

;;t

On Saturday afternoon arm
ing we shall sell assortme:

10 Cakes of Toilet and Laundry So#.
alike, and
One fern Pot for 25 cents,
no

two

10 Bars Assl. Soap and Paintt
Jardinere for 25 cents.
only

one

assortment to

t

ci

a

The Belfast Dept Store,
W. H. RICHARDS,

have any RFAL ESTA >

sale, HOUSES

hope, profitable meeting

BUY

Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that

Contain Mercury,
is mercury will surely destroy the sense of smell
md comp ete!} derange the whole system when
mtering it through the mucous surfaces. Snell
irtieles should never be used except on preset ip
ions from reputable physicians, as the damage
they will do is ten fold to the good you can posst-

iiy derive from them. Hall’s Catarrh Cure inauifactured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, 0.,con;ains no mercury, and is taken internally, acting
of
iirectly upon the blood and mucous surfaces be
In buying Hall's Catarrh Cure
he system.
is
taken
It
internally
the
jure you get
genuine.
md made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Chenery & Co.
restimonials free.
Sold by all Druggists. Price 75c. per bottle.
Take Hail’s Family Fills for constipation.

Mrs. Robert Tapley and daughter, Miss
Hattie »., of West Brooksville, Me., were
guests of Capt. Ira Tapley of the steamship
Princess Anne last Sunday in Brooklyn.
These ladies spent the winter with their
ton and brother, Capt. Robert E. Tapley, at
Norfolk, Va., and left Monday evening by
irain for their far eastern home. Mrs. Tapso
ey is the widow of Capt. Robert Tapley,
nany years in the ship Mattie E. Tapley,
to
with
him
foreign
several
voyages
making
ports. These are old friends of the editor
>f the Marine Journal, and our memory
goes back to the time when Capt. Tapley
md his wife were the envy of the seagoing
fraternity in their happiness on board this
;rim little ship, in which he was a large
We were inclined to rebel at the
iwuer.
fate which separated this happy couple so
jarly in life through the death of Capt.
Tapley. The legacy of a devoted daughter
md an abundant competency left his
widow, however, to comfort her in her declining years, makes it easier for her to say
“Thy will be done.”—The Marine Journal
New STork.
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other
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becoming very pop
May Id,

Saturday,

per copy. Late
Waltzes
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The next meeting will be with Sunrise
Gfrange, Winterport, Wednesday, .June ">rd.
Program: address of welcome, Nettie Cole; I
I
-espouse, C. 11. Libby; Question, Resolved
hat poultry keeping otters better indiiee<
C.
nents than the keeping of cows.
j
Elements, affiimative; G. 11. York, nega-,
ive.

to REN

COTTAGE,

a

j

was over.

ropriet

If You

Shibles and Mrs. Jewett.
On motion of Sister Bertba Nealley a rising vote of thanks was extended to Hillside Grange for courtesies and hospitality.
No further business appearing tin* minutes j X
were read and approved and the Grange
X
in ample form, and another
was closed
we

White Ribbon Soap
Ivory small Soa

P. & G.

7

uemaieu

and all did justice to the line dinner prepared by the ladies of Hillside Grange.
During the noon hour committees were in
session and all were pleased with the free
seed distribution. Five granges were favored with choice seeds sent out by U. S. Senator Eugene Hale to the secretary to be distributed as far as possible to the granges in

pleasant and,

Snap Soap for
Borax Soap for
Pride Soap for
Naphtha Soap fr,r

"

8

sou

c

j
|

i

!
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“THE STURE FOR MONEY S*
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THIRD ANNUM

Concert and Bali
GIVEN

15 V.

The Belfast Band
...

AT..

BELFAST OPERA HOl s/

FRIDAY EVENING,

MAY

20.IW

CONCERT BY FULL BAND
ASSISTED BY SOLOISTS
Music for the dance will he
band. Concert at

given
8

o’clock

Admission 50 cents per <■«///>'
LADIES’ SINGLE TICKETS 2f»
3w20

DOG

LICENSES

are notified tlud
same are now due and p;«>

Owners of

dogs

keeping
City Clerk’s office. Male dogs.
EHliN F. L1T11.KI
$3.15.
3W20

1

§f

NEWS OE BELfASf
The Republican
I'ircns.
to meet ill
,1-t are
.urt house in Belfast, on
,| .lav of May, A. IT, 1908, at
", i,,. afternoon, to choose eight
d the Republican State
t,P held in Bangor on the
at 2 o’clock p. m.

,v

requested

W
...

,‘lt1008,
"■••I’lhlican city

committee.
u Johnson, Chairman.
>.
Vickery, Secretary.
(i

i2,1<HW.

...

cannot get along without
writes a Massachuetts subfte

remaining in the Belthe week: Mrs. B. M.
T. Knudson, Mr. Gammage,
Fred W. Smith,
a swan Lake thus far has
few fish taken have been
:
ether sections come reports of
large catches, but these may
iters
ter

|i'*

*>

May 15th, the American
will discontinue its express
the train leaviug at 3:20 p. m.
..** matter will be taken on the
oelfast at 12:15 p. m.
row,

!
5
;

meeting of the city governSchools A. J. Knowlton, ree are no Hags on the school-

;
!

f

llead of the Tide and the
>

(tin

Belfast,

.! Fast

'■11

as

required by

Marriner, who has been the
mtariau Church for the past
csigned and was succeeded by
Mr. Marriner proUkinsou.
.1 Sunday rest, and has well

;

in-emerging

from

their winter

Sherman had his car
( harles N. lilack has bought
ut for his own use, and quite
new cars will be seen on our

;

liner

A.

Mrs. Ellen E. Harford fell last Sunday
evening and dislocated her right elbow.

The Kelfast Rand was out Tuesday evenbegins this, Thursday, morning at 9 o’clock.
ing for practice in marching and playing.
The goods offered comprise bright new
Those who have trees to donate to the
spring and summer merchandize as well as
park will please leave their names with H. broken lines and odds and ends, on which
Mrs.
or
Harry
M. Bennett, superintendent,
such prices have been made as to ensure
W. Clark.

quick sales. See facts and figures in our
Arrangements are in progress for a ball advertising columns.There will be a
game on the Congress street grounds beclosing out sale of soap at the Belfast Detween the clerks of the city and the Y. M.
partment Store, W. H. Richards, proprietor,
A. team, the losers to furnish a supper.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday of this
The Belfast Band announces its 3d annual concert and ball for Friday evening,
May 29th, in the Belfast Opera House. The
concert will be by the full band, assisted by
soloists. Concert at 8 o’clock. Admission,
50 cents per couple; ladies’ single tickets, 25

Not more than $1 worth will be sold
customer. See prices quoted and
the special bargains for Saturday afternoon
and evening, at 48 and 50 Main street.

cents.

of the late Albert O. Porter in Montville is
offered for sale.... F. H. iloag, 24 Bay view
street, offers for sale a house of two tene
rnents, with three quarters of an acre of
land, 8 rods front on the shore, fruit trees
and small fruits.Spencer & Eaton, 47
Main street, advertise a May sale of carpets
ana draperies, in wnicn iney oner many attractive bargains. Complete bouse furnishings. Complete line of caskets, robes and
burial goods_A small weekly payment
buys a Victor Talking Machine of the
Staples riano & Music Co., 78 Main street.
All sizes, styles and prices-Owners of
dogs are reminded that licenses are now
due and payable at the city clerk’s officeOrrin J. Dickey announces that he has
opened a real estate and rental office in the
Pythian Block in this city in connection
with his newspaper work. If you wantt )
buy, sell, rent anything anywhere at any
Shirt makers wanttime, ask Mr. Dickey
ed bv the Estabrooks Shirt Mfg. Co., Belfast.'. Maynard S. Bird & Co., bankers,
Rockland, offer for sale #10,000 Somerset
Railway Co., four year 5 per cent coupon
notes endorsed by the M. C. R. R_See
notice of Ralph O. Critehett concerning
trespassing on the Critehett place.Sheet
music, late songs, waltzes and two-steps, 10
cents a copy at Lord’s next Saturday night.
.Capt. George A. Carver of Brooklyn,
N. Y., offers for sale his summer residence
in Searsporl, farm utensils and implements.
Apply to U. T. C. Runnells, Searsp >rt,
agent.Mrs. W. B. Fletcher, 27 High
street, has an upright piano for sale.
Mrs. 0. S. Webber, 4 Bell street, will have
a closing out sale of suits, coats and skirts
for one week only, beginning May 19th.
You can get a boys’ trout fishing outfit complete at Follett’s Sporting Goods Store,
Orrin J.
Opera House block, for 75 cents
Dickey has opened a real estate agency in
Pythian block, and will attend to renting
Farm
and buying and selling real estate
wanted to lease on shares or cash rental, or
would buy if price is right and terms
reasonable. Write or app y to M. W. Lord,
Belfast.

$25 and

was

discharged.

Charles A. Jones, who lives out in the
vicinity of the National Home, has lately
purchased of parties near Belfast a chestnut gelding that is considered a likely one.
The horse was sired by St. Croix out of a
mare by Gen. Knox, stands 15.3 and weighs
He has two white ankles behind, a
1050.
silver mane and tail, goes to the trot, is a
good knee actor and is quite speedy.—Kennebec Journal.
The Bridgets held their last regular meetseason Friday, May 8th, at the
home of Mis9 M. D. Pilsbury. Supper was
served at 6 30, the members finding their
places at the table by means of pictorial
place cards. After supper bridge was in
order, and the results of the playing made a
surprising difference in the season’s scores,
which were announced at the close of the
evening. The highest score for the season

ing for the

was

..

!

|
i

i.iurice French and Fred G.
-i a match for the champion!u county, a gold medal and

!

ations. Fifteen strings were
in a victory for Mr. French
128 to 1361. Tomorrow, Friday,
wiing team will go to Camden
rack Camden team.
iig

.ilhria

5

\

vy

cm

u”

same

which

amghly pleased two previous
cnees, and they gave an excel•s entertainment. The hook is
Felton Pidgeon, whose Quincy
yer is such a dramatic success,

monthly meeting of Washingompany, (.'apt. N. F. Patterson,
if the company, presented Chief
’a 1 Clough, with a very hand.
blue uniform, with cap and
f rank. Chief Engineer Clough,
1 tiiis position for eight years,
g response to the presentation

mt

j

of Seaside Chautauqua Cir-t with Mrs. ii. Robertson,Waldo
Monday afternoon, May 18th.
will be from chapters 10, 11,
Provincial Types in American
i from the magazine, American
Roll-call, quotations on Peace,
iin will be arranged for “Interers

S

lace

Day.”

ial meeting of the Children’s Aid
Maine will be held at the Girls’
thport Avenue, Belfast, Tues.itb, at 2 o’clock P. M. The order
will be: 1st. To hear reports
2d.
Election of officers and
:id.
Changes in rules, or byanj other business peculiar to
—E. L. Brackett, Sec.

|
j
I

Entertainment.
-isalist Social Aid will give a
ntertainment and social in the
ti'v Tuesday, May 19th. A faree,
ven in the cast--“The
Modern
role”—will be presented, and the
include solos by Mrs. C. W.
Mrs. E. P. Frost and Mr. II. A.
At 7 o’clock the sale of ice
cake, both fur 10 cents, will beSocial and

|
!
:

\
\

moment at 8

s

l

o

clock ; admission

met with quite a serious
week. While putting up pic:gs the step ladder on which he
collapsed, throwing him to the
iruek on his side on the ladder
lino bones were broken he was
injured. It was the same side
t fall some months ago, and from
>f which he had not entirely rele will be confined to the house
wneks as the result of this last
md will have the sympathy of
nds.

lodgett

i

a

Ileal & Wood, Bridge street, manufacture
granite monuments and tombs and docpme
The farm
tery work of every description

better and a stronger nation when we cultitave a due sense of our indebtedness to the
men who have made our country what it is.
Let us cease to make Memorial Day a day
for sports and pleasure seeking, and join in
spirit with the members of the Grand Army
of the Kepublic as they march through our
streets and decorate the graves of their
comrades.

Shipping Items, ('apt. E. S. McDonald
spent a few days in this city last week with
his family while his vessel, sch. Annie 11.
Mitchell,,was repairing at Rockland. The
schooner came down from Boston, light,
and had a very rough passage. Capt. McDonald expects to load stone at Rockland
for Philadelphia....Capt. John C. Nicholson of Philadelphia has taken command of
the barge Hammond. The barge was towed
to Fort Point last week to join a tow for
Philadelphia, and will leturu here—or some
other barge of like capacity—with another
cargo of coal—Capt. Geo. A. Gilchrest has
exchanged the sch. Monomoy with Capt.
Ai. Robbins for the sloop the latter partially rebuilt the past winter. Capt. Robbins is now repairing the Monomoy—Sch.
Henrietta Francis, which has been re-ealked and painted on Gilehrest’s marine rail-*
way preparatory to sailing for St. Johns
Nfld will be engaged in trading on the
Labrador coast
Sch. Charleston, recently bought by Capt. Fitz W. Patterson Jr.,
arrived last Thursday from Brooksville_
Sells. Mary J. Elliott and Atalauta are in
Swan & Sibley’s dock awaiting business.
.Sch. Florence A. discharged oil for
the Duplex Roller Bushing Co. at their
—

wharf last week.The schooner Penobscot built at Belfast in 1882 for the .Jacksonville trade and for many years commanded
by Capt. George R. Carter, went ashore on
Two Bush Island May 11th and will be a
total loss. Capt. Carter, her former commander, died only a few mouths ago_
Sch. Henrietta Frances was launched from
Gilchrest’s marine railway Tuesday and
steamer Gardiner was taken on for calking,
etc.Sch. Sunnyside has loaded hay at
Lewis’ wharf for Deer Isle. She left for
Deer Isle last week with hay, took clams
from there to Orland for a fisherman, and
brought brick from Orland to Belfast.

Spring business has been good—but not so good as we
prepared tor. Early spring sales, because of the continued
cold spell, did not meet our expectations. We have purchased more ambitiously than did our patrons. And now
we find ourselves overstocked in certain lines, and with a
thick sprinkling of odds and ends in all departments. To
adjust stocks—to reduce surplused and dear up broken
lines and odds and ends, we have reduced prices with

..

Sale

]
1000

yards light and

prints only

dark

We’ve cut prices with

splendid quality thirty-six

$20.00, $21.00

made from line

inch Percales

duced for our

$22.00

quality stripe

May

SILK MOHAIR in navy blue and black—finest
✓
imported goods with beautiful silk

chiffon panama
tailoring. Re-

sale to

Black Petticoats 89c.

Short Covert Jackets Reduced

yards dark Percales—navy blues and grays—
regular 12 l-2c. quality. Priced for thjs May J
sale at the ridiculous price of
8c. yard !

516

Made from Mercerized satteen, with 12 inch bounce
and 2 band umbrella rutile, consisting of one 5

Here’s how easy it is to get a short Covert Jacket
during the May sale:

inch and one 4 inch band

4.98

yard

and 3

150 new Silk Bows in

MARKED DOWN.

15c Ginghams 12k:
We offer nearly 1500 yards first quality ginghams,

piece perfect

Neckwear Marked Down

25c Satin Taffeta Ribbons 18c

Apron Check Ginghams

marked at

yards blue and white checked apron ging.
hams, priced for this May sale at
6c per yard

|

!

j
!

Made of

Splendid quality figured Batiste muslins—thirty
inches wide—good assortment of colors—regu- Two
larly 15c. per yard, marked down to J2 l-2c. !

Bed

Spreads.

j

$ .69

“

1.29

2.00

••

1.58

3.50 and $3.75

$15 each

Skirts;

2 89

••

1.75

“

25c and 50c Belts for 15c

ma

More than lOO of these Silk and Leather Belts
that are worth from 25 to 50 cents, all in one
lot for

M.

1

4%

12.00

icnawt^wdiTati^-_

£2S*

j

RTMEr

fancy stripes—all
May sale

new

1.5S

*•

“l OS

••

**

2 S7

i

36 Inch Burlap

spring styles—

etc.—good heavy quality
—colors, brown, blue, green, red and natural,

For Shirt Waist Boxes,

$8.50

15c per yard

9.85

••

*•

1.37

Several hundred yarda Torehion I.aces and Inide and worth up
sertion from 1 to 3 inches
to 8c. per yard, marked down to
4c

to

$10 OO SKIRTS REDUCED TO

15c each

...

and

reduced for the

“

TORCH ION LACE 4c

$8.50 Dress Skirts of wool taffeta, chiffon pana-

:

••

•*

3.25

$20.00 Baby Princes Dresses

close out at

IMS
2.50

With lace guimpe—blue and brown stripe silk—to

98

1 50

Compare these prices with other stores' prices
$ .SO ROBES REDUCED TO $ .70

$9.50

$12.50 Black Voile Shirtwaist Suits
to close out at $9.50 each.

Two

REC1ULAR 75c. SPREADS,
••
$1.15 and $1.25 SPREADS.

snowy, refilled Robes for the particular
women, priced to suit every purse. You can’t
find prettier ones—prettier ones aren’t made

good quality Nun’s Veiling, with good
red, blue, brown and black—$12.00

full skirt, in
value for

yil

Soft,

$12.00 Jumper Suits $9.50
*

Figured Muslins

!
!

j

silk

Muslin Night Robes Underpriced

$15 98

350

j
\

and black

regular width—splen- $12.50 Kenyon Rainproof Coats in black and
Absolutely .fast
$8.98 250
navy, marked at
yards e,xtra good quality four inch, fine
12 l-2c yard $16.50 Satin Rainproof Coats in navy, green and
Satin Taffeta Ribbon, all desirable 10
IOC
$11.98
gray, marked at
shades—25c. value reduced to
$22.50 Satin Rainproof Coats in gray and navy,

and

did assortment of patterns.
colors,

j

red, blue, brown

—25 cent value for
jqc
You know the Kenyon rainproof coats—you know j
100
1
Linen Embroidered Collars in sizes 12 1-2, 13,
that they are better than the ordinal y kind.
13 1 2 and 14. Regular price 25c.,
They are an old'reliable make—but priced on
only 10c
a new and LO WER schedule:

*

every

3.75

Kenyon Rubberized Satin Raincoats I

Small lot thirty-two inch Madras, all light grounds
—splendid for shirt waists and children’s wear
marked down to
He yard

j

“

joined, finished with
shirring and 3 pin tucks in 5 inch band,
pin tucks in 4 inch band, 4 12 yard sweep,
Only 89c each

5 rows

$3.98 JACKETS for $2.98
“

q

finish—42 inches wide (per yard)—

$| 7 5Q

Suits worth $ 12-00 for $9.98

12k:. Percales 8c.

A WONDERFUL CURE

4%

uncertain hand.

—blues and browns—best of

Only 10c. yard

I5c Madras 1 lc

PANAMA.

7

Percales at 10c.
500 yds.

CHIFFON

exceptionally fine quality, 42 inches wide—
regularly $1.00 per yard—at the May
nC\
sale.IJ t

Style counts—quality counts—tailoring counts BLACK
HEN11IETTA, forty-two
and price counts. Visit this department—
"Q
* 'C
inches wide—$1.00 value for
you’ll get that new Suit, Skirt or Raincoat
here if you are at all particular about what $1,25 SUMMER SUITINGS, in light colors,
52 to 54 inches wide, worth $1,00,
/ n
you do with your money.
OfJC
$1.25 and $1.37 yd., marked down to
and
SUITS

yards best quality Sea Island Percales—
light grounds.in stripes and checks—thirty-six
inches wide. Regular 15c. per yard,
Only 12 l-2c

\

|

DRESS GOODS.
$1.00 BLACK

no

j

at 9 o’clock.

selling Suits, Skirts and Raincoats
right along, but our stocks are still large.

lOOO

CUTICURAEFFECTED

A single set of Cuticura Remedies, consisting of
Cuticura Soap (25c ). Ointment (50c ). and Resolvent (50c ). or Pills (25c. per vial of 60). is often
sufficient to cure. Sold throughout the world. Pott«r
Them. Corp.. Sole Props., Boston. Mass.
Drug
•9“ Mailed Free. Cuticura Book on Skin Diseases.

i

REDUCED.

15c. Percales 12k:.

;

and Summer needs NOW and HERE will save INVARIABLY and GREATLY. The facts and figures listed below
give proof of that.

We have been

Eczema Began When a Tiny Baby
and Lasted 7 Years—Tore Crusts
from Face Till it was Ail Raw—
Screamed with Pain and Could not
Sleep—Though Specialists Failed

When my little boy was siv weeks
old an eruption broke out on his face.
I took him to a doctor and got ointments
and medicines but his
face kept on getting
worse until it got so
bad that no one could
him. His
look
at
whole face was one
crust and must have
been
very
painful.
He scratched day and
until
his face
night
sometimes looked like
a raw piece of meat,
I was nearly insane
with his scratching
day and night. Then I took him to
all the best specialists in skin diseases
but they could not do much for him.
He sometimes screamed with pain
when I put on the salve they gave me.
“When he was two years old the
eczema got on his arms and legs so
that I had to keep them bandaged up
and I made gloves for his hands so the
nails could r,ot poison him worse. We
couid not get a night’s sleep in months
and my husband and I were all broken
up. Then my incther asked why I
did not give up the doctors and try
Cuticura. So I got a set and he felt
relieved the first time I used them,
the Cuticura Ointment felt so cool.
He used to wake up and ask for Cuticura to be put on when he itched so
badlv that he could not sleep, and he
would say. 'Oh! Mama, that makes
my sores feel so good!’ I gave the
Cuticura Remedies a good trial and
gradually the eczema healed all up
and now he is as well as any other children. He is now seven years old and
the cure has lasted two months, so I
tmhk it will never return. I can’t
tell you how glad I am that Cuticura
did such wonderful work in our case
and I shall recommend it everywhere.
Mrs. John G. Klumpp, 80 Niagara St..
Newark, N. J., Oct. 17 and 22, 1907.’*

and Summer merchandise
worthy in quality as the prices. Some economies coming
right in the midst of Spring and in the face of Summer
Those who supply their Spring
are decidedly unusual.

Stylish Suits, Skirts and Raincoats

4c. yard

quoted on bright new
as perfect in style and as

are

Spring

Begins Thursday Morning

PRINTS 4c. YARD

—

BO) SCRATCHED
DAT MB NIGHT

Trade compelling prices

and vigor.

vim

—

in

evening in the Opera House.

"Uipany was the

week.

to

—

In the the U. S. district court in Portland, Monday, Roland E. Stinueford of
Palermo was arraigned on an old information alleging violation of the internal revenue law in not posting the special tax
stamp as retail cigar dealer, paid a fine of

19,880, and the lowest 16,980. The report of the treasurer was read, but was not
accepted. A feature of the evening was the
-fiison.
unexpected arrival, at intervals during
lias evidently taken a hint supper and later in the eveniug, of seven
handkerchiefs, which apparently belonged
me postals whose popularity
-ml, for the postals now on sale to the club member whose engagement was
recently announced. The four losers are
,-e have a space for writing on
side formerly marked “for soon to be the hostesses for their complimentary party to the winners.
nly.”
Mkmoki ai. Day. The near approach of
W yman has resigned his po
this day, instituted that fitting recognition
iger of the F. J. Gerry Co.
might be given to our soldiers and statesI entered the Waldo County
11 is friends are men whose services andsacrifices preserved
treatment.
of the successful operation the Union from dissolution, again brings
fprth protests that our one national memol)r, E. D. Tapley.
rial day should be used as a mere holiday.
setts subscriber writes: “AIThe clergymen of Medford, Mass., last Sunbeen 20 years since I left
common agreement, from their
1 the changes in that time day by
several pulpits suggested that citizens
it among my friends and acseek by personal example and moral
Waldo county, 1 should miss should
influence to restore the observance of the
on
home
Thursday
my
day to its proper character. We shall be a
in >t wishes,” etc.

|
j

New Advertisements. The great May
sale of Fred A. Johnson, Masonic Temple_
a stock reducing and price reducing event—

*~_l1'"_

u

1

>ajohnscn PrEVl

APVLR/T IS&R/ OF

FACTS
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BELFAST SAVINGS BANK,
ORGANIZED
ROBERT F.

DUNTON,

1808.

WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer

President.

HERBERT T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.
DEPOSITS DECEMBER

2, 1907.SI,457,042.07
RESERVE..
100,000.00
SURPLUS.
173,248.87

The American Flag Assoout its annual circular
vi-rnors, mayors, the press, of»
^
Motic orders, school authorities
a
united
and
DIVIDEND
NO.
DECEMBER
generally, urging
$867.75
1,
f, 1868.
vance of “Flag Day,” which
DIVIDEND NO. 79, DECEMBER 2, 1907, AT THE RATE OF 4 %, $27,278.33
is tear on Sunday, .June 14th,
i n the 131st anniversary of the
TOTAL DIVIDENDS PAID TO
I he Stars and Stripes as the flag
iied States. The celebration of
DEPOSITORS TO
isary will come on Monday, June
iic officials all over the country
g more and more to recognize the
This Bank paid its 79th semi-annual dividend on Dec. 2, at the rate of
Ofo
.. “Flag
Day,” and there is reason per annum, and we confidently expect to maintain this rate in the future. All
that it will, ultimately, attain the dividend interest is
immediately credited to the accounts of the depositors, and
hidien of a uational holiday.
if uncalled for at the time will draw interest the same as the principal sum.
Mills. The Benevolent Club
The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight of its
is all done on the outside, and the
*‘d be finished later. It is 23 by 43 Trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the patronage of its present
ill hall above and
kitch- depositors, and will be pleased to open new accounts with any prospective dev.

..tiding

BOYS’
Trout Fishing OutfitComplete for

_

DATE,

1

£

dining

111,1 ante

$1,267,824.61

room,

The men met
'fiaiied the yard Saturday and Monday
"is and the ladies gave them a
pieThe members of the Club will
rooms

below.

|'suPPer.
"

“'itertainment and supper Tuesday,
I
s’l "l,i.
Admission to entertainment,
"Upper 25cts. per couple. If stormy it
!
’I"; next fair day. The public are oor"vited-Mrs. A. K. Jackson has
sick,but is somewhat better now.
Kimball has gone to the city for
%
where she has employment
“'inter,
11 an
has begun a school in Waldo...
n
t “a,|t Jackson has a school in LincolnMorris Wood has bought a milk
—

positors within

or

without the State.

Deposits received end placed
month.
Deposits In tills Bank

are

MANUFACTURERS OF

ONE THKEE-PIECE jointed fishing rod, 10J
feet long, double brass firule, brass guides
and reel

bands, lancewood tip.

ONE 25 YAKl) KEEL, nickle plated,
action, riveted raised pillar, with click.
ONE

25

trout

FOOT
line.

extra strong, green

ONE-HALF DOZEN No. 14

hooks,

on

single

braided

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

“Superfine” trout

gut.

ringed sinkers.
everything a boy

largest brook trout. Only
Bring this ad. with you.

catch the

interest the first of each

exempt from taxation.

ROBERT F. DUNTON, JA MES-H. HO WES, FREO’.O. WHITE
ARTHUR I. BROWN,
BE1S D. FIELD.

4%

Square.

H. Coombs

MR. CHAS. E. SHERMAN
my assistant. I can more easily carry on
the business, for which I have given 23 years
of my life, to the study of

Everything Modern in
Caskets and Robes.
-ALSO-

Heavy Slate Burial Vaults al-

NOTICE.
Any

will be

trespassing on the Critchett place
prosecuted to the full extent of the law.
RALPH O. CRITCHETT.
100 Gainsborough St., Boston, Mass.

one

Baines

Favored in Rockland.

Rockland, Me., May 6. Hon. William
Haines, Republican candidate for the
gubernatorial nomination, arrived here on
the evening train and received calls from
ibout 100 politicians. Nearly all the business houses display large portraits of the
T.

SOAP
AT

It

ll.v.iig secured the

ways in stock.

Out Sale

Thursday, Friday and

m>n\

as

v

jrj cents !

Sporting Goods Store, P. 0.

r

j|,

(I still k*ep file old linn
& Son over mv door).
services of

needs to

FOLLETT’S

Closing

BELFAST

BRIDGE STREET.

ONE-HALF DOZEN
This outfit includes

7

Granite Monuments |
§ and TOMBS, also j
f Cemetery Work

75c.

/

on

TRiUSTEES:

4%

healTxTwcmdId, I

Charles R. Coombs,

Saturday

THE

BELFAST DEPARTMENT STORE.

sandidate and there are many evidences
bat he is a strong favorite here.

NOTICE!
List of officers and corporators elected at annual
meeting of Searsport Savings Hank,held at their
banking room on May 9,1908, in Searsport, Me.:
Officers—Frank 1. Pendleton,
P. Nichols, Treasurer.
Trustees—F. I.
H. Nichols, A. M.

promptly.

I also carry

President; James

Pendleton, J. N. Pendleton, A.
Ross, J. A. Clement, C.E.Adams

Corporators C E Adams, J. a. clement, F. I.
Pendleton, A. M- Ross, J. N. Pendleton, J E.
Wentworth, F. M. Perkins, W. C. Peudleton, J.
F. Erskine, L. W. Wentworth, F. B. Smith, W. M.
Parse, B. F. Coicord, F. W Treat, G. F. Smith,
A. J. Nickerson, L. M. Sargent, C. O. Sawyer,
Loomis Eames, J, A. Colson, P. A. Curtis, E. D.
P Nichols, Sewell C. Lancaster, J. P. Nichols, A.
H. Nichols, W. H. Goodell, Amos Nichols, E. A.
Saigent, C. A. Whittier, W. R. Gilkey.
C. E.

Calls answered promptly either day
Home telephone, 48-3; office 48-4
Ambulance
for moving the sick

ADAMS, Clerk.

a

or

night.

furnished

full line of

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPH SUPPLIES
And do deloping, printing, etc., at lowest
Films for all sizes and makes of Cameras.

72

MAIM

prices

STREET, BELFAST.

WANTED
A

competent girl for general housework

Apply
tf 18

to

MISS A. V. FI EL1>,
Primrose Hill, Belfast

THE ATTRIBUTES OF ONIONS.
Onions

the

are

cookery and
Btrengthener.

an

foundation of all
nervine
effective

They are at once the
most democratic and most aristocratic
of roots, “a radical of the radical.”
The ancient Egyptians had a mitigated
veneration for the onion, which may or
may not have been inspired by their
gourmet priests.

Among the many quaint traditional
attributes of the onion is the old gardener's belief that the Hose lores the
Onion, and puts forth its sweetest blos-

soms when
planted in proqinquity.
Alphonse Karr, in his “Journey Round
My Garden,” speaks of yellow garlic
(the "moly” of Homer;) “It'is more

’,iu“oH'1’’

than it appears to be; it has the power
of keeping us safe from enchantments,
spells, and evil presages. A crow may
iiy past you on your left hand, but you
need not entertain any fear if you only
have yellow garlic in your garden.”
The leek, which is of the onion tribe,
was so esteemed by the Emperor Nero,
according to the historians, that his
subjects gave to him the name of Porlopluigus ifrom Allium porrum, the
reek), for lie ate them with oil for several days in every month to clear his
voice, abstaining from bread on these
leek eating days. There is Bible authority, too, for their usefulness. The
Israelites in the desert pined for “the
leeks and the onions and the garlic”
which they had enjoyed so abundantly
in Egypt.
N o medicine, it is said, is so quick to
to restore and tone up the jaded phyThe very
sical system as onions.
French Soupe a l’Oignon is a

More proof that Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound saves
woman

from

surgical operations.

Mrs. S. A. Williams, of Gardiner,
Maine, writes:
I was a great sufferer from female
troubles, and Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound restored me to health
in three months, after my physician
declared that

an

operation

was

abso-

lutely necessary.”
Mrs. Alvina Sperling, of 154 Cleybourne Ave., Chicago, 111., writes :
X suffered from female troubles, a
Two
tumor and much inflammation.
of the best doctors in Chicago decided
that an operation was necessary to save
my life. Lydia E. Piukham’s Vegetable
Compound entirely cured me without

an operation.”
bourgeois
truly wonderful nerve tonic, and, FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
For thirty years Lydia E. 1’inkproperly made, one of the most delicious preparations in the. world.
ham’s
Vegetable Compound, made
It lias been found that on more than from roots and herbs, Las been the
one occasion during a cholera epidemic
standard remedy for female ills,
a string of onions hanging in a house
and has posit ively cured thousands of
inall
were
which
amid other houses
who have been troubled until
fected became unintelligibly diseased women
ulceraand black, but proved thereby protec- displacements, inflammation,
tive to the inmates of that particular tion, fibroid tumors, irregularities,
house.
periodic pains, backache, that hearThe naturalist, Frank Buckland, had ing-down feeling, flat tileney, ind igesa
cure
as
the highest opinion of onions
tion,dizziness,or nervous prost ration.
for insomnia. “I am sure the essential
Why don’t you try k v
oil of onions lias specific powers; in my
Mrs. Pi 11kham invites ail sick

it never fails; if 1 am much
pressed with work and feel that 1 am
not disposed to sleep, 1 eat two or three
small onions, and their effect is magical.”
own case

to write her for advice.
She has guided thousands to
health. Address, Lynn, JLtss.
women

it is only oy tne experiment or leavRENEWED HIS SUBSCRIPTION.
ing it out that it can be proved how
are
soups,
He came into the oflice to stop His
dull, flat and uninteresting
sauces, stews, gravies, salads and sea- paper. The editor could read his pursonings of all kinds without a sugges- pose at a glance—shuffling gait, shifty
tion of onion, shallot, chives, garlic or look, hesitating, apologetic, yet ill-conleek. The llavor must "lurk,” as Sydney cealed disfavor. He was tall, lank,lean,
Smith says, and, of course, must not be slouchy,
ill-kempt, and his whole
permitted to predominate impertinent- appearance suggested a forced sale of a
a
suggestion, house lacking modern conveniences.
ly; it must merely hint,
an innuendo, but without it there is the He had that dogged, sullen look of noncertainty of insipidity.
intelligent persons who dare not think
The famous Sauce a la Soubise is com- for themselves and whose mental caposed of onions, and, if compounded by pacities are limited to the assimilation
an aitist, is of rare excellence and adapof street yarns and country store gostability. Its origin is not quite certain. sip.
that
historians
allege,
“I’ll pay for the time I’ve had the
Some gastronomic
it was called after Prince Charles de paper, and 1 guess you may as well
Soubise, a field marshal of Louis XIV., stop it. We take more papers now
and a famous epicure. Hut there are than i've got time to read, and—”
other claimants, such as Benjamin de
“Very well,” said the editor pleasant
Rohan, Seigneur de Soubise, who was ]y, cutting short the usual explanation.
in
died
born in La Rochelle in 15S3 and
“Of course you don’t want to take any
London in 1041, after having been chief papei that ever expresses views conof the Protestant party under Louis trary to your own.”
X111.; or Francois de Rohan, Prince de
“1 e’n git along without it,”
“Do you regulate your subscription
•Soubise'(1031-1712), soil of llercule de
Rohan, Hue de Montbazon. Anyhow, to other periodicals on the same printhe sauce is wonderful.
ciple?” inquired the editor.
The usefulness of the onion as a !
“Other papers don’t have nothing to
be
fornot
must
means of divination
! say on how things are run in this
gotten. In Folkard’s "Plant Lore and i town,” was the reply.
“80 you think a local newspaper
Legends” lie quotes a verse common in
his time in the countryside, and which, | should never discuss public interests?”
in a modified form, may, it is said, yet
“They shouldn’t if they can’t discuss

be met with;

’em right.”
“That means according to the varied
In these same days young wanton gyrles I
notions of each inhabitant of the
that meet for marriage be
Doe search to know the names of them Unit I town?” suggested the editor.
shall their husbands be;
| “Right's right and wrong’s wrong,”
Four miyons, live, or eight they take, and ; snapped the long, lank individual.
one
make m evei y
“:Vnd anybody who holds views differ.•such names as they do faueie most, and i ent from
your own must necessarily be
best to think upon;
Is that it?”
Then near the chimney them they set, and wrong.
“Things ain’t right—the town ain’t
that same onvon then
That first doth sproute doth surely bear the run right. You know it as well as 1 do.
name of their good man.
Nothing is run right. The whole lot of
I
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News and Notes.

Literary

receipt of a little booklet
from the publishers of Recreation, New
York, entitled “The Fish that Get
Away.” It is a delightfully humorous
account of an alleged attempt to Bud
We

are

in

ardent fisherman of renown who
would not exaggerate about the size of
“the fish that get away." The booklet
is printed on fine paper, attractively
illustrated and will appeal immensely
to any man who “goes fishin’.” It is
given free through the newsdealers of
this city with the May number of Rec-

an

curious boy whom the contents of
this number does not fully please. Jimmy Jones, Pirate; Four Boys on the
Mississippi and That Dillingham Boy
increase in
interest, and there are
many entertaining short stories, while
the. various departments are full of
pleasing and instructive information.
In addition there are 88 illustrations.
81.00 a year. The Sprague Publishing

Co., Detroit, Mich.
The May McClure’s is

a strong fic“In the Dark Hour” is a
stirring story of tropical love and adventure, by Perceval Gibbon, author of
“The Second Class Passenger.” Lucy
Pratt’s Ezekiel reappears in a delightful
story, “In Charge of Trusty.”
“War on the Tiger” carries the reader
through jungles, on the trail of the man-

tion number.

Other stories following
paths are James Barnes’
“The Silly Ass,” “The Radical Judge,”
by Anita Fitch, “The Lie Diiect,” by

eating tiger.
more

familiar

Caroline Duer, and “The Misadventures
of Cassidy,” by Edward S. Moffatt.

The leader is a
ception
strikingly clear-sighted article by Thos.
Mott Osborne, formerly Mayor of An
burn, New York, now a member of the
Public Service Commission, and is entitled “Has the Democratic Party a
Andrew D. White conFuture?”
tributes an excellent article entitled
“The Statesmanship of Stein,” the first
of a series of two papers dealing with
the famous German minister. “Prohibition in the South” in its most recent
phases is discussed by Frank Foxcroft;
Max Eastman of Columbia University
writes a brilliant essay on “The New
Art of Healing,” which deals with the
wonderful recent cures of nervous diseases
by suggestion, and John L.
an
Mathews contributes
important
paper on “The Conservation ol our
to

National Resources.”

Nothing could better illustrate the
variety of talents possessed by the staff
of The Youth’s Companion than the
contributions made by seven of them to
Alice
the May issues of the paper.
Brown writes an idyllic story of New
entitled
“Provence
Roses;”
England,
Samuel Hubbard Scudder (formerly a
staff contributor, has an interesting

paper on “Buttertly Idiosyncrasies;” C.
A Stephens (dean of the staff) continues ids charming serial, “How We
Got Our Grandmothers;” Fisher Ames,
Jr., tells the story of a light with a
devil-fish in Gulf Coast wafers; there is
an allude by Edward Stanwood, associate editor, on “The Pan-American
1UCII,

'“‘W
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stopped his | ter of a serial story, “The Calico Cat,”
conveyed in this oid ] response of the man who
“There ain’t a man in town by Charles Miner Thompson, since 18»0
recipe: “Onyon juice annoyutedon the j paper.
ain’t one associated with The Companion. There
bald head, in the sun, bringeth thehaire I who knows anything. There
and 1 ain’t afraid to will be other noteworthy contributions
agiue very speedelle.” This, surely, of ’em I'd trust,
Walter Wellman,
must be one of the cheapest hair re- j tell ’em so neither,” lie added, shoving by Eden Pbillpotts,
into his pocket Theodore Roberts, F. W. Calkins, Rider
storers on the market. Onion plaster I his change viciously
he liu- Haggard, Miss M.
Betham-Edwards
for bronchitis, onion broth for influen- and starting for the door. Still
with his hand on the knob hurl- and Mary Stewart Cutting.
za, and onion poultice for chilblains are gered
old-fashioned ing invectives upon the heads of his
all
housewifely and
Pfeifer’s beautiful prize
Herman
fellow townsmen.
remedies.
cover gives much distinction to the
“If you intend to serve notice upon
Jt was Louis Eustache Ude, the great
Home Companion.
AnWoman’s
May
town that you can have no
cook, who originally dubbed the onion I people in
other notable art feature of this magathem
because
with
business
dealings
“the foundation of all cookery.”
j
is a full-page reproduction of Wili they hold opinions of their own,you had I zine
liant Balfour Ker’s painting, "Memobetter be moving,” dually suggested j
! ties.” An aged Civil War veteran is
FACTS ABOUT OUR TREES.
the exasperated editor glancing at the 1
carrying his company’s colors in a Decoclock.
ration
Day parade, his eyes almost
"Just the same, I ain’t got no use for
We Use and Waste More Timber Per Capita
I closed in reverie. Behind him crowd
he
mutnor
Than Any Other Nation.
neither,”
1
you
your paper
forms of the gal
the door after him as the vague, shadowy
I lant youths who followed the colors
“AH our standing timber is estimated tered, slamming
he went out.
with him nearly half a century ago.
to be somewhere between fourteen hunThree months later the editor glanced
Dr. Edward Everett Hale gives some
dred and two thousand billion feet,” up from his desk and saw before him
good advise to young married folk. In
says Emerson Ilough in “TheSlaughter the man who stopped his paper. He “Are We
Ready for Our Children?”
than ever,
of the Trees,” in the May Everybody’s. appeared thinner and leaner
Christine Terhune Herrick approaches
was a hungry, sad, subdued
but
there
“If we use forty billions per annum,
the problem of the child in the family
look in his eyes, telling a story of sufwe can run thirty-five to fifty years at
from an actually new point of view.
and sorrow that invited instant
fering
do
not
we
the present rate, provided
“Europe on Five Dollars a Day” is the
have any waste. If we use one hundred compassion.
first of a series of articles on the best
“I want to thank you for putting in
billions per annum, our timber will last
travel abroad.
Every person
what you did about my— way to
fourteen to twenty years, on the same your paper
is married or hopes to marry will
and the poor man choked who
if we use one hundred and fifty my wife—”
basis,
the
hot
on the
discussion
backed a sob as he accepted the editor’s enjoy greatly
billions per annum in nine to thirteen
has marriage question, under the title, “Is
of
hand.
“Folks
clasp
sympathetic
We have
our timber wflll all be gone!
a Panic in the Marriage Marbe’n mighty good to us while she was There
now about 16.),000,000, acres in our nasick and—afterwards. And I’d like to ket?”
three
times
we
have
If
reserves.
tional
have you put in a little card of thanks
William J. Locke, author of “The
that much, we should not have enough.
how to write it—and—and Beloved
and The Morals
"It it costs twenty acres a Sunday, or —you know
the
send
I
better
along
guess you’d
of Marcus,” begins a new serial, “Simforty acres a week, or 2,080 acres a year
I had
it
after
missed
She
paper
again.
to print one daily newspaper, what does
ple Septimus,” in the May American
it stopped—I miss it too—” and after a
it cost in acreage to print all the newsMagazine. Simple Septimus, the hero,
few more broken words the bereaved is the most
towns
of
and
the
cities
in
all
original and refreshing
papers
out
America? Add to this the enormous husband took his sorrowful way door genius we have met in a long time.
the
of
the
office, quietly closing
One loves him, gets out of patience
editions of our magazines. Add to this
Will! Illill, 10 jiiiriu wi m,u, muinouni
the paper used in books. The total after him.
aiienmui
for
minutes
yuc him, and enjoys him every moment.
staggers the imagination, and yet the editor many
bis
chair
in
leaned
back
softly
in
the
He is really a wonderful character, and
amount of timber cut for pulp
of
the story of him makes a distinguished,
United States annually is less than live ruminating upon the peculiar phases
human existence upon this mundane
absorbing and joyous novel for The
per cent, of what is cut for lumber.
hisand the many strange ways
American Magazine, which, by the way,
Last year we made more than 315,000,- sphere
he
But
itself.
of
has
repeating
is the first periodical to secure a serial
000 lead-pencils. A lead-pencil is not tory
heaved a tremendous sigh as he again novel
by Locke. In the same number
very large, but the total number of
a card of
write
took
hand
to
his
in
pen
lead-penciis required 7,300,000 cubic thanks for the man who renewed his William Allen AY’hite writes a character sketch of Taft, and so far as the
We have cedar enough
feet of cedar.
subscription.
to last us just twelve years.
special advantage of acquaintance goes
toward measuring Taft justly, White’s
“More than 100,000 acres of timber,
article is as good as knowing the Secin the whole United States, are cut
Color of Eggs an Asset.
We use many
over every working-day.
retary of War for twenty years. The
One of the most potent factors, per-; proof of this Is that the article, leaves
times more timber per capita than any
be
considered
when
the reader w ith as clear and reasonable
other nation. We have left not over haps, that should
450,000,000 acres bearing commercial selecting a breed for producing eggs a like or dislike for Taft as one has for
timber. Cast up in your mind some of for market is the demand of the market one’s old neighbors. In other words it
the small demands of industry upon at which the eggs are to be disposed of,
really accomplishes the somewhat marthis supply. Our railroads are said to says The Outing Magazine. Some mar- vellous feat of acquainting the reader
with Taft, leaving him with a positive
use one-third of the industrial timber kets, notably New York City and cities
cut for ties. Suppose we could cut one immediately adjacent, prefer white- and well-grounded opinion of the man.
in
these
best
trade
and
the
reshelled eggs,
hundred ties to the acre; we should
In a recent newspaper, Mr. W. S.
quire a million acres a year for ties. markets will accept none other. Bos- Braithwaite, a critic with a turn for
We annually reap for telegraph and ton prefers brown eggs, and pays a substatistics, makes some interesting obtelephone poles somewhere between stantial premium for them; and taking servations on “The Magazines and the
three and four million acres of laud. the country over, the preference is for
Poets” of 1907. He has examined the
Our tanneries two years ago required brown eggs by a large majority. How’twelve issues of six leading periodicals,
1,370,000 cords of bark. In the same ever, in many markets no preference at
Lippincott’s, The Century, Scribner’s,
year we cut 11,858,260 shingles and 3,- all is expressed; in fact, those just
The Atlantic Monthly, and
812,807 laths. Then we had to timber mentioned are practically the only mar- Harper’s, and has calculated that out
McClure’s,
our mines, and for that we used 165,- kets in which the color of the egg reof the 233 poems printed during the last
000,000 cubic feet, not board measure, ceives attention to the extent of inyear, there were but 34 “of decided
much of which was the best of hard- fluencing prices. VV here there is a prefmerit.” Of course the question of critiwood.”
erence, and whichever the preference
cal standard is the vital one. As far as
is, one should keep a variety of fowls
possible personal bias was allowed for
of
the
color.
that
preferred
lay eggs
o^lb^oria.
by judging the work according to the
The Kind You Have Always Bought
B^, the
author’s success or failure in attaining
the object in view. The result of this
computation is illuminating. The AtOms Cold*) Prevents Pneumonia
1

Vagabond”

nage

233,639).

tl*o Puni(!/* oriuct giintt

proportionate

Iovfa Woman Cured by The Tonic Treatment After Giving Up Hope of Ever Getting Well.
The symptoms of stomach trouble vary.
Some victims have ravenous appetite, some
loathe the sight of food.
Often there is a
feeling as of weight on the cheat, a full feelin
the
throat.
the gas presses
Sometimes
ing
on the heart and leads the sufferer to think
has
he
heart disease. Sick headache is a
frequent and distressing symptom.
Mrs. Emma M. Mayne, of Mo Second
An

avenue, Clinton, Iowa, was cured of slumall trouble by l)r. Williams’ Dink Pills after
suffering for a long time and having given
Mr. and Mrs
up all hope of getting well.
Mayne have lived in Clinton for over i’
years and are both prominent in fraternaS
society circles. Mr. Mayne is an Odd Fed
h>w and is employed on the C. & N. W. K-

“I had brought up a family of five chilsays Mrs. Mayne, “and had just
worked myself out. While in this rundown condition I began to have stomach
trouble. 1 could not eat with any relish
and had deathly sick, vomiting spelis, w hen
m> stomach would get rid of a dark, greenish fluid. J had terrible headaches, could
not sleep well and became very thin.
“1 took medicine from doctors here and
consulted a specialist in Chicago but did
not get much benefit.
I had been sick for
about two years, when a niece, who had
taken Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills with benefit,
urged me to try them. A few boxes entirely
cured me and I have since had the greatest
faith in them."

dren,'’

Oil

guiuaniHeu

be sate and harmless to the most delicate
constitution.
They contain no morphine,

opiate, narcotic, nor anything to cause a
drug habit. They do not act on the bowels
but they actually make new blood and
strengthen the nerves. It you want good
bloud

you must have
is the root of all

good

blood.

common

Bad

diseases,

like amcmia, rheumatism, sciatica, neuralgia
JSt. Vitus’dance, nervousness, indigestion,

debiiitN, general weakness, paralysis, locoand the special ailments that

niotoi ataxia

only women folk know. The only way to
these diseases is to strike straight at
their cause in the blood.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by all
druggists, or sent, postpaid, on receipt of
price, 50cents per box; six boxes for $2.50,
by the Dr. Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
cure

Human

Filters

The function of the kidneys is to strain
out the impurities of the blood which is
constantly passing through them. Foley’s
Kidney Remedy makes the kidneys healthy
so they will strain out all waste matter from
the blood. Take Foley’s Kidney Remedy at
once and it will make you well.
R. 11.Moody
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Gold Medal Flour makes delicious baked
Rhoda.
stuff.

tor children; mafo,

ear*.

No

oplatoo

uiuci

uei

uaj

j

Now maybe Indian pipes don’t n.
A horria Soowix camp!
And think ! there’s toadstools to l>

■

!
llorrificeiitH damp.
I I tell you, 1 ain’t going to go
Wheie crawly-waw'ly creatures gn
j —Sinclair Lewis in Woman's Ilo

lumei,

who

tens

uie

both
we’d

j

Same

pannm for

WITH

TIIK

PAINTS

MONARCH

Gold.

as

May.

PH I» H«

1

j

Valued

tioneer.

-ft was his clever strategem lor working
oil a bit oi tjchopennailer on me strength oi
tile craze ioi coioniai antiques.
i’uck.
—

ller hand tins

cou.d not get,
Ills health was not as it should be,
lie had not used the ‘‘best as }et,”
man

lionisler's iiock y Mountain Tea.
li. li. .Moody.

brought you here, in}
the prison visitor.

What

inquued

“well, lad},” replied
guess
man}

tioubie started

my

the
in

poor man?”

prisoner, “I
attendin'

too

wedum's.”
“.in!
You learned to drink there, or
steal, perhaps?”
“.No, utuy ; 1 was always the bridegroom.”
—Ti i-i Jits.

J carry

reliable

Tea

or

tonic

lot

Tablets,

thirty years.
li. ii. Mood}.

55

a

lull line of

these^paints;

Wm FLOOR Pi

To relieve constipation, clean out the bow
els, lone and strengthen the digestive organs, put them m a natural condition with
Hollister's iiocky' .Mountain lea, ilie most

varnishes, oils,

cents,

-

drill

BRUSHES; everything
in the way ot painters'
plies,

Mo'lie—“lie tried to kiss me!”
Maua—“How impudent!”
Moiiie—“nut he was interrupted!”
Maud—“flow auuo} ing!”

s

George C. Truss*.

In.iinter's liocky Mountain Tea tunes the
stomach, stimulates the lazy nver ; strengthens the bowels ami makes their action
easy
ami natural.
The best tonic lor the whole
system. 35 cents, Tea or Tablets. K. 11.
I

Successor to
Mitchell & Trussel

MouU}.

A widow of the name of Rugg having
taken dir Charles Price lor Jn r second husbanu was asked by a iriend how siie liked
the change.

“On," she replied “I parted with mj old
Rugg for a good IT ice."—London Tit-Bits.
“Had dyspepsia or indigestion for years.
No appetite, and what 1 did eat distressed
terribly. Burdock Blood Bitters cured
me."—J. ii. Walker, dun bury, Ohio.
me

“Did you miss me when I

was

by ?"

gone

hub-

WE CANNOT

“Toil bet I did. The phonograph broke
down the second night alter you went

away."

Fill orders under 3 weeks on
§1
V-* IHi
which shows how popular
these little cars are Twenty-one hundred sold last month, ’\'
than the output of most factories
ords
Nearly twenty thousand
and demonstrating every day that
percent the most eneonoinical car
Don't buy an experiment. Huy a F.
1-cylinder car at a ight price.

Don't let the baby suiter from eczema
or any itching of the skin.
Doan's
Ointment gives instant rebel, cures quickly.
safe
for
children.
All
Perfectly
diuggists
sell it.
sores

POLITICS.

FOLEYSHOimMAR

iie

armed wiih arrowroot.

And all the flowers have pistils, t
While sword grass waits to cut yo:

bic-warl, a merchant oi Cedar View, |
Miss., sa}s: ‘‘1 tel. in} customers when {
the} nuy a box of Or. King's .New Life I'llls !
they get the worm ol that much gold in j
weight, it afflicted with constipation, rna- |
iaria or biliousness.” £>oiu under guarantee
at li. li. Moody's drug store. 25c.
“How much ami olfered for this line old
brass knocker?” cinrpeu me ingenious auc-

Constipation causes headache, nausea,
dizziness, languor, heart palpitation. Drast c physics gripe, sicken, weaken the bowels
and don't cure.
Doan's Regulets act gently
and cure constipation. 25 cents. Ask your
i druggist.
I
She—Do you think it helps a play to have
1

Had International

Viroinls:

They're

j

story, says the Cleveland 1'iain-Deaier, was
trying to shame her lor having disobeyed
him.
“Wlial would }uu do ii papa were to die?”

JUU

Does the spread of anti-saloon sentiKepulation as a Poultry
ment all over the country, and of State
xpert.
in the south, point to a conOrono, May 6, Prof. Gilbert M. prohibition
siderable increase of the Prohibition
Goxvell, wlio on the first of January
vote
in national politics? Natsevered bis connection w ith the Univer- party
the party leaders hope for this
sity of Maine after 25 years service urally
result, and predict that the prohibition
during which lie won a reputation which sentiment
will grow till by its own
made his work regarded by the United
momentum prohibition is established
States Department of Agriculture as
in the Constitution of the United
tlie most important ever carried on in
States.
But they overlook the fact
this country in poultry experiments,
that there is a great difference in the
killed himself today by'shooting while
made
to the average man by
appeal
in a state of temporary melancholia, i
His work in the poultry department local or even by State prohibition and
that made by national prohibition. The
was considered of international as well
nearer a saloon gets to a voter, the
as national importance.
Whim thp linns^keeiier. the only other
efforts
for its displacement.
A canvass
inmate of his residence, was absent on
recently matie of Boston residential
an errand he obtained access to a gun
in the interest of ward option
districts
and used it with fatal effect. Since the
disclosed men who themselves kept
deatli of his wife two years ago I’rof.
saloons in other parts of the city who
Gowell had been suffering from mental
were
to vote against saloons
depression, which recently became more in theprepared
ward of their residence, for the
marked. He was a native of Bowdoinsake
of
their
children.
Ju towns and
ham and 63 years of age. He had no
cities in which the question of license
children.
or no license comes up under local
opDuring recent years he had been tion
a large part of the no-license
professor of animal industry at the vote laws,
is cast by men who have no exstation.
He
agricultural experiment
treme temperance views and are not
retired from active teaching last June
total abstainers.
But they perceive
and from work in the experiment stathat the local saloon injures neighbortion on Jan. 1st. University exercises
increases crime, tempts
were suspended immediately upon an-; ing property,
workingmen to indulgence, makes the
nouncement of his death.
str ets insecure, and menaces the growing boy. So they vote to be rid of it;
PILES! PILES! PILES!
but they would not vote for State proWilliams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure :
blind, bleeding and Itching Piles. It j hibition. Still less would they vote
absorbs the tumors, allays itching at once, j with the Prohibition party at a national
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief. Wil- i election.—Frank Foxcroft, in the Mav
Hams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared ; Atlantic.
for Piles and itching of the private parts.
Sold by druggists: mail 50c and $100. WilMr. John Riba of Vining, la., says, “1
liams’ M’f’g, Co., Props., Cleveland, 0.
have been selling lie Witt’s Kidney and
Bladder Pills lor about a year and they
Mr. Naggitt—It was a good thing for give better satisfaction than any pill I ever
wife.
his
Jonah that you weren’t
sold. There are a dozeu people here who
Mrs. Naggitt—Why so?
have used them and they give perfect satisMr. Naggitt—You would never have ac- faction in every case. I have used them
cepted that whale story as an excuse for myself with line results.” Sold by It. 11.
staying away from home for three days and Moody.
nights.—Utica Observer.

And my ! what brigand armies pa
On horse flies or on foot,
Their Turk's beards waving in th.

i>. G.

Colds That Hang Oil
Colds that hang on in the spring deplete
tiie system, exhaust the nerves, and open
tile way for serious illness.
Take Foley’s
lloney and Tar. It quickly stops the cough
and expels the cold. It is safe and certain
in results. It. It. Moody.

IN

j

25c.

wo

he asked her.
“Oh,” she told him, ‘‘mamma and I'd
pnt} ior another papa lor me, and
have one the very next day.”

The proportionate increases lor
frieglit carried on the Atlantic coast
and Gulf of Mexico and on the Great
Lakes were even considerably larger.
On the basis of tonnage moved, coal
—49,000,000 tons—is the important item
of frieglit in the water commence of
the United States. Next to coal is iron
ore—41,000,000 tons in 1900, an iecrease
400 percent., since 18S9. In ttie Great
Lakes region large quantities oi grain—
3,089,329 tons—were transported by
water in 1900.
Considerable decreases are shown in
the shipments of lumber and ice, due to
forest exhaustion near water courses
and to the manufacture of artificial ice.

PROHIBITION

j

A dentist over in the itose building has a
little daughter who believes aosoluiel} in [
the efficacy of pra}cr. Jf you want any- !
tiling, piu} for u, ana you’ll get it—that’s I
what she thinks.

a

ctll

**J

boxes cured ine of an
annoying case oi itching plies, wnich had
truuhieu me lor years and that }ieided to no
other treatment.” ^oid under guuiautee at
if. fl. Moody’s drug store.

cent.

to

health

a

A Californian’!* l.uck.

“lhe luckiest du> oi my life was when f
bought a box of liUckien’s Arnica 5>alve;’’
writes Charles E. Huduhuii, of iracy, Can-

whole is due entirely to
the increase in steam vessels and in unrigged craft, as the number of sailing
vessels decreased over 10 per cent.,
while their tonnage increased but 1.7
per cent.
Between 1889 and 1906 the number of
steam vessels owned in the United
Stales increased from 5,608 to 9,927, or
77.2 per cent.; their tonnage from 1,710,073 to 4,059,521, or 137.4 per cent.; and
their value from $131,507,427 to $386,772,727, or 104 per cent. This increase,
moreover, was general on all waters except the Mississippi River and its tributaries, where the tonnage actually
The greatest absolute indecreased.
crease except in gloss tonnage is shown
for the steam vessels operating on the
Atlantic coast and Gulf of Mexico. In
gross tonnage the largest increase—1,319,973 tons—was reported from the
Great Lakes, and resulted from the recent construction of large vessels to
carry ore and grain.
With the increased s.ze of vessels has
come to more general use of the screw
propeller. Introduced into the United
jsiates in 1841, the screw propeller in
1906 propelled 80.1 per cent, of all vessels aud 85.5 per cent, of the entire tonnage. Stern wheels were in use on the
next largest number of vessels, 70.4 per
cent, of which were in the Mississippi
River district, the side wheel type still
predominates among ferryboats.
In 1889 nearly 130.900,000 net tons of
frieght were carried by American vessels; in 1900 over 265,000,000 tons were

STUBBORN STOMACH TROUBLE.

are

nrrpat:

wearing lootbali clothes and she had on her
motorcar costume."—Washington btar.

\

The bear's paw reaches up
To grab at. \on, b hind, before.
While tiger lilies rounce ami r«>ai

“Was it a case of love at first sight?" askthe sentimental girl.
“It couldn’t have been," answered Miss
“When the} hist met he was
Cayenne.

ness

shipping

ms

increase and did

a

Though gentle cowslips kindly
Milkweed and buttercup.
Beside you, hidden in the held,

ed

valued at about $49,000,000 in 1906.
The substantial increase in American

U19 Kind You Have Always Buugft}

niiv

Pil

The meadow' is an awful place
For one so young as 1;
The dandelion you must face,
The fiery dragon fly,
The snakeroot and the adder’s h
Terribilous to one so young !

or

the gross yearly income increased from about $162,000,000 to $295,000,000,or 82 per cent.; the number of employees from about 114,000 to 141,000, or
23.8 per cent., and the wages paid yearly from about $41,000,000 to about $72,000,000, or 72.7 per cent.
By far the largest part of the American shipping, 20,032 vessels, with an aggregate tonnage of 4,800,000 tons, opei
ate on the Atlantic coast and Gulf of
Mexico. The next greatest number, 9,622 vessels with a tonnage of over 4.400,000, is shown for the Mississippi
River and its tributaries. But so many
of these vessels reported from the Mississippi River are coal barges and scows
that is spite of tlie large number and
great tonnage tlie value is only about
$23,000,000 and the income only about
The smaller number of
$17,000,000.
vessels on tlie Great Lakes, 2,990, represented a value of $130,000,000 and derived an income of over $65,000,000. Ship..til ir

THE AWFUL JUNGLE

elevations level* prevail, while on the lower levels mala; la is encountered to a
greater
less extent, according to altitude. To
overcome climate affections, lassitude, malm ia, jaundice, biliousness, fever and ague,
and general debility, the most effective remedy is Electric Hitters, the great alterative
and blood purilier; the antidote for ever}
iorm of bodily weakness, nervousness, and
insomnia. 6old uuder guarantee at K. 11.
Moody’s drug stoie. Price 5Uc.

The value of the active

period

JZk- S3 rD <_> J.iL JC Ji%.

viiiiutiiib

cover

‘‘What does become of all the pins?"
cried Mrs. X. as she vainly sought for one
her dressing table.
“I know, mamma," cried her little son,
who had just begun to study Latin. “They
fall to the earth and become terrapins."—

on

increased from $200,00u,000 in 18S9 to
In the same
over $500,000,000 in 1906.

with the business for several years,
will be members of the new corporation.
The Atlantic Monthly, which has been
published by the house since 1873, will
hereafter, beginning with the August
number, be published by The Atlantic
Monthly Company, of which Mr. Ellery
Sedgwick, Mr. Waldo E. Forbes, Mr.
MacGregor Jenkins and Mr. Roger
Pierce will be members, Houghton
Mifflin Company retaining an important interest. No change in the character or general conduct of the magazine is contemplated. Mr. Bliss Perry
continues as editor, and the magazine
will still be printed at The Riverside
Press, and issued from 4 Park Street,
Boston.
O

statistics

1

craft, witli an aggregate gross tonnage
of 12,893,429, and 1,762 idle craft, with
In
179,326 aggregate gross tonnage.
Harper's Weekly.
earlier—there
1SS9—seventeen
years
The World’s Best Climate
were reported 30,485 active cratt, (tonnage 8,359,135 ami 1,490 idle craft (ton- is not entirely live Hum disease, on the high

fifty years ago. This will involve
no change in the management or conduct of the business, the present part
ners retaining their full interest and
active participation. Mr. Janies Duncan Phillips, Mr Stephen B. Davol, Mr.
Roger L. Scaife, Mr. Edward R. Houghton and Mr. George Harrison Mifflin,
Jr., who have been actively associated

Bears the

house boats
purposes.
37,321 active

stationary wharf boats ami
used largely for residential

than

this rule.

use for onions is

FOLEYSHONEY^TAR

Bulletin 91 of the Bureau of the Cenfor the year ended December 31,
1906, includes the statistics of all
American vessels of five tons net register or over operated on the inland waters and coasts of the United States,
Porto Rico and the Hawaiian Islands
or between the ports of these and other
countries. All craft are included except those owned by the Federal Government, those engaged in fishing and
Tlie

Ouk Clubbing Offers. Owing ;
crowded condition of oar columns w( i
had to discontinue the advertisenifn*
clubbing offers, and will present
llH(|
briefly here. They apply only tosut,M.;
tions paid in advance; and when pa\ i,,
made it should be stated what preiu
any, is desired. It is also necessary ;li
that none of these publications an ;
with The Journal or from this office
have to pay for these publications on.
in advance, and they are tlien sen
their respective offices to our sunOur clubbing offers are as follows
year's subscription paid in advance
The Journal and Farm & Home.
The Journal ami Tribune Farmer...
The Journal and McCall's Magazm
'The Journal and New Idea Magaz.
The Journal and Tri-Weeklv Trilm

Spot.

Mr. E. Humphrey, who owns a large general store at Omega, 0., and is president of
the Adams County Telephone Co., as well
as of the Home Telephone Co., of
Pike
County, 0., says of Dr. King's New Discovery : “It saved my life once. At least 1
think it did.
It seemed to reach the spot—
the very seat of my cough—,when everyelse
failed."
Dr. King's New Disthing
covery not only reaches the cough spot; it
heals the sore spots and the weak spots in
throat, lungs and chest. Sold under guarantee at K. 11. Moody's drug store. 50c. and
$1.00. Trial bottle free.

sus

there has been no poem in the six magazines within the scope of our survey to
equal that brilliant performance.” The

The Atlantic Monthly is perennially
interesting, and the May issue is no ex-

It Reached the

THE AMERICAN SHIPPING.

tlantic printed 42 poems during the year,
8 of which, or about 20 per cent, came
up to this arbitrary but impartial standard. The magazine nearest the Atlanta in qu ality pu blished 72, 9 of which’
or 12 1-2 per cent were considered to be
“of merit.”
Further, the writer declares, that “since Mr. Ridgley Torrence’s ‘The Lesser Children,’ published in the Atlantic Monthly during 1905,

Atlantic surely keeps a high standard.
Messrs. Houghton, Mifflin and Company announce the forthcoming incorreation.
poration of their firm under the laws of
The fine picture of a yacht bowling Massachusetts, and under the name of
along under a full spread of canvas on Houghton, Mifflin Company, for the
the front cover ol the May American continuation of the business of manuBoy speaks eloquently of the seashore facturing and publishing books, foundand warm summer breezes. He will he ed by Henry Oscar Houghton more
a

whitten bros.,distributors.

a

?
He—Not half

S. T. CROSBY CO., Bangor
1*. S. Samples at F. A. Stephen.'
We will demonstiai
street, Belfast
n Belfast, and Friday in Searsmirders at Searsport House lor a dm
Friday a. m.

moral

much

|

immoral.—

Philadelphia Inquirer.

BELFAST SAVINGS BA

!

Never can tell when you'll mash a linger
or suiter a cut, bruise, burn or scald,
lie
prepared. Dr. Thomas’ Lcleetric Oil instantly relieves the pain—quickly cures the

Notice is hereby given that Savings R
So. 7856, issued by this Bank, has
implication has been made for a dug
iceording to laws regulating issum
W1LMEK ,1. DORMAN,
Belfast, May 7, 1908.—3will

I

j
I
|

so

as an

wouud.

There

from Giegleilurf
barbers’ fees,
Would wet his hair and let it freeze,
And when 'twas frozen, break it off.
—Cornell Widow.
was a man

Who,

to

save

his

Wanted
1 young

L»e\\ itt’s Little Early Kisers are small,
sale, sure and gentle little pills. Sold by
K. 11. Moody.

Apply

of serious heart failure
due to the presence of hyacinths in living rooms have been recorded recently.
The latest instance was that of a
healthy young girl in Bromley, Kent,
England, who after sitting for a couple
of hours in a room in which there were
several pots of these liowers, began to
feel somewhat faint. Two hours later,
after she had gone home, she fell into a
deep sleep. Her doctor stated that the
defective heart action, leading to the
insufficient supply of blood to the brain,
which caused the fainting, was due to
the effect of the hyacinth scent on the
nerves
which
regulate the heart’s
action.
“Heavily scented liowers,” said a physician, referring to this case, “should
never be kept in any liviug room which
is not well ventilated. The heavy feeling which too many flowers in a close
room are apt to give is due to a slightly depressant action on the heart, If
the heart is weak, or “nervous,” and
the perfunje is sufficiently conceutrated, the heart beat may be so impaired
as to cause a prolonged fainting fit.”
cases

for general #»•
MRS. C. A. If

woman

to

lUti'8

Church

Street.

DARKEN YOUR GRAY

Danger in Flowers.
Several

r-

NATURAL 11AIK COLOR rest,
its original color, prevents lian
ut, anil gives it a soft and healthy
Rackac
t will not stain the scalp.
i int 50 cts. Trial package to new p.it
1 din or stamps.
NATl/KAL HAIR COIdl
! o

Westbrook.

NEW
....

Old

RUGS
FROM....

Carpets

SEND FOR CIRCULARS To

ORIENTAL RUG WORKS
5ml2

SKOWHEOAN.

M

1

-GO TO
<
,

SWIFT &

PAU

--—FOR YOUR-

< jARDEN seeds

and GRASS

Sid1*

mf VAN DVK£ OPALS.
dressing-room with tlie
.'scattered around rue, the

,i:v

als, heirlooms in my busand not to be duplicated
d nurse who 1 nl dressed
babyhood, eyed the gems
Davor.
micky, dearie,” she said,

:

C

.ever seen

them.”

laughed. “Unlucky or
ever see anything lovelier?”
ecklace with pendants to
1

and flash back all the

t

ainbow.

Isome,” she admitted,

u:

Dyke opals are unlucky.
V an Dyke, your husband’s
uk tlie'm out of the bank;

a

!

burned the
in it.”
for life
..pals. I know that.”
.nv that you remember how
r., Van Dyke died?”
a falling chandelier in the
What had the opals to do
a

imuse

was

were ever kept
aunt was scarred

,-v

know she wore them that
a

little thrill of repugnance
“But these disasters
Dykes, Margaret, and I

me.
in

a

difference,” rejoined
•rimately, “the bad luck is
and I wish they were back
no

.its.”
,-s aim

van

Dynes

uau

m-

for generations, and old
id served among them all
knew whereof she spoke,

unpleasantly,
light-liearted, aud
superstitious. I laughed

impressed

me

i.ng and

--aid:

n.uckv or not, I sliall wear
hui to the ball to-morrow

storing them to their casket,
carried it to my bedroom,
it in the small safe which
shut the door and set the
which i immediately jotu
-.he tablet which lay on my
1 feared my memory might
to unlock the
I, 1 wanted

Dyke and I had been
We had
v
three months.
from our wedding trip but a
md ! was to wear the Van
at a grand ball to be given
An
the following night.
Hubert- had given them to
in

busy tomorrow- it seemiring them home today, for
be

iave

the time to go after

notes al ter placing them in
,ned Hebert in the drawing
um the key of the casket
r we went in to dinner,
e
that night when we reis who lived near spent the
us, and music, with the
mlit kept us on the piazza
had thought. It was near
ii I entered my room and
iret asleep on the couch. 1
and said:
■

I remembered the tall man's parting
words, “The Van Dyke opals are unlucky" and shuddered.

Current Political Comment.1
THERE ARE MAST

I was ill for days. The opals were
taken back to the vault and locked up,
and it was more than a week before 1
could hear what happened outside my
room that night, and then Robert told

CASTOR IA |
For Infants and Children.

REASONS.

When the campaign of Hon. William
T. Haines for the Republican nomina- j
tion for governor was initiated those
who are in close touch with political I
Bears the
conditions prophesied that Mr. Haines !
me.
of
Signature
He was just folding the letter he had would receive the nomination, although
written when someone approaching to many it seemed as if Mr. Eernald by 1, •
from behind seized him around the reason of bis early start could hardly
throat, then a second man pinioned his be headed. Events however are prov- j
ing that the prophets had a correct j
-He quiet,” one said, “and we won t view, for Mr. Haines certainly has the!
voters with him. The progress of the LINCOLN VILLE.
harm vou: we're after the opals.”
Robert was necessarily quiet, for he 1 campaign shows that Mr. Haines is
Mrs. S. J. Moody has gone to Boston and
being generally recognized as the most j
was speedily gagged and bound, as I
R. I., for a visit with relatives.
Providence,
of
reason
his
suin
feasible candidate by
I had been. Meanwhile, Margaret
ji .C. e. Rankin is at home from Massatried
Repub.
soft felt slippers, passed silently along perior ability, experience,
chusetts on a vacation.Joseph \Y iggiu,
the upper hall. The night w_as warm licanism and his undoubted popularity
But
while
of
Maine.
who has been at home visiting his parents,
for
kitchen
the
to
the
with
people
was
she
and
going
for the sue- 1 returned to Portland Monday.Miss Carice water. Glancing over the banister all these are good reasons
1
she saw the two men enter the library cess of Mr. Haines it seems to us that a rie Dickey has gone to Camden, where she
and knew intuitively what they were very cogent factor in the wide extent. has employment for the summer.fr rank
which now j
there for. She dew down the back of the Haines movement,
working at Spruce Head,
all over the I Coggins, who is
stairs and out of the back entrance, seems to have extended
spent Sunday at his home.Miss Sadie
his
camin
which
never
she
method
for
the
is
j
State,
risking her life thereby,
with Mr.
! paign has been carried on. The Repub-! Rack lid of Camden spent Sunday
stopped to think that the house might
like fair, and Mrs. J. C. Miller.
be guarded. It was not, however, aud licans of the l'ine Tree State
Tints it |
she reached a drug store, two blocks play and they bate a quitter.
SEARSMOXT.
was a telephone
is that the threats that have been made
away, in safety. There
last week to
candidate
another
minutes
of
j E. S. Wing was in Portland
, in the interest
there, and within less than live
were that the
nomination of Mr. Haines attend the meeting of the Grand Lodge of
j eight officers in a patrol wagon
would mean the nomination of a third ; Masons.J. L. Bean was in town last
hastened to our rescue.
barren ! week....The church is well pleased with
For fear of alarming the thieves the ; candidate have fallen upon
from the house, ; ground and have reacted in favor of, the
wagon was left a block
appointment of Rev. C. H. Bryant to
candidate
while the men approached in silence. ; Mr Haines. The Waterville
this charge. Mr. and Mrs. Bryant have arfour ; has played the game in a very upright
Four stood guard outside, while
rived and are well settled at the parsonage.
who hap-; manner in his campaign. He has placed
mote aud a private detective,
->i. l.
I heir sou, who is attending me
aim
nimseii isuri}
squaicij
peneu 10 ue at tur
which voters, being trank and honest and giv- Seminary, Bucksport, will be at home durlessly entered by the front door,
of ing the vacation_Ernest Marden is at
the ruffians had left unlocked for their , ing tiis views on the political topics
The fishermeu rethe day. He does not attempt to coerce home for the summer
own convenience.
that all may
The unsuspecting burglars, coming ;1 others but simply wishes
port fine catches of trout last week. James
He frankly says
ou the know his opinions.
from my room, met the officers
Bobbins caught IS square tail trout without
as his party and
main stairway. There was a short, ; that no man is as big
David L. Craig
moving from one spot
deleis
the
it
done
and
have
stated, ; when all is said
sharp tigtit, resulting as I
has gone on business to Montana.Mrs.
the
who
frame
A
party
the
party
gates of
one policeman also beiug injured,
to the bed by
was s
platform. Mr. Haines does not in the Charles Cushman is confiued
desperate gang of housebreakers
to dictate to the party.
The
illuess_Mrs. Sarah Robbins has taken
least
out.
attempt
wounded;
effectually wiped
the hospital, j The fact that Mr.Ilaines will,if elected, rooms at Mrs. Lucy A. Bean’s....Charles
man afterwards died in
the be bis own governor is another thing
while the uninjured one was sent to
Ripley has returned to Boston after a two
in his favor. He is
weeks visit with his father....Dr. A. Milpenitentiary for a long time. refused to j that tells heavily
is
nor
bound by no campaign pledges,
He was always sullen and
lett was in Portland last week....At the anthe scheme | his canvass being managed by any who
give any information about
nual meeting of the Sunday school board
to the party.
who
dictators
man
the
become
wish
to
but
| to steal the opals,
the can- Eben Cobb was elected superintendent, M.
died at the hospital eventually told All these things have made
I what lie knew. lie said that their didacy of Mr. Haines a very popular | A. Fowler, Vice President, Mrs. E. Cobb,
educat- one, as was evidenced at the recent Secretary and Treasurer, M. A. Fowler,
leader who was a shrewd, well
when it
Librarian and Miss Mary Cobb, Organist.
ed man, had had his eyes on the jewels j State convention at Portland,
taken was Haines all the way, delegates from |
for years but they were never
j
butmar-1
State
the
wearing
; CENTER MONTVILLE.
every section of
out of the vault. After Robert’s
the, tons and working for their favorite
Road commissioner F. A. Cushman has
riage lie argued that sometimeinferas marked ]
that
was
he
with
an
enthusiasm
;
the
opals;
bride would wear
been over the roads with a drag smoothing
would ; as was the lack of it for other candi- j
bail
ttie
that
red rightly enough,
off the rough places and improving the
He shadowed dates.
1
bean appropriate time.
travelling greatly.Edward Spear, who
AS TO RESUBMISSIOX.
the bank and was rewarded by seeing j
the vault,
lrom
or is lie ; has been in Knox for some time, is visiting
them
an
executive,
take
the
husband
Is
governor
j
my
Clifton Morse has
Crouching on the balcony outside my \ the law making branch of our govern-1 his family this week
i window lie saw me playing with them ment, or is he the whole thing? Shall a j1 sold his mare, Beulah, to David Linnikin of
j and noted where I put them and so in-1 political partv select a man for govern- Knox. Mr. Morse has raised three fine
i formed his gang wlio were hidden in the or who shall decree its policies, or shall I colts from her_William Keen is visiting
grounds all the evening, but our visit-1 it build its platform and invite a man, his daughter, Mrs. C. Morse, this week....
had no ,
| ors kept us up so late that they
by nominating him, to stand thereon? j Voluey Thompson is putting up carriages
i chance to enter the house, and instead Some
selection !
papers argue as if the
11 is trimmers, Mr. and Mrs. Levi
as they
of a candidate committed a party to a j as usual.
I of chloroforming us as we slept,
to
forced
;
Sometimes it does. It is Ire- ; Smith of Farmington, will be here this
policy.
j had intended, they were us
by sur- j queutly the best way of securing the week. ...There will be a dance at the Grange
change their plans and take
all asleep,
expression of party sentiment, but not [ hall,.Center Montville, Friday evening. May
prise. The servants were
to her j
Mr. Haines believes that the loth, with music by Townsend’s orchestra of
and after Margaret had gone
always.
no
j Republican party cannot afford, as a j Morrill. Ice cream and cake will be served at
I room for the night they anticipated
the tall
trouble, it being quite true as
party in a popular government, to op- j intermission_Irving Bryant of Thorndike
His assailants
! man had told me, they were too far i nose resubmission.
spent May 4th and 5th with Orrie Morse.
rum cauuiuauj
therefore call him a
to hear me.
away
_*
il..,*i-.ifiicm
tfl
anil kindred titles. He is far from that. I Mr. Bryant bought a hue colt of Daniel
sold them and Mr. Haines does not attempt to dictate j Bradford of Knox.Union Harvest
] touch the opals? Robert
tor J I
to the party its course on the temper- j Grange has sent an invitation to Georges
I invested the money in real estate,
;
said L would be afraid of diamonds anee question, but lie lias stated what j grange, Liberty to visit them and furnish
sale
their
of
j
the
he thinks is a wise course of action, j the
proceeds
bought with
program, as soon as arrangements can
but
Perhaps I was foolishly nervous,after j and we think lie is right. When can : be completed. The grange will furnish a
slate
of
our
forces
get'
I could not endure the old home
the temperance
I did not grow this matter of resubmission out of the supper for their guests.
that night of terror.
and at lengtli
not
illness,
after
my
stronger
way at the present rate? We do
WINTERPORT.
they took me abroad again. My boy want resubmission. We desire no part
Mrs. Julia White spent a few days in
lived
he
only of it. We want it eliminated from our
was born in Rome, but
H. Neailey is
said:
one short week, and then Robert
issues, but as long as one party Swanville last week—Earle
political
•You shall never go back to the home- declares for it and ttie other against it, spending his vacation at home—E. E.
you shall it is likely to remain an issue. In our Ritchie has employment with Frank Tasstead, dear; only get well, and
old
have a new home.” And so t.ie
opinion it would be good strategy for ker, who is having extensive repairs done to
tor Pob- the
place passed into other hands,
party to pass a resolution declaring ] his house....Mrs. A. A. Barden of Monroe,
well
its unwavering support of the present who has
ert said: '/‘Ancestral halls are
spent nearly three years in Morrisare
temperance policy and its willingness [ town, N. J., arrived on Wednesday’s boat
enough, but a wife and children
to leave that policy in the hands of the
better.”
and after visiting her sister,Mrs. John Cole,
house
legislature, where the constitution re- j
My children have grown up m a
as
all authority in the matter. Then and her step-daughter, Mrs. R. L. Clements,
that has no unpleasant memories
poses
sociated with it, and their lives will in when it comes to electing our senators returned to her home Friday....Several
an Jiyke
and representatives, put only safe men relatives of the late Mrs. Mary E. Croxford
no way be shadowed by the \
forward. The Chronicle stands against I of Dixmont attended her funeral services,
opals.
saloons, against a license system in any I which were held Monday, May 4th-Mrs.
PKKSOXAL
form, against this nefarious express | C. B. Jewett and Mrs. R. L. Clements atwill forever
li any person suspects that their kidneys business in liquor, and it
PomoKids
take Fp.ey
stand against resubmission whenever tended the meeting of North Waldo
are deranged they should
having
risk
not
Ralph
and
the
that issue comes before
only body na at East Thorndike Wednesday
ney Remedy at ouce
gives
constitutional jurisdiction over Lane, who has been employed in Dixmont
bright’s disease or diabetes. Delay
having
and
you
the disease a stronger foothold
it, namely, the legislature. But a party for some months, was brought home
should not delay taking Foleys Kidney convention lias no such authority and
Wednesday suffering from a severe attack
H.
R.
Moody.
Remedy.
it does not seem to us good strategy to of sciatic rheumatism.The Fourth of
it
lias.
that
assume
Farmington
FOREST DESTRUCTION.
July will be celebrated at West Winterport
Chronicle.
under the auspices of 0. Gardner grange.
A DEMOCRATIC CHARGE EXPLODED.
the
of
public
When the cutting up
_Mrs. G. H. Clements is still in poor
lands
The Democrats charge that the exdomain began a century ago the
the pense of c. rrying on the session of the health_Mrs. Anna H. White visited relaof
parts
as
well
large
as
so cut,
most
of 1901 was in round num- tives in Monroe a few days last week, reoriginal States, contained the in the legislature
bers $75,000 and that, in 1907,the expense turning home Saturday.
abundant forests then standing
what was $101,000, an increase of $20,000.
temperate zone. To illustrate
this BIVAHVlLlit.
r.n.
their destruction lias been, and how No items are presented to prove
charce. but. for the sake of the argil- |
Miss Ollie Mardeu is visiting her grandi needless, it is only necessaiy
the Great ment, we will assume that the figures parents in Waldo, Mr. and Mrs. Joshua
er the pine forests about
It appears that $10,000 of j
Lakes. There were in that region sixty are correct.
Lilt.efield_Charles Walker has had a
hundred and the increase is accounted for in the
years ago upward of three
steel ceiling put into his parlor.Alfred
twice
as
which
cost
white pine ; legislative printing
fifty billion board feet of continuous
to Kenuebunk, where he
much in 1907 as in 1901, or $23,388.81. Maddocks has gone
lumber, standing in almost
accounted for from the fact has employment in a store—May 5th Mrs.
forests over Northern Michigan, North- This is
of Min- that, in the latter session, more print- Martin Robertson of Monroe had a rhu
eru Wisconsin, and a good half
documents were more barb pie, the rhubarb coming from her own
nesota. The cutting of this timber be-1 ing was done,
few million feet a numerous and of larger size. It is the garden_Eugene Jennys, who has been at
gan in a small way, a
increased until it j tendency of all legislatures to increase \ home for a few days, returned to New York
year. Gradually this
of the
reached two, three and even four bil- the printing bills. The pay roll
H. Littlefield recently bought
a last
legislature was practically the Monday_E.
lion, and ttieu swept upward with
In 1907, however, inicehor8e_Charles Marr has bought a
in j same as that of 1901.
rush to aggregate nearly eight billion
to double the compen- I new corn planter.... Mr. and Mr. Clark
Then as the forests gave out it a bill was passed
a year.
three sation of future legislatures. If this is 1 Harden have returned from Brewer, where
dropped, until today it is less than
the Democrats are they spent the winter with their daughter.
billion feet a year, at which rate the end | an extravagauce
with the Republicans, as 1 _Mr. and Mrs. Albert Moody are receivis fast approaching.—J. L. Mathews, in equally guilty
all voted for the measure. There was ! ing
the May Atlantic.
congratulations on the birth of a
a printing deficiency in 1905 and 1900 I
Curtis returned from
daughter_Abraham
like
to
amounted
something
which
South China W. C. T. U.
Boston last Saturday with five horses....
I
of
had
the
1907
This
legislature
$7,000.
of
the to supply. In 1907 the contingent ex- Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mardeu have moved
At the recent annual meeting
South China Woman’s Christian Temper- penses were $3,000 more, and there to Monroe, on what was the Calvin Knowlwere elect- ;
ance Union the following officers
were several thousands more paid for tou place_11. P. White bought two nice
ed* President, Mrs. Emma P. Whitehouse;
postage, books and stationery. This is cows recently.Mrs. Orrin Peavey was
Ilec. Sec., Mrs. Frank E. Jones; Cor. Sec.,
by the fact that prices were : buried last Sunday. She had been sick a
Miss Mattie Jones: Treas., M. Eliza I nil-. explained
for books, stationery, etc.,
brook. The following are the heads of the ! much higher
long time and was a great sufferer-Mrs.
various departments: Evangelistic, Augusta in 1907 than in 1901.
were 02 Democrats in
there
1907
Emma
In
Small;
scien-]
work,
Holmes; press
<
the House of Representatives, and yet
tific Tern. Ins., Mrs. Frank E. Jones, Ida
E.
no one of them made the slightest proJones; flower mission, Mattie C. Jones,
Muv Sibley; peace and arbitration, Eliza- test
against what the Democrats are j
beth K. Jones; almshouse, Emma P. W lute- now
to say was extravagance. ;
pleased
M. Jones;
Nellie
observance,
house;.Sabbath
Jenkins; tern- In the Senate, Hon. Lindley Murray
systematic giving, Hannah T.Philbrook
; Sun- Staples, and the other six Democratic :
perance literature, M. Eliza
Lizzie Senators failed to
raise their voices ]
day school, Elizabeth Fry ; narcotics,
S.
Alice
StimpH. Collins; non-Alc. Med.,
against this wild debauch of extrava-1
S.
Minnie
lumbermen,
work
among
son;
gance in the legislative session of 1907.
Whitehouse; work among railroad men, In the political almanac the sign reads: I
During L. T. Cooper’s recent stay in BosLizzie McLaughlin.
“About now look out for Democratic : ton, it is estimated that sixty-five thousand
rnorhacks.*’
1 people talked with him and purchased his
In the legislature of 1901 there was < medicine. This is an average of over two
Senate and 20 two thousand a day.
one Democrat in the
When it is known
Ilis success was so phenomenal as to
Democrats in the House. In 1907 there
that its power to
both by the pubware seven Democrats in the Senate cause universal comment
the
sysstrengthen
the press. There roust be a reason
and 02 in the House. It would not be lic and
reason
the
given in his
Here
is
tem and build up
for this.
a fair argument to say that the greater
own words by Mr. Cooper when interviewed
the body is why
the number of Democrats in the legis- on the subject. He said:
Father J ohn’s Medlature the larger the expenditure of
“The immense numbers of people who are
ici ne cures colds, it
money, but it would be just as logical calling on me here in Boston is not-unusual.
as some of the arguments the Demo- I have had the same experience for the past
will be understood
crats are now making simply and solely two years wherever I have gone. The reason
why it is so valuis a simple one. It is because my medicine
for campaign purposes.
able as a tonic and
the stomaoh in good condition. This
imthe
oes not sound unusual, but it is in fact the
for driving
Chronic Constipation Cured
to
health. The stomach is the very
One who suffers from chronic oonstipation key.
purities out of the
foundation of life. I attribute 90 per cent,
is in danger of many serious ailments. Fosystem.
sickness
of
all
directly to the stomach.
ley’s Orino Laxative cures chronic constipaIt feeds the tis“Neither animals nor men can remain
tion as it aids digestion and stimulates the
and makes
sues
liver and bowels, restoring the natural ac- well with a poor digestive apparatus. Few
in perfect contion of these organs. Commence taking it can be sick with a digestion
strength; prevents
and you will feel better at once. Fo- dition. As a matter of fact, most men and
today
half-sick. It is because
pneumonia and con.
ley’s Oriuo Laxative does not nauseate or women today are
little exercise have
sumption —not a
gripe and is pleasant to take. Refuse sub- too much food and too
into a half-sick condithe
forced
stomach
stitutes. R. H. Moody.
medicine;
patent
tion. My medicine gets the stomach back
wholepure and
where it was, and that is all that is necessome—60 years in
sary.”
Among Boston people who are staunch
use.
•top* th« cough and haala lungs believers in Mr. Cooper’s theory is Mr.
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The Kind You Have

Always Bought
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1

mter to write, and will
i think I
or an hour,

not
will

net insisted on helping
it was perhaps ten minutes
left alone, sitting in a big
where I gave myself up to
filiation.
: tiling into a dose when my
mu on something that chilled
'l ;n my veins and stilled the
at rose to my lips. A hand
drawing back the curtains of
window which opened upon
It was a man’s baud, whose
lingers might easily throttle
1 used to yield what they deen a tall man whose face was
alen by a black silk mask,
: re me.
lie bowed politely
ling me with a revolver, and
me

■

alarming you, madam, but
is precious, and you seemed
Don’t
1 to sit up all night.
t

servants are too faraway,
aid aslet-p to hear yon, while
rs have your husband safely
lie reasonme library below,
vou shall not he hurt.
Ah,
are.” as the door opened
two men, masked and armed
-elf, came in. Evidently he
ruder. Turning to them lie
•This lady persisted in sit1 was forced to become visiand gag you of
le ust hind

approaching me.
vitally afraid of

a

revolver,

imped:
vn
■

;

that

revolver

ana l win

Have you harmed my hus11 me 1 beg!”
lady," laughed one of the
“YVe are gentlemen. We
m safe; but we ain’t got no
-il if we take the one-thirty

ain’t,” asserted

the

third,

the tall man, picking up a
ief which lay on the table,
niickly over my mouth. One
a handed him a stout cord,
ii he tied me firmly to the
laving seen that i was arrangitisfaction, he asked:
e got to drill that safe?”
ter luck than that; I found
.n
the cove’s pocket down
plied the man who had sug-

;

i
:

!

\
!

'-re

!

always brilliant,”

ironic-

key will be of vast assist;it the combination; the safe
with a padlock, isn’t it?” for

i

;

iter comers had passed into
ig-room, while the third man
ip such stray articles of jewin
lying on the dresser.
he ejaculated, picking up
I’ll bet this is the combiYml presently he was trying
:i- which opened readily,
which had been taken from
mi ket fitted the casket to the
11 i.-ifaction of the burglars,
y divided the contents into
the leader claiming- the
which of course was the
re,
I could see their movements
ii l sat,
but it was not long
■

y

V
i...

■i"
,!

appeared.

'■i.” the tall man said, “that
uui
n
j'-ave you
uounu,
be safe to release you, audit
"iig till morning, when the
will lind you. As the Van
s are unlucky, you ought to
i'll to me for placing them
!,
ry cannot harm you. Good1 rather
good-morning,” and the
lssed out of my room.
seconds later shots reverberat-I' the halls, there wereBhouts,
"r feet, and frightened out of my
naming wits 1 fainted away,
i came to
my senses Robert’s
''re around me, while Margaret
my face with cologne. Several
stood near the door, and a
nf policemen filled up the backI sat up crying.
'"
bert, are you hurt?”
Ru ling; are you?”
and the opals?”
dective is watching them down

I"'1 hie burglars?”
bj,, "mf them is dead, dear, another is
in i "ounded, audltheAhird one is on

w,al'ltojail.!’
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—
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Watson Kobertson was very sick last week,
but is more comfortable at this writiug....
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stevens and Miss
Mr. ami
Mrs. Isaac
Nickerson visited

LIBERTY.
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Why
It
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So
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0. Johnson was in Portland a few days
last week attending the meeting of the
Loyal Legion and was elected Commander.
_Postmaster G. II. Cargill arrived home
Saturday from visits to Portland, Me., and
Lynn, Mass_Mrs. Ada Batchelor went to
Massachusetts last Thursday for a few
weeks’ visit with friends—W. J. Greeley
lias presented the Baptist church with a
large load of wood, for which the members
Mrs.
of the society are very grateful
Rhoda Benner went to Brewer last week,
called there by the illuess of her son, Ward
F. Benner. She was accompanied by Mrs.
Addie Lemari of Palermo-L. K. Fowler
has arrived from Camden for the summer
vacation....Rev. E. E. Morse was in town
last Wednesday—No clergyman has been
engaged as yet to preach at the church the
coming summer.... Messrs. John R. Dunton
rud R. I. Morse of Belfast were in town
Several
last week fora few days’ fishing.
Sue strings of trout have been taken from
die brooks in this vicinity within the last
week_Georges River Grange of this town
Montville Grange Tuesday
svening.May 12th,and furnished the literary
program.Liberty Lodge, F. A A. M.,
held its monthly meeting last Saturday
night with a large attendance-The lovely
irbutus is more than beautiful this spring iu
[his vicinity aud many fine bouquets have
been sent to Belfast and sold at good prices.
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Green or over-ripe.fruit will cause it
—Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment vill cure
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n'iH quickly relieve the most severe cases. It's just
as sure iti curing sore throat, coughs, colds, grip,
bronchitis, tonsilitis, and kindred respiratory troubles.
If you have a cut, a burn, a bruise or other external
JSm
ache or pain, a free application of the liniment will
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An infallible remedy for all
it.
similar disorders—cramps, colic, diarrhoea, etc. A few half-teaspoonful doses of

IHv

—

reduce the inflammation and drive out the pain
than anything else.
Keep a bottle in
your medicine chest for emergencies.
e
Guaranteed under Food and Drugs Act.
S3 j
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Kev. F. S. Dolliff preached a very pleasing sermon to the senior class of the High
school Suuday, May 10th. The church was
and
very prettily decorated with evergreens
red, white and blue; also a liue collection of
The classes marched in a

potted plants.
body and the school officials

were

present.

The church was well filled. The choir rendered some fine selections.The selectat the
men have assessed the taxes in town
rate of 27 mills on a dollftr-Miss Ethel
Chase spent last week in Winterport visiting her aunt, Mrs. Frank Hardy.Mrs.
Arabella Harden has returned to Monroe
front New Jersey, where she spent two
With her son
years with her daughter.
Fred she is keeping house in their old
home_Miss Lena Nye from Searsport, a
former student in the Monroe High school,
is in town for a week to attend the graduation exercises.Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
Porter are the happy parents of a nice little daughter_Mrs. Almeda lioweu has
been called to Bangor to the home of her
daughter Minnie, who is in the hospital for
should
an operation tor appendicitis—it
have read in last week’s paper that Franklin Chase nas duck's eggs to sell for hatch
Watson
ing, instead of hdn’s eggs... Mrs.
Robinson has been very ill with neuialgia
of the heart. She is thought to be a little
better at the present writing.
rURRUU-H.

Kev. J, B. Parry will preach the Memorial
sermon Sunday morning, May 24th, anti
will also deliver the Memorial address Saturday, May 30th. The male quartette will
furnish music.John Ilustus, who has
been living with his sou, Edwin Ilustus,
died very suddenly May Sill of organic
heart trouble.The students of Freedom
Academy presented their principal, A. F,
Linscott, with a lovely bouquet of roses
May 17th in remembrance of his birthday.

_The Waterville High school team played
with Freedom Academy team May 6th. The
The
score was Freedom 9, Waterville 3.
Pittsfield High school team played with
Freedom Academy team May 9th. The
score was Pittsfield 1, Freedom 0.Mrs.
Mary Whitney of Unity visited her son,
Fred Nichols, the past week.Charles P.
Hutchins is to build a store for Joseph
Farwell of Unity....The Ladies’ Circle

will meet with Mrs. 1). W. Dodge Thursday
afternoon, May 14th....Mrs. Isabel Tarbox
of Massachusetts visited her father, lion.
James D. Lamson, the past week. Mr. Lamwho has passed
sou is quite smart for one
his 91st birthday.Fred Murch has sold
his farm to George I’ushor of Unity.Edmund Murch has taken unto himself a wife.
....Charles Hessey of Brooks was in town
Howard of
on business May 7tli.Ira
Thorndike was in town May 6th. Helms
bought a place in Pittsfield and will move
soon.Mrs. Lida Hussey had the hist
dandelion greens of the season May 3rd.
THORNDIKE.

Dr. Kilgore of Brooks, who has been attending M. f. Palmer during his illness,
deemed it necessary to amputate his foo',
and Friday he with Dr. HuDt of Bangor
met at M r. Palmer’s home for that purpose.
Mr. Palmer stood the operation very well.
Ue has the sympathy of a large circle of
friends in the sorrow and misfortunes he
has been called upon to endure the past winter_U. M. Small has been quite sick for
Dr. B. P. Hurd attends him.
a few days.
.Mrs. G. W. Bowen, who has been sick
for several weeks, was moved to the home
of her daughter, Mrs. Alden Kinney, last
week, where she will receive better care—
Miss Jessie Hogan passed last week with
her sister, Mrs. Will Ward, in Fairfield.
Mrs. Frances Gordon Whitten of Clinton is
visiting her children and other friends in
town for a few weeks, after which she will
home in New Portland
go to her husband’s
for the summer....Miss Klva Hasty returned from a visit in Portland May 4th and
began her school at the Station May 5thMrs. Florence Itose of Waldo was the guest
of her sister, Mrs. H. L. Wing, last Wednes-

day, and attended the North Waldo Pomona
Grange meeting at Hillside Grange hall in

Frank D. Brown of 57 Blooiuingdale street,
Chelsea, Mass. He says:
“For live years 1 have sought relief for
indigestion, stomach trouble and dyspepsia,
spending nearly all my wages with doctors
and obtaining no results. I had dull pains
across my back, radiating to the shoulders.
I had splitting headaches, which nothing
seemed to cure. There was a guawing and
rumbling in my stomach and bowels. I was
troubled with vertigo and dizziness, and at
times almost overcome by drowsiness.
“1 felt tired and worn out all the time
my sleep was not refreshing, and I wouUB
get up in the morning feeling as weary as
when 1 went to bed. My appetite was variable-ravenous at times, then again nauseated at the sight of food. Sometimes my
face was pale, at other times flushed. I was
constipated and bilious, and had catarrhal
affection in nose and throat, which caused
me to hawk and spit a great deal, especially
in the morning. 1 heard so much of the
Cooper remedies that I decided to try them.
After taking one bottle, a tapeworm 50 feet
long passed from my system. I felt better
almost immediately. All my troubles disappeared as if by magic, and my improvement was rapid. I now feel entirely well,
and can honestly recommend Mr. Cooper’s
medicine to anyone who suffers as I did.”
We sell the Cooper medicines, which give
universal satisfaction
:-Wm.;0.:Poor & Son.

WE

the afternoon-Frank Coffin of Massachusetts is helping Charles White with his
farming this spring.Mr. and Mrs. Fred
L. Higgins and Miss Cora Andrews passed
May 10th with Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Files.
Charles Heath and family passed Sunday
with Mrs. Heath’s father in Morrill.
Among those who attended the Masonic
meetings in Portland last week were E. 11.
Littlefield and F. L. Cunningham of this
town.Mrs. Fred Patterson went to Fairfield Monday to care for her daughter, Mrs.
Will Ward, who is quite sick.
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WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY.
TORONTO.
ASSETS DECEMBER

Of all seasons in the year none is
better than the present for the treatment and cure of rheumatism.
While
Neuralgic Anodyne is an unfailing cure
for rheumatism at any season of tlie
year, it will do good twice as quickly

31
81

INSURANCE

COMPANY,

Boston, Massachusetts.
ASSETS DECEMBER

Real

estate

31. IBP?.

..

Mortgage loans.....
Collateral loans..
Stocks ami bonds.
Cash in effiee ami bank..
Agents’ balances.
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets..

I

48,000 00

5

1.26$. 100

<>0

Us.doooo
2,005.333
112.32*3
387 317
op,* 47
17 7«>i

4,318

03

30
.35
15
05
49

Gross assets.$; .261,437 47
Deduct items not admitted.
140.770 20

assets.$5,111,661
31, 11)07.

2T

Net unpaid losses. $ 337,641
Unearned premiums.
1,326,622
All other liabilities.
75.637
Cash capital. 1,000,000
Surplus over all liabilities. 2,371,759

19
33
33
00
97

Admitted

LIABILITIES DEC.

has a peculiar action,
soaking through the pores of the skin
to the aching tissues and throbbing
nerves so that it does far more good
than any ordinary local application.
At the same time, a small dose is taken
internally which soothes and quiets
the whole nervous system, and Imlps
expel the Uric Acid from the blood.
Neuralgic Anodyne is so successful
in curing rheumatism, neuralgia, headache. toothache, and all nervous and
muscular pains,
that dealers « verv-

Total liabilities and
li. F.

surplus....$5,111,661 27
COLCOKD, Agent, Searsport, Maine.

LIVE STOCK

where are authorized to refund the
money if it does not do all that is
claimed for it.
A large-sized bottle costs 2."e.
The
Twitcheil-Champlin Co., Portland, Me.

F. L. LIBBY,

marcellusTdow,
MA1SIK,:

assets.$2,313,222

Admitted assets.$2,313.222

BOSTON

this month.
The Anodyne

liROOKS,

72
49
99
93
13

LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1907.
Net unpaid losses .> 285.339 50
Unearned premiums. 1.497,439 09
All oilier liabilities.
20.978 53
207,00000
Deposit capital
332.465 14
Surplus over all liabilities.
3wi:
Total liabilities and surplus.$2,813.222 31
HH.D A Oi M BY, Agents.

RHEUMATISM NOW.

the Disease.

31, 1907.

Stocks ami bonds...$1,7$2,172
Cash in office and bank..
333.666
Audits' balances.
160,312
Bills receivable.
14,467
Interest and rents
22,602
Gross

the Best Time to Get Rl«l of

v

this

office.

1

Is

We

of our com

that we offer the two together for $2.10.

WILLIAMS’ KII>M;Y FILLS.
Have you neglected your Kidneys? Have
you overworked your nervous system and
caused trouble with your kidneys and
bladder? Have you pains in loins, side,
Have you a
back, groins and* bladder?
flabby appearance of the face, especially
Too
under the eyes?
frequent a desire to
pass urine? If so, Williams’ Kidney Pills
will cure you, at Iv 11. Moody’s, Druggist.
Price 50c.
Williams’ M'f’g Co., Props., Cleveland,

This

JOURNAL.

advantage

bination with THE NEW IDEA WOMAN'S

An old lady on her seventy-third birthday
once said, “1 do not mind getting old, and 1
do not fear death, but I live in constant
dread of paralysis.”
“For some time I have been wanting to
tell you of the great good your wonderful
Sloan’s Liniment is doing here,” writes Mr.
James G. Abernethy, of Rutherford College,
X. C. “In fact, all your remedies are doing
noble work, but your Liniment beats all. In
my eight years'experience with medicine I
find none to go ahead of it, having tried it
1 know of one young
in very many cases.
man, a brick mason, who suffered from a
partial, yes, almost complete, paralysis of
I got him to use your Liniment,
one arm.
and now he can do as much work as ever,
and lie sings your praise every da\. I get
all to use it I possibly can and know there
I have helped the >.tie
is great virtue in it.
of your noble remedies about here greatly,
and expect to cause many more to buy
!
them, as I know they can’t be beat.”

CURE

REPUBLICAN

THE

want you to take

SHE DID NOT FEAR DEATH.

Burnham, Maine,

--AM)-

AMERICAN HOUSE, BOSTON, MASS.

m

Weekly shipments of live stock t<> Brighton
Cars leav** Belfast every Monday morning ami Burnham Monday ncc.ii. Dover and FoxI solicit your
croft every Saturday morning.
consignment, promising you prompt and satisfactory returns with the* party’s name and address 1 sell your stock to. Write for shipping
Market.

Has

a

new

line of

j

!
Shirt Waists jj White Goods
He makes a

specialty

j

of SUESINE

SILKS and carries the Stock accessories.

j

Ladies’

footwear
E. J.

and

driections and my

weekly market letter, free.

S. W. Johnson. M.D.

NICE QUALITY AND LOW PRICES.

OFFICE NO. 2, ODD FELLOWS' BLOCK.

Underwear.

Office hours every afternoon from 1 to 4.
Evenings I shall be at my residence, 33

MATCH,

Court Street, to

INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE

j

L now represent the Hancock, Homestead
Maine Farmers and York County Mutual Fire
Insurance Companies. The to»al cost tor $1,000
insurance the past 3 years was $12 15 on farms
and $9.70 on village residences. On country stores
If you doubt
or one year from $9.00 to $11.90.
this please allow me to refer you to people whom
you know to verify it. Address me at Freedom,
eomforsmll
Me., R. F. I). No. 2.

I

answer

calls.

telephone call, 3."id, ring
House telpeuecall, 33, ring 33.

Office

1

1.
Otf

HORSE WANTED.
Must be perfectly
Driver.—Requirements:
fearless, not over twelve years old, weight about
10(iu, fair loader, of av» rage soundness and good
disposition. Bay mare preferred. Price reason-

able.
Maurice

MORE THAN TWO THOUSAND
PEOPLE SEE COOPER DAILY

j

^K^^olera Morbu^^Jj^RJ

McKeeu Suuday.

W.

FARM FUR SALE

Belfast, Maine.

Lord.

CAUTION

NOTICE

My wife, Lizzie K. Ronndy, having left my bed
and board, without cause. I hereby forbid all
persons from harboring or trusting her on my account, ass 1 shall pay no debts of her contracting
after this date.
Thorndike, Maine, May 4. 1908.
WESLEY ROC M Y.
MW 19*

Montville,

In

on

Ayer’s liidgo.

Farm of the lac Albert o Porter, containing
7‘» acres, well divideil Into tiilagf, pasture and
woodland. Good house ami barn, good well of
\vat« r, apple orchard, sell Kdhouse near by. li F.
I). delivery from boib Libert) and Freedom, Me.;
al5o a telephone in the holts.*. For terms impure
on the place, or of
K. EDWIN A. POUT Kit,
Pittsfield, Maine.

I--

FARM FOR SALE.
The TRUE S. HEAGAN farm, about 3 miles
from Belfast post' fflee and one-half mile from
Pitcher sehoolhouse, will be sold at a bargain to
settle estate. Enquire of
tf!9
JOHN R. DUNTON, Belfast, Me.
NOTICE.

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that be
administrator of

appointed

The subscriber
lias been duly
of

the estate

ALBION H. BRADBURY, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
CHARLES W. FREDERICK.

Belfast, April 14,1908.—3wl9

Violin Instruction.
Would like to start a class in Belfast. Pupils
will receive careful attention. AVill arrange for
one or two lessons per week, as preferred.
Any
desiring to study please leave address,
MRS. COOMBS, 47 High St.,
or for particulars apply to Mary Nilrs at above
address.
3ml3*

TO LET
For July and August, 4 furnished rooms, including kitchen. A man and wife, or two ladies preferred. Good references required.
Inquire or
write to
tflS
THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL OFFICE

1NISTRATKIX’S NOTICE.The subscriber

ADMherebyadministratrix
gives notice that she has been
of the estate of

dulj

Caution

appointed

BERNARD A. ROBERTS, late oi Searsport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and giver
bonds as the law directs. All persons havint
demands against the estate of said deceasec
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to mak<

payment immediately.

STELLA H. ROBERTS.

Searsport, April 14, iy08.—3wl9

Notice.

hereby forbid anyone trusting my wife, Lucy
J. Knight as I shall pay no bills contracted by
her from this date.
K. H. KNIGHT,
3wl8*
Llncolnville, Maine,
I

rhiyskidneycure
Makes

Kidneys and

Bladder Right

herst,

SEA8SP0R1_ LOCALS.

^Savannah,

May
ton, Turks Island-

May 7. Ar,
PhilaCarver, Havana; 9, sld, sch. Frances,

Jacksonville,

delphia.

Lanesville, Mass., May 6 In port, sch.
Metinic, from New York.
Bangor, May 6. Sld, sch. Puritan, Bridgeport ; 7, ar, sch. Gen. E. S. Greeley, Newport
News: sld, sch. Margaret MayRilej (Br),
Jacksonville and Barbados; sld, sch. David
Magnus ManFaust, New Haven; 9, ar, sch. sch.
Mary h.
son, Newport News; 11, ar,
News.
Palmer, Newport
Portland, May 7. Ar, bktne Mary Barry,

Capt.
York Saturday.

Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Merritliew arrived
last week from Boston.
visit
Capt J. F. Peterson left Monday to
kis sons in Boston and vicinity.
A P. Lord is making several spars for
sck. Cora F. Cressey, now in port.

C. H. Monroe had a new runabout auto
eouie by boat Tuesday from Boston.
arrivHenry Alger of Shelburne, Mass.,
ed Tuesday to sell the Foote homestead.

most

Bow

®

I ROYAL powderI

celMiles S. Towers is excavating for the
Main
lar of Capt. D. S. Gooden’s house on
street.
moved
Gordon C. Ausplund and family
will relast week to Rockland, where they
side.
last
Frank C. Dutch of Boston arrived J. C.
Master
week and is visiting his father,
Dutch.
were out for
The Searsport Cornet Band
the past
m marching and playing

The

practice

coal to Castine Coal Co.
Bucksport, Me., May 7. Ar, sch. W..1).
Hilton, New York.
Bucks Harbor (South Brooksville), Me.,
May 7. In port, sch. Carrie A. Bucknam,
for New York (loading).
Gardiner, Me., May (» Ar, sch. ( harlotte
T. Sibley, Elizabethport.
i.
Searsport, May 7. Ar, sell. Martha
Small, Norfolk; 9, sld, sch. Gov. Brooks,
Norfolk; 11, ar, sch. Lizzie V. Hall, South

only bakingpowderftjf

I

of Tartar

weeK.

finished
.sell Gov Brooks, Capt. McLeod,
for
discharging Friday and sailed Saturday

aru

1.

v>aru

ui

itocKiana, May t»- a*»»»»»»• ■*vi,wlY
Seal sport; Abbie Bowker, Stomugton,

J.

'Ifin JiHlrm

of Mrs. H.
rived .Saturday and is the guest
V. Nickels.
AssociaMeeting of the Village Cemetary
at the office
tion Friday evening, May loth,
of J. W. Black.
Is now payThe Searsport Savings Bank
of l per
its flHlh dividend at the rate

STOCKTONSPRINGS.

ing

in every way.
Boston
Mr and Mrs. Fred M. Harris of
the guests ot Mr.
were in town Sunday,
Adams.
E.
and Mrs. Charles
arsell. Martha F. Small, Capt. Barlow,
with 3,500 tons
rived May Tth from Norfolk
of coal to the Penobscot Coal Co.
were
J 11. Clements and Fred M. Harris
the. week trying
at Swan Lake the first of
the tn ut and salmo.i fishing.
success

were at
J. A. Colson and E. A. Buker
made
Swan Lake a few .lays last week and
tine catches of salmon and trout.
Boston
Miss Lizzie French arrived from
Mr. and
last week and was the guest of
Mrs. Loomis Eames for a few days.
been
Mrs. Harry F. Hichborn, who has
vina Crockett,
visiting her mother, Mrs. Mel
returned to Brooklyn .Saturday.
Mrs. Clara B. Eyre and family arrived
will
last week from Flushing, N. 1., and
on L mon
spend the summer at their cottage

street.
At a parish meeting of the Congregational
was apchurch, held Monday, a committee
to see
pointed t»> canvass the parishioners
will
contribute
pel
bow much each person
month for church expenses.
seldeii Eaton had his papers for admission to the Sailor Snug Harbor made
Mr. Eaton is a native of
out last week.
sea all his
Near.-port and has followed the
on his eyes comcoming
Cataracts
life.
pelled him to give up the sea.

The remains of the late Capt. C. II.
were
Dodge, who died at Fort Point,
brought here May 7th and sent by steamer
Sears
of
Lodge,
Members
Dockland.
to
j. o. 0. F., attended as bearers and as an
e-cort to the wharf. The remains wrere
taken to Bass Harbor for interment.
•.

ji" annum uiTCuug

brunch of the Women's Board of Missions
will lie held in Searsport, May 30th. There

vesw ill be two sessions, one in the Congi’
trv at g p. in., and one in the church at 7 p.
in? There will be addresses from missionaries and others interested in the cause of

missions.
The degree team of Garfield Lodge, I. 0.
G. F., of W interport, arrived Friday evening mi steamer Stockton and were escorted
h\ tlie searsport band from the wharf to
Odd Fellows liail, where they worked the
second degree on two candidates of Sears
Lodge. Thirty-six members of Garfield
came down on the excursion. Refreshments
w ere served after the ceremonies.
Hodoe’s Corner. Mrs. James E. Marden win open her commodious house, “The
Elm." tor summer boarders. She will also
entertain transients— Many of ttie cottages
about tile lake were occupied over Sunday.
William McMann, after two years’ absence, lias been visiting old acquaintances
in tlii.- locality_Mrs. llerbeit Stearns and
Mrs. D. A. Lowe has been ill but are im...

proving.
Col. Wing, State organizer of Uniform
was in town Monday evening and formed a company of the rank of
members of Penobscot lodge K. of P., and
will organize the rank Wednesday evening,
May goth, at Castle Hall, Searsport. All
Knights in Stockton and Prospect are cordially invited to come and join before that
date as they will measure for their uniforms
on that, day so as to be drilled to attend the
Supreme assembly in lioston, August 4th.

Rank, K, of 1’.,

Rev. Harry Hill preached a very interesting sermon last Sunday at the Methodist
chuich on the subject of resubmissiou. He
brought to mind the fact that less than
three years ago there were only three prohibition States in the Union, and told of the
vast area in the south and middle west now
living under no-license; of the enthusiasm
of the people of the State when Georgia
went dry ; and how Oklahoma had stepped
He
into the Union as a prohibition State.
closed his sermon with the question: “When
other States are rejoicing in their liberty, is
Maine, which might be called the mother of
prohibition, to go back into bondage in
order to please the liquor dealers who are
making the fight?”

.Mrs. Jacob Eanies ieft Monday morning
her parents in Ellsworth for a short

to visit

time.
Miss Auiine Crooker has gone to spend
with Mrs. Albert V. Nickels m

the summer

Searsport.
There are several vessels now at Cape
Jellison—one loaning lumber, and others

awaiting

cargoes.

Mrs. J. L. Lancaster is spending a week
with her sister-in-law, Mrs.-I’. 1>. Lancaster
on Church street.
Mrs. Harry Verrill has been the guest of
her sister, Mrs. Charles Rogers, in Searsport, for the past fortnight.
Albert M. Ames returned last Thursday
from Portland, having attended the Grand
Lodge of Masons in that city.
Mrs. Follett took Monday’s afternoon
train for visits in Old Town and vicinity,

returning Tuesday evening.
Mrs. Harry R. Hiehborn went to Bangor
Monday. Spring shopping calls our ladies
cityward at this season of the year.
Mrs. Lewis of Sandypoint was dressmaking for Mrs. Everett staples, Jr., Tuesday and Wednesday of this week.
Mrs. Maria F. Blanchard returned Mon-

day evening from a ten days’ visit with relatives of her late husband, in Bangor.
Mrs. Everett Staples, Jr., took the early
train Monday for Bangor

ping through

tlie

to

attend to shop-

day, returning by

late

train.

Mrs. Luther Grant and Mrs. Florence
Rendell spent Monday in Bangor for shoptrain
ping purposes. They returned by last
that evening.
J. G. Lambert returned last week from
his customary spring business trip to BosLook our for new dry and fancy goods
ton.
upon his counters.
Mrs. Henry S. Moulton spent Sunday
with her daughter Grace and husband, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Rogers, in their Searsport
She returned early the present
home.
week.
.lames Lawrence

win

spii

"pec

ms sene

Unit staml in
the village, the land upon which the buildsold by S.
been
having
recently
ing stands
A. Kendell.
at

Cape .lelli.-uu, closing

his

The travelling is now steadily growing
better, 'the frost is out of the ground and
our road commissioners are making ready
to begin the customary spring repairs upon
the highways.
Mr. and Mrs. M. I’. Ward of Peabody,
Mass., drove over from Searsport last Saturday to call upon Mrs. C. S. liemiell and
They lett Searsport
the Misses llichborn.
Monday to return to their home.
Mrs. Edward N. Ilarriman will entertain
the Ladies’ Aid Society this, Thursday,
All are cordially invited tu
alteruoon.
lend a helping band in this line of parish
work oi the Universalist church.

Mrs. C. S Rendell and her nieces, the
Misses llichborn, were in Searsport Thursday, May 7th, to call upon Mrs. A. V.
Nickels, her ^daughter, Mrs. M. P. Ward
and Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Nickels.
The Current Events Club will meet
Wednesday alteruoon, May 20th, with the
Misses Mary and Harriet 1). llichborn. A
full attendance is desired. “Forestry” will
he the subject under consideration.
The Young Ladies’ Guild will give a
“Poverty Social” this, Thursday, evening

Admission 17 cents,
llichborn Hall.
with “hard-times refreshments.” “Come;
oldest
clothes!” say these
wear
and
your
young ladies.
at

Mr. Frank L. Marston returned Monday
from a trip to Atlantic, where he had been
in consultation with Mr. Robbins relative to
the site of the proposed eanniug factory to
he established in town.
G. I). Young, the geutleman interested in
the “Canning Co.,” soon to be established
in our town, is in the village. It is xpected that preliminary work will begin the
present week, although at this writing
some details are unsettled.
Mrs. Avalina Griffin arrived home earlylast week from Mattapuisett, Mass., where
she spent the winter with her sun and wife,
Mr. ami Mrs. Harry W. Griffin. She has
opened her residence oil Sylvan street fur
the summer. Welcome home!
Mrs. John Littlefield of iiiewer arrived

Thursday to visit the Misses lliehborn on
since
registeied at the Searsport House the past thurch street. It has been 3(1 years
week: K. P. Vining, Bangor; F. C. Foss, she and her husband moved from our vila
extended
cordial
old
friends
Brunswick; Selden Eaton, Brewer; M. L. lage. Many
Woodman, Lagrange; L. L. Nash, Morrill; welcome to iter in her former home. She
E. E. Haskell, .Melrose; W. S. Kenuiston, left for Brewer Monday afternoon.
liockland; I. 11. Havener, Town; W. R.
Mrs. Forest Berry, who recently returned
Clifford, Belfast; E. S. Graves,J. S. Cooper, from New York, where she spent the winter
Capt. It. S. Haskell, Boston; J. L. Burk- with her husband (who is employed on one
inan, Prospect; It. M.-McLeod, E. L. Hay,
of the palatial yachts belonging to some milBangor; L. W. Lewis, Hartford; W. A. lionaire) is ill at the home of her parents,
Gordon, Bangor; Geo. A. Smart, Portland; Capt. and Mrs. Frank Marden. The disease
('. B. Dexter, Bangor; Moses Burpee, P. C.
is a strange one, a numbness beginning in
Newbegin, William Lewis, Moulton; E. M. the feet and creeping gradually upward,
C.
Fort
Angus
Fairfield;
Campbell, br. James Co e has the medical care of the
Berry,
Brewer, S. .1. Robinson, R. B. Dennett, case. The patient is confined to the bed,
Bangor; Albert Pierce, Frankfort; F. ,1. and her relatives feel much anxiety. VVe
Biather, Boston; Mr. and Mrs. E. Haskell, hope to hear of some gain before long.
liUli'jli

>

rx no,
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Slelrose.

CURE THE CAUSE.
How to Remedy Much of the Suffering in
Belfast.
Half of the sickness and suffering in Belfast comes from a weak stomach.
Cure the cause by using Mi-o-na Stomach
Tablets and be well and happy.
Even the most chronic cases yield to Mi-ona. W. C. Worrell, connected with the Lake
Shore Railroad for years, says: “For fifteen
years I had acute stomach trouble and nothing helped me. A friend recommended Mio-na and two boxes entirely cured me.”
Cure the cause of your suffering and be
well and happy.
If the stomach is weak aud you have in-

digestion, flatulence, dizziness, headache,

etc., get a 50-cent box of Mi-o-na from A. A.
Howes & Co. They give an absolute guarantee to refund the money unless Mi-o-na
2w20
cures.
•

a

little

more

Me.,
for New York; Elia May, Bangor for BosJohn
Bracewell,
Lauesville;
ton; Metinic,
Boston.
Georgetown, S. C., May 11. Ar, sch. John
Bossert, New York.

j\
j

foreign ports.

^^p^gaBBgBgg^gaBaaBs

^

cent

Thursday evening

than the injurious alum
or phosphate oflirae powders, but with
Royal you are sure of pure, healt’uful food.

Costs

i.

per annum.
SearsF J. Biatherof Boston was at the
calling on his
purt House last Saturday
father, A. J. Biather.
from
iSch Lizzie V. Hall arrived Monday
for the
South Amboy with 321 tons of coal
Searsport Coal Co.
Hall last
The K. of F. ball in Union
was largely attended and

The best kind of a
“Sold for over

's

Maitland K. LaFurley has bought of S. A.
Rendell the lot of land between the Sprague
block and Rendell store on the north side of
Main street and Wrill immediately begin the
erection of a three-story building thereon.
The lower floor he will occupy himself,
using it for his grocery and provision business, which at present is in one portion of
the Sprague block. The lot has a frontage
of 37 feet. A good looking store in that
space will be a decided improvement to the
upper side of that street. We are glad to
see this evidence of success in our young
merchant’s business.
A “May Reception” will be given in the
Grammar schoolroom on the evening of
Wednesday, May 20th, for the increasing of
the “piano fund,” which the pupils and
their music teacher, Mrs. Mae Keene Stackpole, are anxious to swell to the limit of the
sum now remaining to be paid upon the instrument, which the children and teacher
consider such a prize. Certainly all interested In the welfare of our public schools—

Honolulu, April 22. In
for Delaware Break water

Alaskan,

the backbone**' our free Republican govern-'
ment—will wish to aid in this goodly work
of providing this means of more satisfactory
ins?motion in the musical line for ourscho
The program will consist of choruses,
ars.
solos, duets, flag and Indian drills, by the
pupil", with readings, by Rev. II. E. R<millard, cornet solo by Mr. R. J. ‘ox, trombone
so'o by Mr. Harrison, and an instrumental
trio by Mrs. stackpo e and Messrs. Harriwill
s »n aiid Cox. During the evening there
to inspect the
an opportunity for all
listen
piano, patronize the candy table and1 ickets

be

the fortune-telling of the
will be 15 cents for adults
Give the
small children.
house that they may not be
to

gypsy.
and 5 cents for
scholars a full

S-9

ready

Do You Knew

dicm._

AMERICAN PORTS.

New York, May 6. Ar, sehs. Marion N.
Cobb, Jacksonville; Estelle, Providence; 7,
A.
ar, schs. Nellie Grant, Stockton; Elsie
iiayles, Long Cove; Helena, Stonington;
cld, bark Kremlin, Turks Island, etc.; sch.
J. Arthur Lord, St. John, N. B.; 8, passed
City Island, sch. Marion N. Cobb, Jacksonville for Rockland ;9, arrived, schs. Mineola,

Bluehill; Brigadier, Hocklaud; passed City
Island, schs. J. R. Bodwell, New York tor
Rockland; Pendleton Satisfaction, do for
Bangor; Irene E. Meservey, Elizabethport

for Bangor; Scotia, New Tork for eastern
port; 10, ar, sch. M. 11. Reed, Bangor via
New Haven; 12, cld, sch. Augusta VV. Snow,
San Juan.
Boston, May 7. Ar, sch. Northland, kaiardo, P. R.; 11, ar, schs. Georgia Gilkey,
Jacksonville; Henry B. Fiske, Brunswick.
Philadelphia, May 6. Cld, tug Leuape,
towing barge Preston for Brewer; ar, sch.
Hattie C. Luce, Mayaguez, P. R.; 7, ar, sciis.
Alicia B. Crosby, Portland; Nathaniel T.
Palmer, do; cld, sch. Qumarock, Charleston; 9, cld, schs. R. VV. Hopkins, Turks
Island; Nathaniel T. Palmer, Portland ; 11,
ar, schs. JacobM. llaskell, Bangor; Wm. K.
Park, Cape Porpoise; Charles li. Klinck,
Long Cove; D. II. Rivers, Mobile; 12, ar,
schs. Henry 1). May, Stonington; Henry R.
Tilton, Halls Quarry; cld, schs. Alice E.
Clerk, Bangor; Edward Stewart, Calais;
Willie L. Maxwell, Camden.
Baltimore, May 8. Ar, schs. Gov. Ames,
Boston; Mertie B. Crowley, do; 9, ar, schs.
Isabel B. Wiley, Chisholms Island; Geo. W.
Wells, Portland; 10, ar, sch. Wm. L. Douglass, Boston.
Newport News, May 6. Sld, schs. Lucinda
Sutton, Bangor; William B. Palmer, do; 7,
ar, sch. J. C. Strawbridge, Boston; sailed,
stmr. Bay State, towing barges Bombay for
Searsport and Brittania for New Bedford;
sch. Malcolm Baxter, Jr., Bangor; 8, sailed,
sch. J. C. Strawbridge, Bangor; 10, ar, schs.
Frontenac, Bangor; Gardiner G. Deering,
E.
Searsport; Gov. Powers, Portland; Mary
Morse, Salem; William C. Carnegie, Portland ; 12, sld, schs. Frontenac, Providenoe;
Elm City, Bangor; Wm. C. Carnegie, do.
Norfolk, May 5. Ar, sch. Ralph M. Hayward, New York, and cleared for Groton;
8, ar, schs. Laura L. Spragne, Bangor (and
sailed for Beverly); WiDfiela S. Schuster,
Port Tampa; 11, sld, soh. Wawenock, Am-

true. If you are not familiar with this system come to us and we will show you. The

two-t,,„„

I

|

IS IT YOUR Kl I CHEN OR DINING ROOM
r
That needs a new carpet? Extremely large, choice
of patterns in Oil Cloths at 25, 30, 35 and 40 cents
yard, or heavy CORK LINOLEUM for 50c. yer yard.

MUSLIN NOTTINGHAM DRAPERIES
All newest patterns of lace, reproductions of the genu:ported, in plain white, ecru, ivory, beige shades, from 98c,
to*$7.00 per window.

j
k

I I O
M
'' ^ w

or

I

IIVI Q^"

SPECIAL. A full size muslin i
striped effect with hemstitch'
rod, $1.25 value.
extension
fie, complete with brass
or

SPEC IAL PRICF 79c

ABSOLUTELY SAFE FROM LOSS

A LIMITED NUMBER OF MUSLINS, 2 patterns, go.
75c. Special Price 39c.

CAPITAL $50,000.00.
SURPLUS AND PROFITS $40,000.00
OHGAMZKl) 1KX1.

Other patterns at 75c., $1.00, S1.25, $1.75 and $2.00.

to

proceed

to

We are now ready
WE WANT TO GIVE YOU A TIP.
of
household
needs ear
stock
selected
best
the
with
largest,

Eastport.__

shown in Waldo County, at lower prices than you can possibly yet out of town, and if you will come in we will prove if

BELFAST CANNOT
OF
DOUBT WHAT HAS BEEN TWICE
PROVED.

Complete Line of Caskets, Robes and Burial Goods.
COMPLETE HOUSE FURNISHINGS.

In gratitude for complete relief from aches
and pains of bad backs—from distressing kidney
thousands have publicly recommended
ills
Doan’s Kidney rills. Residents of Heliast, who
so testified years ago. now say their cures were
This testimony doubly proves the

c, [Am

worth of Doan's

Kidney l'ills

to

Belfast

..

SUCCESSORS 10

kidney

sufferers
Ben Robinson,

living at No. 6 Waldo avenue
Belfast, Me., says: “In the month of November
1897, i publicly recommended Doan’s Kidney Pills
through our Belfast papers just to let people
needing such a remedy know their value. I had
suffered at intervals with pain through my back
and m and around my kidneys. Any cold or overexertion made me suffer much pain and discomfort. Doan’s Kidney Pills absolutely cured me
ano 1 could do my work with ease and strength.
1 have used Doan’s Kidney Fills during the several years which have elapsed ami they always
produce the same good and effective results. 1
am glad to recommend them at eveiy oppor-

Telephone

SPENCER & EATON,

permanent.

47 Main Street,

HAIL ORDERS

CLOSING OUT SALE
OF

For sale by all dealers. Frice 50 cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. V., sole agents foi
t he United States.
Remember the name—Doan's—and take uo
other.
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A small

Corrected Weekly for Tlie .Journal.

.Next Sunday tne baccalaureate sermon
for the graduating class of the High school
will be given by Rev. J. W. Vaughan at

mr

jhat in all the financial transactions In the 1’.
S. but t>% is done with currency, ti.e other Pi
°Jc being done by means of checks and hank
drafts? It you do not already k* ep a checking account start one now and you will realize
from its convenience and safely why above is

RESIDENTS

as ever.

Decrees of diKakgob, Me., May
vorce in 41 cases were granted by .Judge
Arno W. King at the term of the Penobscot county supreme court just finished, one
of the longest lists on record for a term of
this county court. In 28 cases the wife asked for separation, the husband in 13 instanDesertion was the grounds in 16cases,
ces.
cruel and abusive treatment in 12, intoxication and adultery five each and nonsupport
in three cases. In the case of 19 couples
there were children.

in

carpet effect, variety of patter,

to you.

Miss Halford has gone and Mrs. Winslow has returned to her duties as pastor of
the Friends church in this place.
Miss Dorcas Davis has gone to the Mansur homestead to spend the summer vacation. Miss Mary Davis, her guardian, will
follow her a little later.
Herbert Smith lias moved his family to
the Bert Stinipson place, which he will
It is a nice farm and
carry on this season.
he will have plenty of business.
on
the basement of the
work
Men are at
Hobbs store and the building will be readv
for occupancy in about three months. It
will have twice the floor space of the old
store.
True P. Gilley has repaired the Gapt.
James S. IluxfoYd house, injured by a recent lire, ami which he has bought for a
home for himself and sister, Mrs. Affie Godding, who now acts as our hello girl at the
central office, which is in that house.
John Morrill of Swanville came to Brooks
Monday and got old Ned, a farm and family
horse which had been kept at the Dow
homestead for some twenty years. They
wanted him to have a good home and a kind
master, for he has been a faithful and valuab’e animal.

11.

MARINE MISCELLANY.
Portland, Maine, May 8. Sch. George H.
Mills, recently badly damaged by going
ashore at Hurricane Island and now underat Rockland, has been sold to

PECTORAL.

will give your business, whether large
small, careful attention.
DEFCSITCFE IN THIS E/F K ARE

Japanese Matting

A

.

yard.

per

MATTI\\,

yard.

EXTRA HEAVY CHINA MATTING, weighing from n
110 lbs. to the roll, 15 to 30c. SPECIAL DISCOl’N!
full roll order.’

& Co. of that port.
Boston, May 8. Sch J. V. Wellington,
which was damaged in a gale in \ ineyard
Sound April 21 and towed here, completed
repairs at a njost of^ about £1,000. She is

Mrs. Sarah Edwards is still confined to
the house by illness.
Mrs. Henry Webb has presented her husband with another daughter.
J, \V. Hobbs has been having a lire sale.
A. B. Pay son has been with him.
T. A. Elliott and wife will be in Brooks
soon for their summer v cation.
Mrs. A. E. Chas“ has practically recovered from her recent illness and is around the

Forty-One Divorces at Bangor.

Azua, about May 5. Sid, sch. Metliebesec,
New York.
,-vr,
Havana, Mav 2. Sid, sch. ( litfonl N. CarCharles L.
ver, Jacksonville; 8, ar, sobs
Jeffrey,Pascagoula; Josephine,1 ascagoula;
11, ar, bark Josephine, Philadelphia.
Ar, sch. Lucia
St. John, N. B., May 11.
Porter, New York for Fredericton, N. If.,
sld, sch. Norombega, New A ork.
Demerara, April 13. Ar, sch. Carrie E.
Look, Norfolk.

only 35c.

SARSAPARILLA.

? i/2f^PILLS‘
h* t, O CHERRY

per

CfiyFTIilNft IIFUH
ntn

C. Ayer Co., Lowell, Mass.
Alao manufacturers of

I

25C.

oumciniliu

testimonialsixty years.'1

5

10different patterns, of JAPANESE

warp, at

Snow

disappointed.

Union church. It will he an interesting
occasion and a large attendance should be
assured. The. graduating exercises will he
held in Union Hall on the afternoon of May
22nd, with the usual program. There will
he a ball in the evening with music by
Kendall's Orchestra.
We had the pleasure last week of calling
upon Mrs. Sarah 1*. McGray of Knox, who
is 90 years old, but as bright and smart as
Iler sight and hearing
most persons of 70.
are good and she is interested in everything
that is going on in the world. Years ago
we attended a party at her home and she
remembered it as if it were but yesterday.
She has a comfortable home and her son
John lives with her, a U. S. pension supplying all her simple needs. We remember
her son Robert as a schoolmate.

; May 8, ar, stmi.
Francisco via Seattle and la-

San

500 yards,
Jcotton

going repairs

THE NEWS OE BROOKS.

same

port, ship Dirigo,

Don’t you find in looking through your home one or more room?
that are in need of a pretty new carpet? Now if it be a chamber
carpet, you will be surprised what nobby patterns we have 15
our line of mattings, and you certainly cannot kick at our price,

rlado by J.

I

Amboy.

coal port.

C. Newbegiu
Moses Burpee and Barker
on
town *iida>
of Houltou were in
business.
F. Parker are reMr and Mrs. Myron
of a 10-pound son,
joicing over the birth
born May tith.

a

Philadelphia

Stonington, May 5. Ar, schs. Abbie N.
S.;
ker, Boston ; Mildred May, Meteghan,
C. Taylor, Jonesboro; sld, sch. William H.
Netsch.
in
port,
Davenport, Philadelphia;
tie Champion, ldg for New Y ork ; 9, ar, sen.
Eugene Borda; sld, sch. Mildred May, Vinalhaven and Gloucester; in port, schs. AbC.
bie Bowler, for New York, ready;
Pendleton, awaiting charter. Florence
A.,
Castine, May 6. Ar, *ch.
Boston ; sld, sch. Caroline Kriescher,
with
New
York,
Garland,
B.
T.
11, ar, sch.

CARPETS m DRAPERIES

Do you like it? Then why
be contented with it? Have
to be? Oh, no! Just put on
Ayer’s Hair Vigor and have
long, thick hair; soft, even
hair. But first of all, stop
your hair from coming out.
Save what you have. Ayer’s
Hair Vigor will not disappoint
you. It feeds the hair-bulbs;
makes weak hair strong.

for Calais; 12, ar, schs. Edward T. Stotesburj, Newport News; Savannah, Jacksonville; S. G. Haskell, do,
Hattie Dunn, do; Maude Palmer, Newport

0^S

healthful
Egr
of fruits, comes the
fif
chief ingredient of
the

Pike Bros, have leased a lot in the Carver
shipyard to build their cooper shop.
in
Hon. D. S. Mortland of Rockland was
town last week calling on relatives.

M

SALE

MAY

6.
Ar, sch.
Newburyport, Mass., May
Lucy E. Friend, Newport News. Clifford N.
sch.

Mrs. Clara Carver arrived last week from
Boston.
from
Henry B. Black arrived Sunday
Everett, Mass.
Geo. A. Carver returned to Sew

a

N. S.; 12, sld, sch. Margaret Haskell,
Ar, seh. Mark Peudle5.

R nature

Market.

FOB ONE WEEK ONLY.

Prices Paid Product/

50a7f Hay** ton, 12.00di4.1f
ppies p l*u.,
7 Hides** lb,
34a-i*
dried, D tb.
12
2.50&2.75 Land) fc> lb.
Beans, pea,
50
Yel*eyes,2.50a2.75 Lamb Skins,
9
24.0.2*? Mutton *> lb.
Butter P tb,
50
d&8 Oats ** bu., 32 lb,
Beef, sides, p lb,
bu..
70
d Potatoes
Beet fore quarters,
Pound Hog,
7
Barley $4 bu.,
8.00
14al5 Straw fc> ton,
Cheese D tb.
26a28
id Turkey *> lb,
Chicken p lb,
3
lu Tallow *> lb,
Calf Skins, per lb.
18 Veal ** lb.
8<g9
Duck p tb,
20
B* Wool, unwashed,
Kggs fr» doz..
4.00@4.50
13^14 Wood, hard,
Fowl
lb,
3.00
18 Wood, soft.
Geese p tb.
A

1

lietail Market.

Retail /‘rice.

1.10
11 Lime F bbl.f
Beef, corned, p tb.
5
i8a:o Oat Meal ** lb,
Butter Salt, 14 lb,
5
85 Onions ^ lb,
Corn $4 bu.,
14
Oil
82;
Kerosene, gal.,13;a
Cracked Corn, P bu,
6
T),
Corn Meal, $4 bu.,
82| Pollock
11
18@20 Pork *> ib.
Cheese, p tb,
1.13
Cotton Seed, P cwt., 1.70 Plaster *> hbl.,
Meal *> lb,
34
Rye
Codfish dry, P tb,
8(&.9|
l.oo
15 Shorts *> cwt..
Cranberries, p qt.,
22 Sugar ** lb,
64
Clover Seed,
38
T.
bu.,
1.,**
Salt,
Flour p bbl.,
5.75a6.75,
5
Sweet Potatoes,
H. G. Seed P bu.,
3.00;
4
11 Wheat Meal.
Lard, p lb,

MRS. C. S.

Newton. In Kockport, May 5, to Mr. and Mrs.
G. Howard Newton, a daughter
Parsons. In Castine, April 25, to Dr. and Mrs.
George E Parsons, a daughter.
Philbrook. In Belfast, May 5, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles E. Philbrook, a son.
Parker. Iii Bearsport, May 6, to Mr. and Mrs.
Myron F. Parker, a son.
Tithkrington. In Belfast, May 10, to Mr.
and Mrs. Orlando E. Titherington, a son. Charles
Cod man.
Robinson. In Rockland, May 6, to Mr. and
Mrs. George II. Robinson, Jr., a son, Arthur.
9, to Mr. and
Thompson. In Montville,
Mrs, Ephraim Thompson, a daughter.
Varnum. In Seal Harbor, May 1 ,lto Mr. and
Mrs. James Varnum, a son.

May

STAPLES’ PIANO & MUSIC CO..
Belfast.

GEOHGK A.C'AKV; ii of Brooklyn. N.
lor sale, at his summer residence in
Searsport, a silo, ensilage cutter, horse power,
large dump cart, large dray. American barrow,
sulkv plow, manure spreader, mowing machine,
horse rake, springtooth harrow, iron beam plow,
horse hoe, roller, hayrack, corn planter, root cutter, cream separator, cream cans, milk tester,
chum. Muter worker, calf fe* dels and sleds.
These articles having been used some will be sold
cheap, and those who wish to make a good bargain in purchasing any of them, can do so by
calling on the subscribe! during the next three
weeks and upon the owner on the premises, after
that time.
W. T.

Searsport, May

KUNNEI LS,
It, 1908.—3w20
C.

Agent.

Estabrito Shirt HI. Co.,
MAINE,

For Sale
An upright piano. Apply to
Mrs. W. B. FLETCHER,
27 High Street.
Belfast, May H, 1908.—sotf

The Belfast

at

Department Store.

I have an application by a young man who
wishes to lease a farm near Belfast, or Searsport,
shares or cash rental, or would purchase if
price is right and terms reasonable. Write or
apply with description and terms, to
MAURICE W. LORD,
2w20
Assessors’ Office, Belfast, Maine.

on

DIED.

The Shoe Situation.

in

^..daugh-

a

nice select!

WHITE MOLTED EMMEL WillII
A

Outside and inside alike.
Call and look them

thing
Yours truly,

over.

new

M. A. COOK,
j WE

OFFER

on

the market.

Maine

Searsport.

$|0,000

FOUR YEAR FIVE PERCENT COUPON

NOTES.
Denomi'v

Due June 1,1911.

Dated June 1,1907.

Cfl

RAILWAY

SOMERSET

Price

Farm Wanted

Shipments of shoes through Boston are
scarcely more than half the weekly
figures of last year, and the market is quiet
New England manuand uninteresting.
facturers’ salesmen are starting on the road
to secure fall case orders, as the factories
now

are in need of
more plants will

show you

payable June

l

and

December

1

in

>

Hostor

ISSUK $1,500,000.
Principal and Interest Unconditionally Guaranteed by Kndorsemeni
BY MAISK CKNIRAL KAILKOAD COMi’ABIV

..

Cunningham. In Belfast. May 12, John Cunningham, aged 97 years, 10 months mid 16 days.
Goodwin. In Rockport, May 3, Eugene (.oleman Goodwin, aged 47 years, 4 months, 2 Jays.
Hustus. In Freedom, May 8. John Dustus.
Millay, in Camden, April *29, Miss Ellzabetli,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Millay.
Rich. In Belfast, May 2, Carrie Rich, formerly of Belmont, aged 39 years.
In Vlnalhaven, May 1, Ruben
Wentworth
D. Wentworth, aged 60 yehrs and lmonth.
May 4, Alice W. WalCamden,
Wallace,
lace, aged 74 years and 3 months.
Webster. In Waldo, May n,,Vera
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Webster,aged 7 years.
Young. In Lincolnville, May 5, James Henry
Young, aged 77 years.

can

TOTAL

Closing Out Sale
of SOAP
THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY,

sale and I

We have birthday, leap-year and phot

Just received.
post cards.

APPLY TO

BELFAST,

Pest Cart

Day

1,000 LOCAL VIEWS OF MAINE

Shirt Makers.
2w20

Memorial
are now on

WANTED

..

Appleton._

St.,!

78 Main

luter< st

to Rockland, May 2, Eldon
,Jones I'.EKKV.
Jones and Mrs. Celinda E. Kerry, noth of Rockland
In Soarsmont, April 22, by
Keene-Wood.
Rev. Elwin A. Dinslow Ormond T. Keene of Appleton and Miss Mabelle V. Wood of Sear-mont.
MAgune-Rollins. In Rockland, May 6, Robert B. Magune and Miss Nellie Rollins, both of
Rock port.
In Camden, May i,
Maddox-Bachelder.
Kben Maddox and Mrs Elizabeth Batchelder,
both of Camden.
Perry-Wadsworth. In Appleton, April 29,
Leland H. Perry and Miss Nellie E. Wadsworth,
both of

plan if

CAI»r.
Y., offers

MARRIED.
Dow-Wihtam. Ill Stonington, iApril 18, Wal
lace W. Dow of stcuington ami Miss Hattie
Wltham of Rockland.
Hashell-Conikin. In Rockland, May 4, John
W. Haskell and Mabel E. Condon, both ol Roek-

Victor.

a

Tin* first payment puts it in your house.
All sizes, styles and prices.
All with the genuine Victor quality.
Will teli you all about « ur easy payment
you will call.

FOR SALE!

BORN.
Bowen. In Belfast, May 8, to Mr. and Mrs.
Selwyn E. Bowen, a daughter.
Candage. In North Brooklin, April 29. to Mr.
and A.rs. Erastus J. Candage, a daughter, Blanche
Helen.
Grindle. In Bucksport, April 24 to Mr. and
Mrs. John E. Grindle. a son.
Moore. In Camden, May 4, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Moore, a daughter, Catherine Lurlnda.
Moody. In Warren, May 2, to Mr. and Mrs.
W A. Moody, a daughter
Merrithkw. In Stonlngton, April 29. to Mr.
and Mrs. George Merrithew. a daughter, Lucena

WEBBER,

4 Bell St., Belfast.

weekly payment buys

new contracts; otherwise
be compelled to shut down.
The only activity in leather is supplied by
St. Louis shoe manufacturers, sevi?ral large
sales being recorded, but eastern consumers
exhibit uo interest whatever.—Dun’s Review, May 9th.

to

net 4 (50

percent.

__

14

20

FOR

SALE

House of two tenements, with lot, 3-4 acre,
8 rods on shore, suitable for summer cot-

tages, small orchard of apples, pears and
plums set out, also berries. Call on owner,
F. H. HOAG,
3w20*
24 Bay View Street, Belfast.

FARM

FOR

MAYNARD S. BIRD & CO. 1

SCHOOL STREET, ROCKLAND

SALE

IN MONTYIDLE, ON AYER’S KIDGK.

mm out mi
0K

SOAP

THURSDAY, FRIDAY and

SA‘

THE BELFAST DEPARTMEN’

>

J|,£

Tenement for Ren!
Choice Tested Garden Seed>

Farm of the late Albert O. Porter, containing
76 acres, well divided into tillage, pasture and
woodshed. Good house and barn, good well of
water, apple orchard, schoolbouse near by. K. F.
D. delivery from both Liberty and Freedom, Me.;
also a tele ,hone in the house. For terms inquire
on the place, or of

and Nasturtium Seed

a

Sp<

Large Assortment to Self■1
Cut Flowers and Floral Desig'

DK. EDWIN A.

PORTER,
Pittsfield, Maine.

WILLIS t

HA«U“

